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Spectrum owners! Imagine what 
great use you could make of all 
these components. Rotronics have 
integrated them all into one 
attractively styled, compact unit. All 
the power and convenience of 
floppy disk can now be yours, but at 
a fraction of the cost. 

A complete package 

Data transfer rate is approximately 
2K per second. Access time is 
proportional to capacity. 16K wafers 
are ideal for program development, 
with the larger capacity wafers 
being more suitable for general use 
and archiving of completed 
programs and data. Mechanical 
longevity is assured by the use of 
high grade materials throughout 
and full interchangeability between 
machines is guaranteed. 

Extensive software 
applications 

Wafadrive provides intelligent 
file handling and rapid access to 
data. Program development and 
other applications can be 
performed with ease. Start word 
processing immediately with the 
specially developed software 
package included with Wafadrive. 
Or battle with a spectacular 
interactive games program 
Whatever your mood, you’ll find the 
sophisticated Wafadrive software 
challenging and rewarding. Future 
versions of Wafadrive will be 
available for most popular home 
micros, so software back-up will be 
comprehensive. 

For further information 
contact us now for our full colour 
brochure. 

ROTRONICS LTD. SANTOSH HOUSE, MARLBOROUGH TRADING ESTATE. WEST WYCOMBE ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE. BUCKS HP11 2LB TEL: (0494) 4S2757 
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Hobbit and Ultradrive storage 
units? There could be gold at the 
end of this rainbow. 
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it looks down in the dumps. 
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a Break. 
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Can the maker of the most successful IBM-compatible strike gold 
with its desktop version? 

MSX hoisted its standard in 
Europe last week but machines 
for the UK are still a month or 
two away. 

The British launch of the 
MSX-standard systems took 
place a safe distance away in 
the south of France. All the 
mfyor companies involved in 
the MSX project were repre¬ 
sented and a number of 
machines were on show. 

Toshiba was the only com¬ 
pany to have actually delivered 
any microcomputers to British 
dealers and these should be on 
sale in a few stores already. 

Many other companies still 
can’t promise delivery of their 
MSX machines until Novem¬ 
ber, while others are holding 
back until spring next year as 
they won’t be able to provide 
enough machines for the ex¬ 
pected demand and don’t wish 
to get dealers’ backs up. 

Spectravideo was noticeable 
by its absence at the launch. 
You may remember that Spec¬ 
travideo launched what was 

supposed to be a machine that 
met the MSX specification 
around February this year. 
Unfortunately the MSX spec 
was changed after the Spectra¬ 
video was designed; now the 
SVI728 is due to be launched in 
October and this will be com¬ 
patible with the new standard. 

A spokesman for JVC sum¬ 
med up MSX by comparing it to 
the hi-fi trade. You can walk 
into a shop selling record play¬ 
ers and cassette recorders and 
know that all of them will play 
the same records and cassettes. 

Obviously companies such as 
JVC, Mitsubishi, Sanyo and 
Toshiba, who are already sell¬ 
ing this type of product, see the 
advantage of manufacturing a 
compatible product. 

The presence of a large num¬ 
ber of magazines like Woman’s 
Own and Options at the launch 
confirms that MSX is not aimed 
at the computer enthusiast but 
rather at the same market as 
hi-fi’s, washing machines and 
video recorders. 
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machines, with a focus on Com¬ 
modore and Spectrum. 
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to the UK’s liveliest letters 
page. 
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Pack your troubles off to us — 
we’ll help sort them out. 
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Make a bit on the side if we print 
your tip in our round-up ofhinta 
Dungeon 18 
Avoid Montezuma’s revenge 
with our guide to Aztec Adven¬ 
ture. 
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the latest hard-copy. 
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town. 
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Audiogenic sets software trend 
Commodore specialist Au¬ 
diogenic is backing a hunch 
that software will be given 
away free in the future. 

It plans to launch a storage 
system for the Commodore 64 
complete with free software, at 
about a third of the price of a 
Commodore disk drive. 

There will be bubble-gum 
software turning over quickly 
and cheaply and the more 
sophisticated stuff will be com¬ 
ing with the hardware,’ Au¬ 
diogenic’s Martin Maynard 
predicted. His company has 

already branched out into sell¬ 
ing peripherals with the Koala 
graphics pad; now it is prepar¬ 
ing a wafer-type storage system 
with software accompaniment. 

'I think software’s going to be 
even cheaper,’ he said, illus¬ 
trating the point with telesoft¬ 
ware on radio and the packages 
available through networks 
like Compunet and Micronet. 
'It’s been a long, hot summer 
and I think you’ll find that a 
large number of companies will 
find that it’s too hot and will 
move out.’ 
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Bionic Acorn heads the cast 
The corporation that brought 
you spiralling telephone bills 
and the Abominable Buzby is 
going in for cheap software. 

British Telecom, through a 
label called Firebird, will have 
£2.50 games for the Spectrum, 
Vic 20 and Commodore 64, and 
BBC Micro in the shops by 
mid-October. 
Something nasty could be 
crawling into your Christmas 
stocking this year if Quicksilva 
has anything to do with it. 

The self-styled Game Lords 
launched titles like Zombie 
Zombie, Blood and Guts, and 
Strontium Dog — The Killing 
last week. These and others for 
the Spectrum, Commodore 64 
and Atari will be available 
soon. Zombie Zombie is the 
follow-up to Ant Attack. 
Mainframe maker Sperry 
Univac has found that old 
habits die hard. It has launched 
a portable PC that weighs 
381bs. Pickfords is thought to be 
bidding for UK distribution 
rights. 
Newcomer Tatung has added 
features to its Einstein to 
spruce up the display and oper¬ 
ating range. 

The company has brought out 
a high resolution 12in monitor, 
an 80-column card to make best 
use of it, and a version of BBC 
Basic to run under its own Xtai 

IBM-compatibilrty on Acorn’s 310. 

You’d have needed Steve Au¬ 
stin’s bionic legs to survive the 
course at the seventh PCW 
Show last week. 

With three floors of an old 
furniture emporium to spread 
over, the companies that mat¬ 
tered were all there to show off 
their wares. Among the biggest 
and most elaborate stands were 
Acorn, Atari, Sinclair and Com¬ 
modore, but Microvitec’s cub 
jungle took the biscuit. 

Thanks to the miracles of 
modern reporting we were able 
to bring you news of some of the 
likely show-stoppers last week 
— notably Acorn’s ABC Busi¬ 
ness Computers. 

vklEW FROM AMERICA 

Through a cab 
window darkly 
By Chris Rowley 

New York taxi cabs enjoy a 
world wide reputation for a 
kind of grim charm. 

New Yorkers are used to it, 
toughened by years of bizarre 
traffic conditions. Even they 
have their limits however. Now 
some drivers are ex- Grimenting with a 2ft by 3in 

JD panel driven by a micro 
under the dash that pumps ad 
slogans into the back seat while 
you meander through the grid¬ 
lock. The gleaming letters are 
only 17ins away from your eyes 
and are hard to ignore as they 
advise you to drink 
'Kronenborg', 'See La Cage aux 

Folles’, listen to ’News 88’, etc. 
Maybe all new cabs will be 

wired up so that as soon as you 
open the door the ads begin. 
Maybe they’ll add audio chips 
too. Maybe the mayor will come 
to his senses and bid the taxi 
and limousine commission do 
something to stop this horror 
before it gets out of hand. After 
all, it won’t be long before those 
Large Area Flat Panel LCD 
screens arrive on the scene. 

There were a few shudders at 
prestigious auditors Peat Mar¬ 
wick when they checked Kayp- 
ro’8 inventory recently. 
Apparently Kaypro was so 
overwhelmed with parts ship¬ 
ments it ran out of room in the 
warehouse. So Kaypro set up a 
circus Big Top on a bluff over¬ 
looking the Pacific Ocean out¬ 
side San Diego, and filled it 
with chips, screens, disk drives, 
circuit boards etc. Security and 
accounting practices were re¬ 
portedly none too tight and as 
much as $6 million may be 
missing from the total inven¬ 
tory of $60 million. 

Texas Instruments was the 
scene of some frantic scramb¬ 
ling to minimise negative 
media exposure when the defec¬ 
tive chip testing procedures 

That rare bird, the MSX 
machine, surfaced at the show. 
Tucked away in the corner of 
Microdealer UK’s stand was an 
MSX Goldstar, a 64K micro 
with a Z80, MSX Basic, and 
32K of RAM for around £230. 

The Goldstar comes with a 
built-in recorder, a programm¬ 
able sound generator, several 
graphics modes and 16 colours. 
When it comes is another mat¬ 
ter, but Microdealer UK hopes 
to have systems in full supply 
before Christmas. The software 
distributor is the sole distribu¬ 
tor for the machine in the UK. 

Amstrad was able to put a 
firmer date on its disk units. 
These should be available by 
late November, for £199.95 
each — the price also buys you 
CP/M and Logo. The drives are 
called DDI- Is; they’re 3in units 
along the lines of the Hitachi 
standard, with up to 178K file 
capacity. 

On the stand the drives were 
safe from prying hands, set into 
the moulding of a partition or 
gleaming behind a glass panel. 
Commodore also was taking no 
chances, placing the systems 
around its stand under res¬ 
traint with sturdy clamps. 
There were no such limitations 
on software catalogues for the 
C16 and Plus/4 — perhaps 
responding to press doubts ab¬ 

story hit the fan. Instead of 
actually performing those hun¬ 
dreds of tests on the myriads of 
chips now installed in Americas 
F15’s and Sidewinders etc, 
many chip makers have simply 
shipped potentially defective 
chips to the Pentagon. 

Horror stories keep surfac¬ 
ing. As many as a third of the 
navy’s Sparrow missiles and 
quarter of its Sidewinders are 
now regarded as ’useless’. 

Texas Instruments resented 
being singled out. A spokesman 
said The question is: was the 
paper work done properly and 
were the tests done according to 
specifications?’ But the com¬ 
pany acknowledged that some 
chips leaving its Midland, 
Texas plant might not have 
been tested in accordance with 
the Defence Department’s rigid 
specifications. 

Other industry observers 
backed Texas Instruments. 
These are hardly isolated inci¬ 
dents,’ said Judith Larsen of 
Cognos Associates. 

Another kind of horror story 
came to light when Richard 
Perle, the persistent Secretary 
of Defence in the Reagan admi¬ 
nistration, said that he believed 
that the Apple II is a good 

out the availability of software 
for the new pair, Commodore 
has been stung into providing 
solid evidence. 

Across the gangway from 
Commodore, Acorn was demon¬ 
strating almost as many sys¬ 
tems as the C16 has software 
titles. The eight pieces of its 
ABC range drew interested 
crowds throughout the show. 
Not even the Chinese water 
torture of a leaking roof could 
dampen Acorn’s enthusiasm, 
but ACT’s Roger Foster may 
have a point when he predicted 
that Acorn had as good a chance 
of breaking into the business 
market as ACT has of getting 
into education. 

The ABC systems (issue 79) 
take Acorn’s habit of adding 
processors to the BBC board to 
new lengths. As a result they 
are BBC-compatible, but 
another effect is that they have 
a less robust feel than most 
business systems. 

January can’t come too soon 
for Enterprise; this Jekyll and 
Jekyll company now faces 
another delay in bringing its 
Enterprise 64 to market. The 
kindest thing that anybody 
could have done at the show 
would have been to designate 
its space on the upper floor a 
Regional Enterprise Zone and 
give it Government grants, but 

example of a readily available, 
modern computer of military 
value to the Eastern Block. He 
even seems to believe the US 
uses such a computer to target 
its own nuclear weapons. You 
didn’t know there were people 
in the Reagan administration 
who were this badly informed, 
did you? 

Meanwhile the first findings 
from an NYU study of the effect 
of home computers on Amer¬ 
ican family life came to light. 
Twenty families with 40 chil¬ 
dren ranging from three to 18 
were surveyed. Commodore 
64’s were the most commonly 
owned computer followed by 
Apple II’s and TRS-80’s. One 
family had an IBM PC. 

Some refused to allow chil¬ 
dren with computers to use 
them for homework. In some 
cases school officials cited the 
social inequity involved. The 
report noticed that this may be 
only the beginning of an explo¬ 
sive issue in US schools as 
students are divided into the 
computer haves and have nots. 

Finally we should note that 
October has been designated 
'Computer Learning Month’ by 
the US senate. After all this is 
an election year. 
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raiders 
on the horizon 
By David Guest 

Widespread drought, dwind¬ 
ling coal stocks, a fearful ham¬ 
mering from the West Indians, 
it wasn’t much of a summer. 
And to add to the list of woes, 
sales ofhome micros have fallen 
sharply. 

Bikes are to blame, according 
to a consumer research group 
called AGB Home Audit. While 
sales of BMX bikes have leapt 
by 76 per cent, home micro 
makers have had to come to 
terms with a 30 per cent drop in 
sales. AGB’s explanation is 
startlingly obvious — in fine 
weather you prefer to be on your 
bike, in a manner of speaking. 

But BMX bikes have more in 
common with micros than 
might at first appear. For exam¬ 
ple, the bike by itself is hardly 
enough; you have to buy the 
add-ons as well — the protec¬ 
tive clothing, the crash hel¬ 
mets. Then there are the further 
capital investments that you 
need to make the most of your 
bike — a spot of concrete 
landscaping in the garden, an 
abrupt leap in the personal 
insurance premium. 

Besides which, BMX bikes 
have certain disadvantages 
beyond the fact that you can’t 
destroy mutant alpacas with 
them (unless you live in the 
high Andes, where jaywalking 
alpacas are a common hazard). 

The risk of personal damage is 
greater. Apart from an early 
scare over Specrum power sup¬ 
plies, who ever heard of any¬ 
body being admitted to the 
casualty department after a 
session on an arcade game? 

The answer for hard-pressed 
micro makers is obviously to 
sell a BMX simulation game 
with their machines, and in¬ 
deed this has started to happen. 
But the Japanese, never ones to 
miss a trick, have gone the 
whole hog. They have brought 
the BMX standard micro to 
Europe. 

You’ll have read about BMX 
machines. In association with 
Microsoft several Japanese 
manufacturers have built 
machines to a common stan¬ 
dard, with Z80 processors and 
BMX Basic. The idea is that lots 
of people will buy them 
(perhaps 76 per cent more than 
last year) and lots of Japanese 
companies will make a killing. 

With this in prospect, several 
software houses — the number 
runs to 40 at the last count — 
are busy producing BMX soft¬ 
ware. This will run on any BMX 
machines indiscriminately. As 
launched in Europe last week 
there are seven BMX micros 
soon to be available in the UK 
— the Seven Dwarfs. 

Commodore users will agree 
that it is a wonderful thing, a 
standard that will let you run 
any piece of software on any one 
of seven micros. It might also 
justify a higher price on the 

software — after all, if it will 
run on so many different sys¬ 
tems it is so much more valu¬ 
able. 

But standardisation helps 
the suppliers at least as much as 
it helps the users. The average 
user — take yourself, as a 
random example — will not 
own seven different micros. 
More often than not you’ll have 
a relatively modest collection 
— say, one micro. Under these 
circumstances it will be a mat¬ 
ter of complete indifference to 
you how many other machines 
your game can run on—unless, 
heaven forbid, you’re selling 
copies of it to your friends with 
other BMX micros. 

So the software suppliers 
have seven chances of making a 
sale where previously they 
might have throught them¬ 
selves lucky to have two — the 
Oric 1 and the Atmos, for 
example. 

With this in mind, look at the 
range of prices that software 
companies are quoting on BMX 
software. It runs from £1.99 
(God bless Mastertronic) to 
£11.95. 

Then look back at the early 
days of Amstrad software, 
where software companies had 
only one machine to aim at. 
Amsoft set a price of £8.95, well 
over the odds if you’re used to 
prices on other popular 
machines. With Amstrad too 
there have been renegades who 
wouldn’t toe the high-price line 
— Kuma is one. 

So what difference will stan¬ 
dardisation make to you? On 
the face of it, none. Eventually 
it may mean a wider choice, but 
as with any new micro that will 
depend on how well the new 
micros sell. When the BMX 
micros finally get into the shops 
you may begin to see software 
prices dropping. But until then, 
ask yourself exactly who the 
BMX bandits are. 

After BMW, BMX—the standard to put 
some pep back into micros. 

"according to Enterprise’s 
Michael Shirley the company’s 
backers are not losing patience. 

The machine (64K of RAM 
and due to go out with 48K of 
ROM) was originally launched 
last September, to be on sale by 
April of this year. The company 
at that time was called Elan. 
Later it became Flan, and then 
Enterprise, which kept every¬ 
body entertained while its 
machine steadfastly refused to 
appear. Now it is due in Janu¬ 
ary next year. The company’s 

backers must have the patience 
of Chris Tavare, and so far its 
income has not troubled the 
accountants. 

The problem lies in the 
graphics chip. Shirley said that 
the system would still hold its 
own when it appears, despite 
the delays—'We’re not going to 
be overtaken overnight,’ he 
claimed, adding bravely: *1 
don’t think we’ve got a credibil¬ 
ity problem because we’ve not 
hyped the market during the 
many months of delay.’ 

Apart from the increased 
ROM the only change to the 
Enterprise 64’s original spec 
(issue 29) is in its price — it will 
cost £249 if you ever get the 
chance to buy one. 

Elsewhere the unexpected 
lurked around every comer: a 
large part of the Atari stand 
was given to the 'discontinued’ 
600XL; Tandy was showing 
Colour Computers with bright 
new keyboards; Crystal Soft¬ 
ware had changed its name to 
Design Design and had a pre- 
production version of Dark Star 
running smoothly. 

The BBC’s Chip Shop stand 
proved one of the most popular, 
with its events punctuating the 
days and with appearances 
from presenters and celebrities. 
ACT, displaying the Portable 
Apricot (wasn’t the original 
supposed to be portable?), 
seemed to have come to the 
wrong place — its constant 
taped presentation would have 
been more at home at the Which 
Computer? Show. 

But anything went at Olym¬ 
pia 2, and most of it probably 

2?Wh; did. Why Olympia 2 Tiy not 

for the Colour Computer. 

Parnassus or Ida as a name for 
the hall? Perhaps because 
Olympia 2 makes it sound more 
like an old furniture emporium. 

We’ll round off our coverage 
of the seventh PCWShow next 
week with a report on the F^CN 
prize winners. 
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Piracy—who’s ripping-off who? 
By Derid Guest 

Hands up anybody who’s never 
copied a piece of software. 

If your hand is down you will 
be startled to learn that you’re 
costing UK software producers 
£66 million a year. If your hand 
is up, better put the other one up 
as well and surrender. Where 
copying is concerned, you’re 
guilty until proved innocent. 

Guilty of what? That’s a 
question that the software sup¬ 
pliers are answering as they go 
along. They regard pirates as 
leeches that are bleeding them 
white, but while some are out to 
hammer only the commercial 
counterfeiters, one or two are 
loosing off at anything that 
moves. You could find yourself 
in the firing line. 

Many of the techniques they 
use to discourage copy i ng make 
no distinction between legiti¬ 
mate and illegitimate opera¬ 
tions — those that stop you 
backing up a piece of software 
for your own purposes. In this 
area the video industry could 
teach the software industry 
some lessons, but the software 
producers only really woke up 
to piracy this year. 

It happened at around the 
turn of the year. Christmas was 
a boom time for micro sales and 
everybody expected a flood of 
software sales in the new year. 
Winter thawed but the flood 
didn’t come, and summer has 
seen some well-known names 
disappear. 

It is everybody’s problem 
when companies start to go out 

‘It’* like cigarettes 

hands round the 
pack and you take 

one. Later you 
hand out yours.’ 

of business. For you, as the 500 
software producers of the micro 
business’s heady days slim 
down to around 350, it means 
less choice. But is piracy the 
sole cause? 

Nobody will publicly admit 
the other glaring possibility — 
that consumers stopped buying 
software because too much of it 
was over-priced and unim¬ 
aginative. But that hardly mat¬ 
ters; piracy has been identified 
as the problem, and piracy is 
going to be tackled. 

The lead has come from 
individuals like Jim Lamont, 
whose celebrated anti-copying 
mechanism fell foul of the 
Ministry of Defence on obscure 
grounds last spring. Now the 
running has been taken up by 
industry groupings like the 
“ ■* of Soft' Guild ftware Houses 

(GOSH) and the Federation 
Against Software Theft 
(FAST). 

Nick Alexander, managing 
director of Virgin Software and 
chairman of GOSH, reckons 
that all forms of piracy cost the 
industry about £100 million a 
year. That’s about 16 million 
copied games, and almost 
£300,000 stolen from each soft¬ 
ware house. 

About a third of this he puts 
down to commercial counter¬ 
feiting — the rest is what they 
call 'casual copying’. The spot¬ 
light at the moment is on large 
scale commercial operations, 
where the cost of producing a 
forged tape and cassette inlay 

‘When I was at 
school I didn’t get 

much pocket 

three or four 
friends I used to 
swap games. We 
were spending all 
the money we had 

on software.’ 

can be as little as 20p or 30p. 
The product can then be sold 
from a market stall for a couple 
of pounds or passed off as 
genuine and sold at the normal 
retail price. The counterfeits 
we have seen are very good,’ 
according to A&F Software’s 

managing director Mike Fitz¬ 
gerald. 

Street market^ seem to be the 
main outlet for forgeries and 
they can be the start of the trail 
that leads Trading Standards 
Officers like Ian Lavender in 
Humberside to the coun- 

've never bought a 
game in my life.’ 

terfeiter. 
'I heard Nick Alexander on 

the radio and decided that I 
needed to get properly sorted 
out before it took off,’ he said. 
'One of my concerns about 
software was that it would 
follow video and infiltrate into 
legitimate retail outlets.’ 

So far the involvement of 
TSOs has been intermittent, 
and Lavender adds: 'We can 
only take action on hard in¬ 
formation.’ He backs FAST’s 
campaign for changes in the 
law (along the lines of video 
piracy, where fines of £2,000 
and up to two years in prison 
can be handed down), but he 
warns that software houses 
could do more to protect them¬ 
selves. 

One of the most aggressive is 
Microdeal. John Symes, man¬ 
aging director, told us: 'We are 
currently pursuing three cases; 
one involves a large user group 

and another a school where the 
teachers are actually allowing 
it to happen.’ 

This is where the focus starts 
to shift from commercial piracy 
to the home front, and where 
the attitude to an annual loss of 
£66 million becomes less 
casual. 'Here am I, trying to 
sign up as the distributor for a 
new game and it’s already going 
around the local schools,’ 
Symes complained. 

In a different case, where 
Atari software was involved, 
this kind of situation led to a 
dawn raid, threats of prosecu¬ 
tion, and some very anxious 
weeks for the alleged pirate. 

There should be a 
Buyer’s Charter or 
something, to let 
you do what you 

want with 
something you’ve 
paid money for.’ 

User groups, schools, in fact 
anybody who copies a tape 
could be vulnerable to action. It 
doesn’t make any difference. 

If the software houses and 
their associations score a suc¬ 
cess in tackling the large-scale 
counterfeiters you can be sure 
they won’t stop there. For them 
it won’t seem like a lowering of 
their sights, with twice as much 
money involved. 
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Is a hill implementation with a function library which 
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to program professional games for the Spectrum. 
Available direct from Chameleon for A 18.60. We should be 
shipping the program shortly, meanwhile we suggest you 
buy “C Programming Guide" by Purdum for & 16.78. All prloes 
are Inclusive of VAT, UK postage and packing. 

THOUGHTS & CROSSES 
37 MARKET STREET. HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS 

Telephone: 0924 402337 

RIBBONS 

M*XFXRX80. £6 
MX 100. £15 

£4.50 
. £2.30 
£12.50 

Others please phone 

DISK DRIVES 
Pace or Cumana 
Single 
100KSS40T. £149 
200KDS40T. . . £173 
400KDS80T. £215 
Double 
200KSS40T. £295 
400KDS40T. £329 
800K DS4OB0T. £478 
3'200KDS. £125 

These charts are compiled from both independent and multiple sources across 
the nation. They reflect what’s happening in high streets during the week up 
to September 20 The games chart is updated every week. The prices auoted 
are for the no-frills model and include V AT. Information for the top-selling 
micros is culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is 
updated every month. PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM/C, 
who can be contacted on 01-892 6596. 

Commodore 1541.£210 
Torch Disk Pack inc. software 

£800 
Memotech Single.£410 
Memotech Double inc. software 

£800 
Phillips TP20012" Green Screen 
Monitor AntiGlare.£70 

COMPUTERS 
BBCB.£399 
(£50 software and casssette recor¬ 
der free — while stocks last) 
BBCBDFS.-.£469 
Acorn Electron.£189 

Spectrum 48K.-.£125 
Memotech 512.£275 
Commodore 64.£189 

PRINTERS 
Canon PW1080A.£305 
QLRS232 Interface.£45 
Canon RS232 Interface.£80 
Canon PJ1080A.£399 
Canon PW1156A .£380 
Epson RX80.£269 
Epson RX80FT.£309 
Epson FX80.....£389 
Epson FX100.£520 
Epson DX100.£475 
BrotherCFlOO. £220 
JUW6100.£375 
Brother EP44. £235 
Brother HR5.£155 
Commodore 1520.£95 
Commodore MPS801.£210 
Alphacom32.£59 
MCP40. £119 

WABASH DISKS 
5V«' 
SSSD40T.10for£17 
DSSD40T.10for£20 
DSDD40T.10for£22 
DSDD80T.10for£28 
3'Maxwell.each £4.50 
3 V!;' Hewlett Packard each £4.50 
Further discounts for quantity: 
10%off 50+; 15% off 100+ 

All prices include VAT & carriage. Special 
terms for export orders. Phone or 
write for details, quoting PCN 
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PERILS OF... 

BEAR GEORGE 



LWanpom Access 
If something we’ve said has outraged, amused or impressed you, this is your chance to answer 

back. To celebrate the new-look PCN we decided to give our ‘star' contributors a pay rise — j 

the best letter of the week will now earn you £15. So send In your contributions to: Random 

Access, Personal Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Structured progs 
start with design 

I was very dis- 
appointed to 
see the letters 

^M published in re- 
cent issues 
attacking the 

idea of structured program¬ 
ming and procedures. While an 
amateur programmer must al¬ 
ways be free to accept or reject 
any method of programming, 
he should at least understand 
what he is rejecting if he is to do 
it publicly. 

The first correspondent, in 
advocating the use of the goto 
statement said: '1 find the de¬ 
lights of structured program¬ 
ming not particularly useful.’ I 
would suggest that Mr Crad¬ 
dock (PCN 75) does not under¬ 
stand the purpose of structured 
programming if he does not find 
it useful. It must not be forgot¬ 
ten that structured program¬ 
ming starts at the design stage, 
not at the Basic coding stage. 

Mr Craddock says that he 
does not consider his creations 
to be good but he does like them 
to work. Obviously if a program 
does not work it cannot be good 
but there are other criteria for 
quality. If a program has a 
value to its users it will almost 
certainly need to be changed to 
meet their changing require¬ 
ments. If the structure is correct 
amendment will be easy with¬ 
out the need to search the 
program to find out which part 
does what. In addition if the 
structure is right we should be 
able to take program fragments 
from other programs and so 
save ourselves a great deal of 
effort. 

Mr Ward (PCN 76) attacks 
the use of proc, saying that it is 
only a fancy way of saying 
gosub. In one sense he is right, 
but the fanciness conceals 
many advantages, proc is 
usually faster because the in¬ 
terpreter does not have to 
search for the line number 
every time. 

By using <local> variables 
it is possible to write the proc 
without knowing what vari¬ 
ables are being used in the main 
program, and so a ready written 
procedure may be kept for use in 
many programs. 

David H Wild, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts 

I am against 
piracy — OK? 
After reading C Matthews’ 
accusation (PCN 78) of me 
advocating tape copying, I 
quickly pulled out PCN 76 and 
re-read my original letter. I 
could find no part of the letter in 
which I said that it was all right 
to illegally copy tapes and so I 
must assume that one of two 
things happened. 

EitherC Matthewscomplete- 
ly misunderstood me or, after 
seeing Merseyside in my 
address, and having seen a few 
too many episodes of Brookside. 
wrongly believes that every¬ 
body up here is on the take. 

I am proud to say that I have 
never stolen anything in my life 
and I was hurt and angry to read 
such an accusation. I apologise 
if my letter appeared to do this 
but I was simply trying to 
suggest reasons why piracy 
occurs. 

By the way, C Matthews, my 
contact hit-man should be on 
your doorstep within the next 
couple of days! 
KHewson, 
Maghull, Merseyside 

My QL word 
processor is a hit 
Poor Sir Clive! The computer 
press have given him nothing 
but stick since he brought out 
the QL. Yes, of course he 
over-sold it; yes, of course he 
should have got it right before 
he sent it out. But now it 1 i ves up 
to nearly all of his original 
claims. 

As a spare-time freelance 
writer, I write and sell articles 
and text-books. I had long 
dreamed of having a word 
processor — but my earnings 
from writing could nowhere 
near justify the expense. I was 
told that it would cost me 
around £1,500. 

Innocently, I read the Sinc¬ 
lair brochure. It promised that 
the QL would do all that I 
needed. I bought the odd copy of 
PCN and pored over the ads for 
printers and monitors. I knew 
I’d need one of each. I ordered a 
QL in February — and bought a 
monochrome monitor (a Phi 1 ips 
TP 200 for £80) and a daisy- 
wheel printer (a Smith-Corona 
TP-1 for £220). And then I 
waited. 

The QL arrived at the end of 

June. By the end of July I had 
succeeded in connecting up the 
three pieces of equipment; I had 
been lucky. Two weeks later the 
QL gave up the ghost. 

I sent my QL back toSir Clive 
and received a new one within 
ten days. Since then all has 
been well. My fully-working 
word processor is capable of 
meeting all my semi-profes¬ 
sional requirements: and it cost 
me only £750, the lot — includ¬ 
ing all the connecting cables, 
and even a table. 
Gordon Wells, 
Henfield, West Sussex 

Consequences of 
love-hate league 
There seems to be a growing 
anti-Sinclair league in this 
country. We all know the 
reasons for this somewhat pas¬ 
sionate love-hate relationship, 
but do we all understand its 
consequences? 

The home computer business 
seems to be currently going 
through a period of uncertainty 
and many companies are going 
into liquidation or falling into 
hard times. This is because the 
larger, more competitive, com¬ 
panies can make their pre¬ 
sences felt by manipulating the 
market in their own ways. 

We should all be aware of the 
inevitable invasion of Japanese 
businessmen clutching their 
MSX machines attempting to 
fill the shelves of our computer 
shops with a set of machines 
which represent no great quan¬ 
tum leap forward in technical 
innovation but. in the opinion of 
many, quite the reverse. 

The idea of standardising 
computer systems has been in 
the minds of many for years. It’s 
no bad thing when the finished 
standard is a machine which is 
technologically innovative and 
of a high degreeof achievement. 
But when the cloning of an 
out-dated, 'nothing special' 
machine is in the air we should 
all beware. 

What the British home com¬ 
puter market needs is innova¬ 
tion and technological advance. 
The standardisation of an out¬ 
dated system will be de¬ 
trimental to the market and, 
more to the point, will take 
away sales from the ex¬ 
perimenting and advancing 
computer manufacturers. 

Sinclair Research is, of 
course, one of these advancing 

companies. They have provided 
us with various innovatory 
products which a few years ago 
would have been unheard of. 
Nigel Shore. 
Billingshurst, West Sussex 

Quantum leap 
from Sinclair 
I have seen the Quantum, and it 
leaps! Perhaps I’ve just been 
lucky with the Sinclair QL I’ve 
got. but it has worked very well 
for me. 

I have found bugs, of course. 
For instance if . . . else 

statements are not accepted if 
you try to put them on a single 
line. Also a beep with less than 
0.5 duration will go on for ever. 
Only the reset button will stop 
it — though one can save any 
current program. 

Still, I like the Super Basic. 
One can do routines like this 
ioo Paper 7 : CLS 
200 Repeat do-it 

300 PAN RNDt.-ITO 15) 
400 SCROLL RND (2 TO 8) 

This model of simplicity pro¬ 
duces quite a respectable mov¬ 
ing pattern on the screen. 

Despite its bad start. I fully 
hope the QL to have a great 
future: outsellingeverything in 
its price-range. 
M Williams, 
Manor House, 
London N16 

Picture shudder 
on shuttle prog 
I have just typed vour published 
program Shuttle’ <PCjV70) into 
my BBC Model B computer. 
When I completed it and typed 
run, alas, all I got was a picture 
shudder and nothing else. 

I have checked the listing 
through my printer and it is 
correct. Can you tell ifthereisa 
bug or a typographical error in 
this program? 

Can you help, as it is just too 
good a program to wipe from my 
disk collection. 
Alex Elder, 
Glasgow, Scotland. 

I’m afraid you’ve got us stumped 
here. We aren't aware of any 
bugs or misprints in the prog¬ 
ram, and you’re the only one 
who’s complained. Maybe if you 
gave us a more detailed explana¬ 
tion of your problem we could 
help further. — Ed. 
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Here’s an end to the hair-tearing nail-biting keyboard-pounding frustration of programming 

your computer. Whatever your problem call on PON's panel of experts and we’ll come up 

with an answer. Remember we cannot reply personally, so no stamped addressed 

envelopes please. Address your problems to Routine Enquiries, PCN, Evelyn House, 

62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG._ 

Tandy MC10 owner 
on the upgrade 

recently bought a Tan- 
wdy MC10 4K colour com¬ 
puter. Unfortunately this 
model is now redundant and 
there is very little informa¬ 
tion to be had and very little 
software. I knew this when I 
bought it but thought that by 
using peek and poke I might 
learn something about 
machine code. 

I now realise that without 
the support of books and 
magazines there is not much 
chance of my making any 
progress. Is it possible to 
upgrade the machine to 20K 
RAM, and if so would I then 
be able to use Tandy TRS-80 
programs on the upgraded 
machine? 

Also, has a book been 
published giving a compari¬ 
son of the different types of 
Basic, and finally is there 
any way of connecting a 
Sinclair printer to the 
machine? 
E Sanders, 
Leamington Spa, Works 

Alt is possible to upgrade your 
machine to a 20K model 

with a 16K upgrade costing 
£39.95 (cataglogue no. 26- 
3013). However, you will find 
that only a very small percen¬ 
tage of the TRS-80 program will 
be compatible with this up¬ 
graded model. 

It is not possible to connect a 
Sinclair printer but Tandy do 
say there are a large selection of 
printers available for the Tan¬ 
dy MC10. 

Your best bet for a compari¬ 
son of the different Basics is the 
PCW conversion chart which 
was free with the magazine in 
September. 

Homegrown BBC 
space invaders 

QI am having a bash at 
trying to write a space 

invader type game on my 
Beeb — but I’ve got a prob¬ 
lem. I want to use the Return 
and Shift keys for functions 
such as ’fire’ and 'thrust’ but 
don’t know what to do. Can 
you help? 
Tom Cookson, 
Romford, Essex 

A By using the BBC’s inkey 
function you’ll be able to 

read single keys. But normally 
the number you specify in 
brackets governs the time the 
function waits for a key to be 
pressed. This will read the 
return key but not the shift key. 

There’s also another problem 
— the BBC’s auto-repeat func¬ 
tion may hold the inkey up so 
that the whole game goes very 
slowly. 

To overcome this, set a very 
fast auto-repeat rate *fx 12,1. 

But remember to turn it off with 
*fx 12,0 and *fx 15,0 before your 
program ends. As an alterna¬ 
tive you can give a negative 
number with inkey; it tests that 
a particular key is held down at 
the moment when inkey is 
called, inkey (-1) is - 1 if shift 
is held down and 0 if it isn’t. 
inkey (-74) checks the return 
key. 

You can test all of the keys 
this way. If you want further 
information take a look at page 
273 onwards of the user guide. 

TV whimpers when 
Vic 20 blacks it out 
QIs there any reason why 

my television screen 
would whimper when I poke 
it black on my Vic 20? I’d 
think perhaps it’s the 
machine except that it only 
happens with black. 
F Barrowclough, 
Tinsley, Sheffield 

A Rest assured that it’s no 
fault of the Vic 20’s that 

your television objects to you 
blacking its eye. The explana¬ 
tion lies in the way that TVs 
work — you might call it 
temporary interference, with 
normal service to be resumed 
shortly. 

The colour guns that sweep to 
and fro to give you a display are 
always switched on and 
charged up. Black is almost 
alien to them; to get black they 
are suppressed, and the change 
in the signal generates a good 
deal of magnetic inductance. 
This is where the noise you’ve 
heard comes from. 

Fool your Spectrum 
with BIN command 
QI have been program¬ 

ming on a Spectrum for a 
tew months but still haven’t 

found a better way of defin¬ 
ing graphics than w-ith data 
and bin statements. When 
there’s a lot of graphics it’s 
quite a chore. 

Listings I’ve seen in books 
and magazines use another 
method, with data state¬ 
ments and numbers sepa¬ 
rated by commas. I’d like to 
use it but I don’t understand 
what’s happening and am 
nervous about trying to use 
something I don’t follow. 
Brian Bannister, 
Southampton, Hants 

A No need to be nervous. It’s 
simply a matter of letting 

the Spectrum know who’s boss. 
You have to bamboozle it into 
thinking it’s dealing with bin¬ 
ary numbers. This way you can 
build up your own confidence by 
revealing how witless the Spec¬ 
trum actually is. 

When you define a character, 
create a series of eight 
apparently binary numbers by 
giving shaded squares a 1 and 
empty ones a 0. You poke them 
in using the bin function, per¬ 
suading the Spectrum that the 
numbers are binary. 

But what you’ve seen else¬ 
where takes the method a stage 
further. In this, you convert 
each binary series into base ten 
equivalents and poke them 
instead. 

As you do this it will probably 
occur to you that what you’re 
doing is precisely the kind of 
number crunching that compu¬ 
ters are supposed to be good at. 
It should be possible for you to 
write a routine that will let you 
design characters on an en¬ 
larged grid and let the Spec¬ 
trum work out the relevant 
base ten numbers. Not simple, 
but possible. And in the process 
you’ll probably discover other 
possibilities that will add to 
your range at the same time. 

Commodore SX64 
needs assistance 
QI need to produce simple 

diagrams on a page of 
text using a Commodore 
SX64 (bought especially for 
this purpose), Easyscript 
and a Shinwa CP80 printer. 

I do not know whether a 
light pen or digitiser is the 
answer for this simple and 
useful operation. 
WH Lovelock, 
Bangor, Gvynedd. 

AWhile there’s no doubt that 
it is a useful operation, 

simple it isn’t — not using 
computers anyway. That’s why 
Apple's Lisa and Macintosh 
created such a stir. That kind of 
integration is extremely rare 
on home computers. 

The best bet using your pre¬ 
sent set-up would be a product 
like Flex id raw (see next week’s 
issue for a full review). It’s a 
light pen-based graphics pack¬ 
age which allows you to mix 
text on your designs. Off hand, 
we can’t think of many alterna¬ 
tives (ie none at all). For 
straightforward graphics work 
you’re almost spoilt for choice 
— but Koalapad from Audioge¬ 
nic stands out from the crowd. 

Easyscript isn’t really going 
to be of any help for the 
application you describe 
although it’s a very workable 
word processor. 

ZX81 heading for 
a pools win 
QHow can I get my ZX81 to 

produce random num¬ 
bers without repeating any 
particular number. Or 
rather, is there any way I can 
do it without taking up 
megabytes? 
John Tracey, 
Hull 

A Random number purists 
will be shocked and horri¬ 

fied by what you propose, but if 
you’re using them for, say, a 
pools coupon, it’s a perfectly 
legitimate exercise. Fortunate¬ 
ly there’s a common solution 
with a minimal appetite: 
10 RAND 

20 LET N = 35 
30 DIM A(N) 
40 FOR 1=1 TON 
50 LET A(l)=I 

60 NEXT I 
70 LET C = N 
80 LET X = INT< RND*C +1) 

90 PRINT A(X) 
IOO LET A(X)=A(C) 

110 LET C—C—I 

120 IF C<>0 THEN GOTO SO 

This gets you as high as 35 
without repeats. You should be 
able to force it a little higher 
with so me more work, or if you 
need more you could change the 
limits and run it again — once 
you start fiddling with random 
numbers you can afford to 
throw scruples out of the 
window. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

ABERDEEN James G Bissett 
BIRMINGHAM Hudsons 
Branches Aston St. New St 
BRIGHTON 
Robinsons Bookshop Sussex University Bookshop 
BRISTOL 
George s Compute! Bookshop 
George s Polytechnic Bookshop 
CAMBRIDGE 

CARDIFF ' I Lear 
CHELTENHAM Midland Educatonal Co 
CHICHESTER Who Heads 
COVENTRY Hudsons Coventry Bookshop 
CRAWLEY nooks Bookshop 
EDINBURGH 
Bauermeister Bookseker W H Smith & Son 
GLASGOW John Smith 
GUILDFORD University of Surrey Bookshop 
HUDDERSFIELD Greenhead Books 
HULL Page One 
JOROANSTOWN. N. IRELAND 
Educational Co. Ulster College Bookshop 
KINGSTON ON THAMES Stanley Boles 
LEEDS Aushcks Polytechnic Bookshop 
LEICESTER Midland Educational Co 
LIVERPOOL Parry's 
LONDON 
Books Etc Channg Cross Rd WC2 
Denny s. Carthusian St EC1 
Dillons O M C Bookshop Oueen Mary College EC1 
Foyles Bookshop Channg Cross Rd WC2 
Imperial Colege Bookshop South Kensington SW1 
Waterstones Branches Channg Cross Rd WC2 
Kensington High St SW1 
MAIDSTONE I kicks Bookshop 
MANCHESTER Haigh & Hochland 
NORWICH 
Bowes 4 Bowes, University of East Anglia 
OXFORD Blackwell s Bookshop 
READING .Viliam Smith 
SALFORD Salford University Bookshop 
SLOUGH Carter 4 Wheeler 
SOUTHAMPTON Bowes 4 Bowes 
STOKE ON TRENT 
Students Bookshop 
University ot Kecle Students Bookshop 
SWANSEA Peters Bookshop 
UXBRIOGE Bnrel University Bookshop 
WARRINGTON Rooks Bradshaw 
WATFORD Appteby Myers 4 Clarke 
WORCESTER Midland Educational Co 

BELGIUM- 

ANTWERP 
Buyck Electromcs/Standaard 
BRUSSELS 
Fnac Libraine des Sciences/Prodim 
Scientilic Technical 'Standaard 
GENT 
Mamix/Slandaard 
LEUVEN 
Acco/Standaard^Wouters 
UEGE Ber anger 
LOUVAIN LA NEUVE Cabay 

DENMARK- 

AARHUS Akademsk Boghandet 
COPENHAGEN Dansk Central Agentur 

FINLAND- 

HELSINKI 
Akateeminen Kigakauppa 
Suomalanen Kiriakauppa 

NETHERLANDS- 

AMSTERDAM 
Schetlema Hofcema/Vroom 4 Dreessman 
EINDHOVEN van Piere 
ENSCHEDE / d Broek 4 Adotts 
GRONINGEN 
SchotlensUBN Science Wnslers 
HAARLEM Coebergh 
THE HAGUE VeiwifS 4 Siam 
NUMEGEN 
Dekker v d Vegt/Unrversita«re Boekhandel 
ROTTERDAM Weteschappeii^e 
TILBURG Gianotten 
UTRECHT 
Broese Kemink/Bruna/Wnsters 

NORWAY- 

BLINOERN Urwersitetsbokhandelen 
OSLO 
Namesens Koskkompani/Otat Mortis Bokhandet 
Universitetsbokhandelen 

SWEDEN- 

GOTHENBURG Fssette Bokhandet 
LUND Gleerupska Umversiletsbckhandet 
STOCKHOLM 
BokakademienEsselie Bokhandet 
Fritzes Kungl Hovbokhandel 
UPPSALA F sselte Bokhandet 

MAKETHE 
MOST OF YOUR 

MOO 
WITH COMPUTER BOOKS AND 
SOFTWARE FROM HOLTSAUNDERS 

Learn more about your micro when 
you buy computer books and 
software distributed by Holt Saunders 
-the major new force in personal 
computer publishing for home and 
business users. 

Look for our DILITHIUM PRESS, 
HOLT RINEHART AND WINSTON and 
COMPUTE! books on the Commodore, 
Apple, IBM and many other machines. 

Available from the stockists listed 
here and others throughout Europe. 

HOLT SAUNDERS 
1 St Anne's Road. Eastbourne BN21 3UN. United Kingdom 

Telephone (0323) 638221 
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Tips from readers to make programming easier or open up new avenues of possibility. A new 

look to PCMs pages means a new look to the payments too. Now £10 for every hint in print, 

and a hefty £50 for the Microwave of the Month. Send your hot tips to Microwaves, PCN, 

_Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HC. _ 

Dumping to memory 
for Amstrad fans 
Here is a very short but useful 
routine which would be of 
interest for Amstrad CPC 464 
owners. 

When writing a program 
using one screen which was 
quite complicated, I came up 
with this routine which allows 
instant dumping of the screen 
to memory and virtually in¬ 
stantaneous retrieval at a later 
stage. 

It takes only 24 bytes of 
machine code and a few lines of 
Basic. 

It stems from the facility 
which allows you to save the 
screen on tape: 
SAVE "filename " B. &COOO.&4000 

The machine code routine is as 
follows: 
DUMP: LD BC.&4000 

LD HL.&6B7A 
LD DE.&COOO 1 
LDIR I 
RET 

The similarity between the i 
cassette save shown above and i 
the machine code can be seen. 
BC is a counter set to the 
number of points on the screen, 
ie 16384 (&4000). 

10 MEMORY &6B5F 

20 FOR N=&6B60 TO &6B77 

For the dump, hl is the first 
point of the screen (&C000) and 
de is the starting location of the 
area where the screen will be 
stored (&6B7A) which is 16K 
below the top of the Basic 

contents of the location pointed 
to by hl into the location 
pointed to by de. This is auto¬ 
matically repeated 16384 
(&4000) times. 

The process is simply re¬ 
versed for retrieval of the 
screen. 

The Basic loader for the 
routine is as follows: 

Line 10 reserves the top 16K 
of memory for the saved screen 
and the machine code routine so 
that they cannot be overwritten 
by a Basic program. 

CALL A6B60 or CALL 27600 will 
now copy the screen to memory 
and call &6B6C or call 27500 
will retrieve it. 

Retrieval is instantaneous 
but as with the cassette comand 
you should set all pen and ink 
colours to the values they held 
when the screen was stored as 
this is not taken into account if 
they are changed. The example 
we used, the picture shifted to 
the left when it reappeared on 
the screen. 

60 DATA 1,0,64,33.0,192,17,122,107,237,176,201 

70 DATA 1,0,64,33.122,107,17,0,192,237,176,201 

The state of play 
with Orics 
Some Oric-1 and Atmos owners 
may not realise the full poten¬ 
tial of the play command when 
its non-detection of •’illegal 
quantity ERROR'S allows them 
to use parameters out of the 
valid ranges. 

play can be used to generate 
continuous and complex sound 
effects without the prior use of 
sound or music and without 

unduly slowing down your 
program. 

The following are some ex¬ 
amples of the effects that can be 
produced: 
Waves PLAY 40.40.60,4000 
or PLAY 30.40.20.9000 
Buzzer play 48.90.100,60 

Train play 200.100.100,200 
Plane play 200.100,100,20 

K Heptinstall, 
Blackpool, Lancs 

Printing letters 
on the Oric screen 

This routine, which works on 
both Oric computers, prints a 
string of letters on the high 
resolution screen. The letters 
can vary from being twice the 
size to six time the normal size, 
in any combination of horizon¬ 
tal or vertical dimensions. 

The first subroutine (9000- 

9020) quite simply redefines 
the character — chs*<96>, 
to the size of the pixel required 
for the size of lettering. SX is the 
horizontal size of the pixel (2-6), 
SY the vertical size (1.8), X the 
horizontal position of the cursor 
(0-239), Y the vertical position 
of the cursor (0-199) and W$ the 
word to be printed. 

J Wooster, 
High Wycombe, Bucks. 

10 DATA 6,1,20,90.FLAT,2,S,20,20,TALL,2,2,100,60, 
SMALL,2,1 

12 DATA 20,110,SMALLER,6,8,20,128,BIG,3,3,100,20, 
MEDIUM 

14 HIRES:REPEATsREADSX,SY,X, Y,W*:GOSUB 9000: GOSUB 
9030 

16 UNTIL W*="MED1UM":END 

9000 Z-64-2~(6-SX)iZ <1)-32:Z(2)-16:Z <3>-8:Z(4>-4: 
Z(3)-2:Z(6>-l 

9010 B=0:WDT=6*SX:ST=B*SY:FOR A-396SO TO 39687: 
B-B+liIF B>SY THEN Z-0 

9020 POKE A,Z:NEXT A:RETURN 
9030 POKE 775,255:FOR LOOP -1 TO LEN(W*): 

B-ASC(MID*<W*.LOOP,1)):IF B-32 THEN 9070 
9040 S-38912+ <B*B>:CURSET X,Y,0:F0R Al-0 TO 7: 

A—PEEK <S+A1):FOR A2-1 TO 6 
9050 IF Z(A2> AND A THEN CHAR 96,0,1 
9060 CURMOVSX,0.0: NEXT A2:Y=Y+SY:CURSET X,Y,0:NEXT 

AltY-Y-ST 
9070 X—X+-WDT: A—FRE <" M) : NEXTLOOP : POKE 775,39: RETURN 

Sound advice 
on the Amstrad 
Here are a few tips I’ve come 
across for the Amstrad CPC 
464. 
O The play button is disabled 
when you are neither loading or 
saving a program from cassette. 
The command out 512.16 will 
enable the cassette unit and 
out 512,0 will disable it again. 
These commands could be use¬ 
ful if you wished to have a sound 
track accompanying your 
program. 
O Horizontal scrolling can be 

Atmos editing can 
zz along 
If you find editing on your 
Atmos with the control A key 
infuriatingly slow here is a way 
of speeding the process. 

The number stored in loca¬ 
tion #24E gives a delay between 
the initial si ngle response to the 
keypress and the auto-repeat 
on that key, while the number 
stored on location #24F gives 
the repeat rate once the key 
starts autorepeating. 

achieved with out 266.1 where I 
is the character position rela¬ 
tive to the left of the screen. The 
text is not lost since it wraps 
round to the right hand side of 
the screen. In mode 1, shifts 
occur by one whole character 
position while in mode 2 shifts 
are by 2 characters; mode 0 
produces a shift of half a 
character. As it is a hardware 
scroll, it is very fast. 
O Try this command for sound 
effect: 
10 ENT-1,5,5,1,10.-6,1,6,1,1 
20 SOUND 1.500.10000.7.0.1 
THarkness, 
Voorschoten, Holland 

Multiplying these numbers 
by 30 will give you the time in 
milliseconds. Therefore, reduc¬ 
ing both these figures by 
equivalent pokes you will be 
able to make the keyboard work 
at a speed that suits you. 

I have found setting the first 
location to 8 and the second to 1 
very useful for editing applica¬ 
tions. 

You can obtain these setti ngs 
by typing doke#24E# 
0108. 
A J Newham, 
Northam, Southampton 
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EADOUT 

Some snappy titles mark out 
their books as instant winners, 
and you wonder how long it will 
be before a TV studio buys the 
serialisation rights. This is 
plainly not one of them. 

But it turns out to be far from 
a dour tome. The lively intro¬ 
duction will open your eyes 
about home filing systems in 
the pre-micro era, and care¬ 
fully explains media, struc¬ 
tures, ways and means. To 
check that you’ve got the mes¬ 
sage, each chapter closes with a 
summary and self-test section, 
including some questions of 
remarkable obscurity such as 
what is the connection between 
Kansas City and the cassette 
recorder? 

The book does not explore 
commercially-available soft¬ 
ware for the BBC — although 
one or two packages could do 
with some independently-pro¬ 
duced documentation. Messrs 
Stephenson and Stephenson 
aim to supply the means for you 
to develop your own, covering so 
much ground that potential 
users might be discouraged but 
that is an unavoidable risk. 

They devote much time and 
space to Kansas City’s greatest 
export, the cassette recorder. 
You’re well over half-way 
through the book before it 
states clearly: 'Disks are the 
only practical storage medium 
for serial, sequential and inde¬ 
xed data files.’ That seems to 
leave only nail files as suitable 
for cassette storage. 

The book’s index is economic¬ 
al but sparse. This is a quibble 
and should not be allowed to 
detract from an eminently use¬ 
ful book. DG 

A Beginner1* 
Guide to the Acorn 

Electron by Richard 
and David Graves, 

published by 
Kingfisher, at £2.50 

(paperback, 72 

The Graves family is at it again. 
Using their fun style, Richard 
and his eleven-year-old son 
gently ease you into nine chap¬ 

ters of getting to grips with your 
Electron. You are taken on a 
tour of your machine, then 
you’re shown how the computer 
can work for you in terms of its 
capabilities. 

Colourful illustrations of a 
robot-type figure emphasise 
particular points in the chap¬ 
ters, and diagrams highlight 
and add to the information in 
the text. 

You’ll be able to work out 
some simple sums, draw and 
make sounds on your computer. 
And you’ll be able to get a crack 
at tapping some simple prog¬ 
rams and seei ng ho w they work. 

In addition you learn how to 
save and load programs and the 
book lists programming words. 

This book is obviously limited 
to what it can cover. But for 
£2.50 you can’t go wrong for just 
a simple, plain English intro¬ 
duction to learning the basics 
onyourElectron. SG 

D | Step-by-Step 
Programming — 

Acorn Electron' by Ian 
Graham, p«bli«hed 

.... l.. rv_ii_— ■Wt Dy uonmg wnaersiey, 
at £5.95 (paperback, 

8" Jmi 64 
This book is the first of a series 
of guides to get you finger - 
tapping on your Electron. It 
plans to offer the basic princi¬ 
ples of programming and prog¬ 
resses to an advanced level in 
the books that follow. 

However at £5.95, this 
lavishly-produced paperback, 
with illustrations, diagrams 
and photographs, is a bit over¬ 
priced if you want to get your 
money’s worth in terms of 
value. And in its magazine-size 
appearance the author delves 
into the Electron in a sketchy 
manner, covering as much as he 
can in few pages. 

As with all these getting-to- 
know - your - computer books 
we take a look inside the 
machine and look at its 
keyboard. Then we go on to 
setting up the equipment and 
by page 14 we get down to 
actually using the machine. 

Other topics covered include 
the use of graphics, colours, 
writing programs and some 
general hints and tips. I sup¬ 
pose to the raw beginner, hunt¬ 
ing for material on his machine, 
this looks an attractive book to 
start with. 

It is written in a somewhat 
clear informative style which 
makes it easy to understand 
and follow for any newcomer to 
computers. 

But before you dip into your 
piggy bank for this book, I 
would shop around. I’m sure 
there’s much more biting mate¬ 
rial about, because after you’ve 
read this book it’ll probably 
gatherdustonyourshelves. SG 
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(lluTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

TUMBLING 
DICE Definitely one up from the local ‘Crap’ 

game, this version of Yahtzee by Ron 

Roberts require* a good deal of 

thought as well as luck. So get rolling. Yahtzee is a popular dice game, 
normally played with scoring 
cards, a shaker and five dice. This 

version allows you to challenge your 
Commodore 64 to a pretty tricky game. 

Up to four people can play, and if you 
want the computer to play, you should 
make sure the first five letters are 
CHIPS when you’re prompted for a 
name. 

Each player has an initial five dice 
which are chosen by a random function. 
You roll by hitting the space bar, and 
from these five dice you must try to fill 
thirteen different categories. These in¬ 
clude three of a kind, four of a kind, small 
straight, long straight, full house and so 
on. You can only fill a category once and 
must score every time, so you have to be 
careful or you might find yourself 
scoring nothing for a potentially high 
scoring category. It is possible to re-roll 
as many of your dice as you want two 
more times, in order to get the right 
combination, by pressing R followed by 
the dice number. 

The dice are brightly coloured, and 
make a rolling noise each time they are 
thrown. They are displayed alongside 
the scoreboard, which is set out so that 
you can see which combinations you still 
need to make. You score by pressing S 
followed by the category number. 

The computer, or should I say Chips, 
does occasionally seem to make some 
rather strange decisions, but since it 
often wins, you could maybe pick up 
some useful tips and become an expert 
Yahtzee player. E 

The character codes in brackets should 
be entered as follows: 

<166> — press the Commodore 
logo and + together. 
<209>—press shift and Q together. 
<C=7> — press the Commodore 
logo and 7 together. 
<175> — press the Commodore 
logo and P together. 
<183> — press the Commodore 
logo and Y together. 
<207>—press shiftandOtogether. 
<208>—press shift and P together. 
<100> — press the Commodore 
logo and H together. 
<185> — press the Commodore 
logo and O together. 
<165> — press the Commodore 
logo and G together. 
<170>—press shift and Y together. 
<204>—press shift and L together. 

PROGRAM NOTES 
1-15 Read in data which carries 

out a print at routine. 
30 Sets background and bor¬ 

der colour 
32-37 Introduction page, prints 

dice and subroutines for the 
sound of the rolling dice. 

38-45 Do you want instructions? 
Sets time to 0. 

1 RED YPHT2EECR0N ROBERTS 1983) 2 IP-49264 3 REPO* UFA— ITMEN30 4 POKEIP.AsIP-lP*l 5 G0T03 8 DATA32,241,183,134,87,32.241 
? DPTAI83,134,88,224,40,178.8 8 DATA185,87,281,26,144,3,76 18 QATA72,178,32,102,229,189,87 11 OPTP248,9,189,17,32,22.231 12 0818198,87,288,247,185,88.240 13 08T89,169,29,32,22,231.198.88 14 0818208,247,32,293,174,78,180,178,-1 
15 08T817,37,19,63,21,154,22,227,23,177, 28,214,32,94,34,175,-1-1 30 POKES3280,11:P0KE53281,11 32 PRINT"<CLR> <PUR)<180> <168> <186> <188> < 
leexieexieexieexieexieexieexieex 

188X168> <ieexi88><108Xiee> <1BBX188> < 
166X186X166) <166) " 
33 PRINT" <0UNXDUNX0MN> <C«?> <209> <2 
09> <209) <209) <209) <209) <209) <TEL> T 

8RTIEE <C*?> <209X 289X289X289X20 
9) <289) <209) ' 
34 PRINT" <DUNXC-3> CRON ROBE 
RTS 1984) 
35 PRlNT*<OUNXOUN><OUNXPURXie8XieeX 186X188) <188) <166X186X168) <1B8) <168) < 

i sex 168) < i sex i eex i sbx i Bex i eex i sex 166) <168X186X166X168X166)' 36 F0R8*1T05:GOSU62000 PRINT'<R0N> <C-6)< 
RHT) <RNT> <RNT> <RMT> <209) <209) <0UN> <LFT> 

37 FORT-1 TO 250:NEXTT:NEXT8 
38 TI»*"000000" 
40 STS49284,20,3. ' <KOM) CUHTVQO TOLL U8NT 
INSTRUCTI0NSCT/N)" 
42 QETK4i1FK4-"Y"THENG0SUB876:G0T046 
43 IFK*-"N"TMEN46 
44 IFT 14-"000010"THENT14-"000000" G0T048 

45 1FK4*0"T" OR K*<)"N"TMEN42 
46 PR1NTCMR4C14) 
48 PRINT"<U.RX0UNXR0NXC-6>NUneER OF P 
L8YERSIUP TO 4XUMT)-} 
49 GETS*:1FT1*•"000005'TmEmnP»2: K-9: GOTO 
55 
50 1FS*-""Tm£NG0T049 
51 1FKOSTHENNP-UM.CS*) :PRINTNP 
54 1FNP<10RNP)4THEN48 
53 01f1N*CH»),F*Cl**),SCNP),R0U_*C3),SCCNP 
.13),P0C13),U(NP,13) 
58 Din FN(6),0(S),GT(NP,6),BOCNP),0TCNP) 
.02(5) 
57 IFX-9TMENN*C1)--CNIPS 1-:N*C2)-"CN1PS 

2";G0T062 
58 FORP-ITONP 
39 PRINT: INPUT" <OUN><PUR>PLPTER’S NM1£ < 
WT>"lN*tft) 
60 NEXT* 
61 PRINTCHR*(142) 
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48-54 How many players (1-4)? 
After five seconds will go 
straight into a demonstra¬ 
tion game. 

58-60 Input players’ names for 
normal game—if you want 
to play the computer, you 
must input a name in which 

86-100 Produces five random dice 
and goes to the relevant 
subroutine for that 
number. 

55-56 Dimension arrays. the first five letters are 102 Goes on to next player. 

57 Demonstration game so CHIPS. 106-114 Sorts out the highest score. 

both players are called 
Chips. 

61-84 Hit the space bar to roll the 
dice to determine the play¬ 
ers’ order. 

116-132 Prints the order of the 
players. 

62 REH IF ONLT ONE PLATER JUMP DICE ROLL 

64 IF NP-1THEH136 
66 PRINT"<CLR)UE MILL NOU ROLL DICE TO C 
MOOSE" 
68 PRINT"<OUN7PLAYER*S ORDER" 
70 FORT-1 TO 1700:NEXT 
72 FORA-lTONP 
74 PRINT"<CLR7"!N*(A) i"1S TURN" 
76 FORT-1 TO I400:NEXT 
70 1FLEFT*(N*(A),3)-'CHIPS"THEN8B 
80 SYS49264,20,1, <RONXPUR)MlT SPACE BA 
R TO ROLL OlCE<ROF7" 
82 GETA*: IFA*-""TMEN82 
84 I FA* O' 'TMCN82 
86 BEGIN-RND(-TI):R£n GEN R.N.O’S 
88 F0RB-1T03 
90 R-lNT(3*RfC(l)-1.3) 
92 SUM-Sun»R 
94 ONRGOSUB828»836,844,852,860,868 
96 FORT-1TO200:NEXTT:NEXTB 
98 ^YS49264,0,18,SUn:F0RT-l TQ2000:NEXT 
100 S(A]-SUn 
102 SUN-0iNEXTA 
104 FORA-lTONP-1 
106 1FSCA+1)-<S(A)THENl12 
108 TE-S(A) :TE«-N«(A) :S( Al-SCA-1 ) :N*(A1- 
N*(A*I) 
110 S(A»l)-TE:N*(Af|)-TE*:SU«l 
112 NEXTA 
114 1FSU-1TMENSU-0:GOTO104 
116 FORT-1 TOl300:NEXT :PRINT"<CLR> 0 
RDER OF PLAT 
118 PRINT" <175><175><175> <175> <175 
><173> <173X173) <173X1737 <175X173X173 

1 
124 NEXTA 
126 TI*-"000000' 
128 REM 
130 1FT!•=•000008"THEN134 
132 GOTO]28 
134 REH SCOREBOARD 
136 F0RGA-1T06 
137 PR1NT"<CLR>" 
130 GOSUB 8000 
139 PRINT"<HOn>PLATERS *i 
140 C-13 
142 FORA-1 TONP :PRINTTABCC) 1A; :C«C-3 :N£XT 
A:PRINT 
144 PRINT" <PUR> <207) <183X183X183) < 183) 
< 183) <1837 <183X183X183X1837 < 183X1837 

148 PRINT- 

150 PRINT' 

132 PRINT- 

134 PRINT' 

136 PRINT' 

158 PRINT' 

<1837 <1837 <207X1837 <2007 " 
<PUR7<1B07<GRN7 1 ACES 

<PUR> <16371<1707 
<PUR7<1807<GRN7 2 TWOS 

<PUR> <1657 <1707 
<PUR7 <1807 <GRN7 3 THREES 

<PUR7 <1637 <1707 
<PUR7<1807<GRN7 4 FOURS 

<PUR7 <1637 <1707 
<PUR7<1807<GRN7 3 FIUES 

<PUR7 <16572<1707 
<PUR7<1807<GRN7 6 SIXES 

<PUR) <1637 <1707 
<PUR7<1807 <UMT7 BONUS 

<PUR> <1657 <1787 

160 PRINT"<PUR7<1807 UPPER TOTAL 
<PUR7 <1637 <1707 

162 PRINT" <PURX1B07 <C»67 7 3'K1ND 
<PUR7 <16573<1707 

164 PRINT"<PURX188XC-67 8 4^KIN0 
<PUR) <1657 <1707 

166 PRINT" <PURX180XC-6> 9 FL. HOUSE 
<PUR) <1637 <1707 

168 PRINT"<PURX180XC-6710 SH.STRT 
<PUR7 <1657 <1707 

170 PRINT" <PURX100XC-67 II LG.STRT 
'PUR7 < 16574 <1 707 

172 PRINT"<PUR7 <1887 <YEL712 TART2EE 
<PUR) <1637 <1707 

174 PRINT"<PUR7 <1807 <C*3)13 CHANCE 
<PUR7 <1657 <1707 

176 PRINT" <PURX180XC-77LOUER TOTAL 
<PUR7 <1657 <1707 

178 PRINT" <PUR7<1807<UHT7GRAND TOTAL 
<PUR7 <16375<170> 

180 PRINT" <204X1737 <1737 <1757 <1757 <1757 
< 1737 <175X175X1757 < 175X175X17SX175) 

<1237 <1737 <1737 <2847 < 173X1867 <BLK7 <C-7) 

182 FOR NT-1T013 
184 FORA-lTONP 
186 FORNG-1T04 
187 PRINT-<C»77"1 
188 SYS49264,20,0.N*(A)i'<C«77,S*i' TURN 

194 N5-0 
196 IFLEFT*(N*(A),5)-"CHIPS"THEMGOSUB504 
•GOTO240 
198 IFNG71THENSYS49264,21, 0, "<C-67HIT R 
TO ROLL DICE S TO SCORE 
199 IFNG71TMENURHJT” <RMT7" iROLL* 
200 IFNG71TMENU2-ASC(R0LL*1 
201 1FNG71AN0U2<820RU27 83THENSTS49264,20 
,0," ':GOTO]98 
202 IFNG71AN0LENIR0LL4)<2ThENPRINT"< UP) 
< UP7":GO T 0199 
203 1FLEF T•t ROLL*,11-"S"THEN208 
204 FORU*2TOLEN(ROLL»J 
203 J l-VAL(niD*(ROLL*, U» 111: IFNG7 1ANOJ1 < 
10RJ175TMENPRINT" < UPX UP7":G0T0199 
206 NEXTU 
207 IFLEFT*CR0LL*,1)*"R"ThEN211 
208 FORV-2TOLENCROLL*) : IFN6) 1 TMENT**flIO* 
(ROLL*,2,LENtROLL*1-Il:J1-UALtT*1 
209 IFNG)]AK1JI<I0RJI3]3THENPRINT"< UPX 
UP7-:G0TO139 

210 NEXTU 
211 1FNG-4AN0LEF T•(ROLL*•1)-"R'THENINPUT 
'< UPXTEL7T0U HUST SCORE NOU ":ROLL* . 

212 IFNG71T-CNSYS49204.22,0, 

213 IFNG71TKNG0SUB384 
214 IFD*--S"0RPX-1THEN0*-' ■ .'G0T0246 
213 IFNG-1TMENSTS49264,21,0, <TEL7HIT SP 
ACE BAR TO ROLL DICE 
216 STS49264,23, 11," <TEL7 TURN '• iNT, TMR 
OU “;NG 
218 IFNG-ITHENGETX* 
220 IFNG-1AN0K*-" TMEN226 
222 IFNG-1TMEN216 
224 REH ROLL DICE ON 1ST GO 

226 1FNG71THEN240 
228 FORB-1 TO 3 , 
230 R-1NT(5*RN0(11-1.51 
232 0(81-R 
234 ONRGOSUB828,836.844,852.860,868 
236 FORT-1TO200:NEXTT 
238 NEXTB 
240 1FLEFT*(N*(A),S)--CHIPS"THCNGOSUB8I0 

242 NEXTNG 
244 FORT-1 TO 800:N£XT 
246 FORB-1T05:GOSUB820:NEXTB 
248 NEXTA 
250 NEXTNT 
232 FORT-1 TO 1600:NCXT 

.234 REH PRINT GAME AND SERIES TOTALS 
236 PRINT"<CLR7":PR1NTCMR*(141 
258 PR1NT“<PUR7 YARTZEE" 
260 PRINT"<C-77 <1837<1BS7<1 
85X1837 <1837 <1837 <1837 <BLK> * 
262 PR1NTSPC(10) i'<0UN7<TEL7GAME TOTAL": 
ARINTSPCC24) 1" < UPXTEL7SERIES TOTAL<OMN 

264 FORM-1 TONP 
266 OT(Nl-OT(N)tGT(N,GA) 
268 NEXTN 
270 F0RN-1T0NP 
272 PRINTNtCN)i:PRINTTAB(111lGT(N,GA)i 
274 PR1NTTAB(25)lOT(N) 
276 REh 
278 PRINT:NEXTN 
280 REH EMPTY OLD SCORES 
282 FOROO-1 TONP 
284 F0RB8-1T013:SC(DO,B8)-0:U(OO,BB)-0 =8 
0(001-0 
286 NEXTB8 
288 NEXTOO 
290 1FGA-6THENEN0 
292 IFGA<6TN£N PRINT" <01*0ANOTHER GAflECY 

294 GETAG*UFAG*--"THEN294 
296 1FAG*-"N"TM£N302 
298 IFAG*--Y"TMEW>RINTCm*(l42):G0T0138 
300 1 FAG*0 "T"ORAG* <>"N"TMEN294 
302 END 
304 REH ROLL DICE FOR GOES 213 
306 LG-LEN(R0LL*1 
308 IFLEN(R0LL*176THENLG-6 
310 FORO-l TOLG 
312 0*-niO*(ROLL*,D,l) 
314 1F0*-"S"ThENG0SUB332:RETURN 
316 IF071TMEN6-UAL(0*):GOSU8820 
318 NEXTO 
320 FORO-2TOLG 
322 D*-N]D*(R0LL*,0, 11 :B*UAL(0») 
324 R-1NT(3*RM)( 11-1.5) 
326 D(B1-R 
328 ONRGOSUB828,836,844,832,860.868 
330 FORT-1TO200:NCXTT:NEXTO :RETIRN 
332 REH SCORING ROUT INF 1-6 ANO 13 
334 FORC-1T06 
336 F0RJ-1TO5 
338 1F0(J1-CTHENFM(C)-FH(C)*1 
340 lFC-lTMENLE-LE-O(J) 
342 NEXTJ 
344 PO(C)-FM(C)*C 
346 NEXTC 
348 P0(131-LE 
350 REH 7 8 9 12 
352 PO(91-0:R£n RESET 
334 FORC-1T06 
336 IFFHCC)7-3TMENPO(7)-LE 
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How to write for Personal Computer News 

PCN WANTS YOU! 
Whatever you want PCN will try to 
bring you . . . but we need your help. 
You tell us you want more programs, 
more features to help you get the most 
from your machine. Well, we’ve listened 
and we’re offering more programs, 
projects and useful information than 
any other magazine. But ifyour machine 
isn’t featured you’ve only yourselves to 
blame. 

So we’re making you an offer you can’t 
refuse. Send us your programs and in 
return we’ll send you upwards of £80 for 
each one published. We. also welcome 
written contributions — tell us about 
the ways that you’ve conquered your 
machine; your best sound routines, 
those great graphics features, how you 
mastered disk and printer. 

What we want 
We’re looking for programs and articles 
on any aspect of using personal compu¬ 
ters— including games, graphics, utili¬ 
ties, and applications. 

If you’re sending a written contribu¬ 
tion we require it in typed form (dot 
matrix printout is fine), with double 
spacing on one side of the paper only. 
Where possible include short, example 

programs to illustrate the article. 
Ifyou’ve written a program we require 

a working version, on tape for any 
machine, or on disk if you prefer for 
Commodore 64, Atari, BBC or Apple. 
We’d also like notes on how the program 

works, what it does, and any special 
features that you’ve included. A printed 
listing would be nice but isn’t essential 
— on the other hand we can’t consider 
listings without a working copy on tape 
or disk. 

If you would prefer to make prelimin¬ 
ary enquiries before submitting mate¬ 
rial, you should write—don’t phone—to 
Personal Computer News, Evelyn 
House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. Questions about articles should be 
addressed to John Lettice, Features 
Editor; program queries should go to 
Nickie Robinson, Programs Editor. 

If we decide not to use you contribution 
it will be returned to you if you enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope but 
give us at least six weeks. You should 
receive payment four weeks after pub¬ 
lication. 

If you want to enclose photographs 
and screen shots, feel free to do so but 
make sure they are of good quality and 
make them colour transparencies or 
black and white prints. Do not send 
colour prints. 

So, get cracking. Just think . . . two 
articles could pay for that printer, disk 
drive, or even a new machine. 

QUEN- 
Dot Matrix and 
Daisy Wheel Printers 

DP 80/81 £196.00 

DP 100 £263.00 

DWP1120 £299.00 

PLUS VAT 

• 80 columns/100 CPS 

• 9 x 11 matrix for letter-quality 

printing 

• High resolution graphics 

• Adjustable tractor feed 

• 2 interfaces selectable by dip- 

switch: parallel/Centronics + serial/ 

EIA RS-232C 

DP-100 

10% DISCOUNT 
FOR 
CHEQUES WITH ORDER 

SEND NOW TO: 

SOUTH COAST CASH REGISTERS LTD 
FREEPOST, BLANFORD, DORSET 
PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVERY 
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134-180 Print scoreboard, position¬ 
ing the players’ score in 
columns 

182-203 Check to see if it is the 
computer’s turn, if not then 
input R and the numbers of 
the dice you want to re-roll 
as a string or S and the 
category you want to score 
in. 

204-206 Check roll input. 
207-210 Check score input. 
224-238 Roll the first five dice. 
240-248 gosub for the computer’s go. 
252-278 Game over, print game 

total and series total. 
280-302 Empty old scores and ask if 

you want another game, if 
the series isn’t complete. 

304-330 Roll the chosen dice for a 
second time. 

332-348 Scoring routine for 1-6 and 
13. 

350-378 Scoring routine for 7-12. 
380-420 Scoringroutineforlongand 

short straights. 
424-428 You have used up this 

category already. 
430-448 Reset the variables. 

358 IFFHIC)>-3TH£NBG*1 
360 IFFHIC1-2THENSH-1 
362 ]FFH(C)>-4T*NPOt8)-LE:PO(7)-LE 
364 lFFH(C)*3THENP0t 121*50sPOf91-23sT*1 
366 NEXTC 
368 ]FPOt7)OLE TMENPO171-0 
370 IFP0181 OLE THENPOt01*0 
372 1FY-)THENGOSUS610 
374 IFY-0THENPOt121-0 
376 IFSH-1AN0BG-1THENP0191-23 
378 IFS»1OlANtlBGOlANOT-0THENPOt9)-0 
380 REH SHALL AND LONG STRAIGHT 
382 F0RJ-IT04 
384 IFDtJ4|)>-OtJlTNEN390 
386 TE'0O>‘0(J)*0tJ»l) 
388 D(J»I)-TEiSW-1 
390 NEXTJ 
392 IFSW- 1 TMENSW-0 '• GO TO302 
394 REH LG. STR 
396 F0RJ-1T04 
398 IFOlJ)«l-OtJ«l)THENCOUNT-COUNT»l 
<00 NEXTJ 
402 IFCOUNT-4TMENPOI111-40:POC101-30 
404 IFCOUNT<4TMENPOC111-0 
406 REH Sfl. STR 
408 Xl-SGNtFHtll):X2-SGNtFHt2)):X3-SGNtF 
H(3)):X4-SGNtFHt4)l :XS-SGNtFHt3)1 
410 XO*SGNtFHt6)) 
412 IFX1-1ANDX2-1ANDX3-1ANDX4-1THENPO110 
1-30sRN*6:GOTQ420 
414 IFX2-lA«)X3-lANOX4-IANDX5*lTHENPa(10 
1*30 JGOTO420 
416 IFX3"1AN0X4*1ANDX5*1 ANDX8*1 THENPOC 10 
)-30:RN-lSGOTO420 
418 PO(10)>0 
420 IFLEFT*CN*tA),5)-"CMIPS-TMEN436 
422 REH NOW FILL IN SCORES 
424 B-UALtHi0*tR0LL*,2,21) 
426 IFUCA, BJ*1THENSTS49264,21.0,'CATEGOR 
T USED UP. CHOOSE AGAIN - 
*20 IFUtA,Bl-lTMENINPUT"<RHT>“JROLL* 
430 SYS49264,22,0," 

432 B-UALtHlDitROLL*,2,21) 
434 SCtA,B)-P0tB):U(A,B}«1 
436 REN RESET VARIABLES 
438 LE*0iY-0iSH-0iBG-0.COUNT-0-SB-0-GT-0 

440 1FA-1THENHP-16 
442 1FA-2THENMP-21 
444 1FA-3TMENMP-26 
446 IFA-4THENHP-31 
448 lFLEFT*tN*tA),5)--CHIPS"THEN502 
450 FORJ-ITO0sFH(Jl-0:NEXTJ 
452 X*-STR*(SCtA,Bl):KL-B*l:JL*B*3 
454 IFB>0ANO0<7THENSTS49264.«L,HP-LENtX* 
l.UALIX*) 
456 F0RU1-ITO61REH UPPER TOTAL 
458 S-S*SCtAiUl) 
460 NEXTU1 
462 IFS>-63THENB0lA)-35 
464 S-S-BOIA1 
466 G*-STR*tS) 
468 lFB0lA)-3STHENJ»*STR*tB0(A)l 
4 70 1FBO(A1-35THENSYS49264,8.HP-2,'<RON> 
"iniW(J*.2,2)r <ROF>" 
472 STS49264,9,MP-LEN(G»).UALtG*l 
474 REH PRINT7-13 
476 IF 8>6AN08<14THENSYS492B4,JL.HP-LENC 
X*),UALtX*l 
476 REH LONER TOTAL 
*80 FORD1-710]3 
482 LET S0-S8*SCtA,Ull 

484 NEXTU1 
406 B*-STR*(SB1 
488 SYS49264.17,HP-LENtB*l.UALTB*) 
490 REH GRANO TOTAL 
492 FORU1-1TOI3 
494 GT-G,T*SC(A,U1) 
496 NEXTU1 
498 GT-GT*B0(A1:GT«-STR«(GT):GT(A,GA)-GT 

500 SYS49264,18,HP-LEN(GT*),UAL(GT*1 
502 RETURN 
904 REH I1ACH1NE ’ S TURN 
506 1FNG-4THEN RETURN 
508 SO*-' 
510 SYS49264,23,II,"<YEL>TURN *;NTl" THR 
OU ";NG 
312 1FNG>1THEN340 
514 F0RB-1T05 
516 R-INT t5*RNDt11*1.5) 
518 0t8)-R:02tBl*R 
520 ONRGOSUB82B,836,044,832.860,868 
322 FORT-1TO200iNEXTT 
524 NEXTB 
526 G0SUB332 -REfl POSSIBILITIES 
528 G0SUB624:REH ANYTHING TO SCORE 
530 1F1> 0ORRE- 1THENRE-0:1-0:GOSUB810:RET 
JRN 
332 SO*-"" 
534 REH RE-ROLL FOR 3'4 KINO 
536 REH POSITION OF OICE TO ROLL 
538 NG-NG*1:GOT0506 
540 FORTY-1TO13!PO(TTJ-0:NEXTTY 
542 GOSUB810 
544 FORTY-1T05!0(TY).02CTY)!NEXTTT:GOSUB 
332 
546 F0RUE-1T06 
548 IFUCA,HE)-0ANOFH(I4E)>0 THENflAX-UE 
550 NEXTUE 
552 FORE-1T06 
533 IFFHlE)>-3ANOUlA,E)-lANOUtA,71-0THEN 
HAX-E 
554 IFFHCE»-3ANOUCA,E)-IANOUCA,8)-0THEN 
HAX-E 
333 IFFHtE)>-2ANOFMl£l>-FHtnAX)ANDU(A,E) 
-0TMENF1AX-E 
556 IFFHtE)>*2AND NT-13 ANOUtA,121-0TMEN 
HAX-E 
557 NEXTE 
538 GOSUB810 
560 FORE-1T03 sREH FINO POS OF NOT HAX 
562 1F02CE1<>HAXTHENS0*-S0»*STR*CE) 
564 NEXT E 
566 GOSUB8I0 
568 IFS0»-"THEN 598 
570 REH CLEAR AUAT DICE 
572 LG-LENISO*) 
574 FORD-1 TO LG 
576 0*-HlD*CS0*,0,21 
578 B-UALtD*) IGOSUB820 
580 NEXTO 
582 REH ROLL WHERE SINGLE OICE IRC RE 
584 FOR0-2TO LGSTEP2 
586 O*-H10*(S0*,0,21:B-UAL(D«) 
588 R-lNTt5*RN0tll*l.51 
590 02CB1-R 
592 ONRGOSUB828,836,844,852,860,868 
594 FQRT-1TO200JNEXTT JNEXTO 
596 HAX-0TREH RESET HAX 
598 FORTY-1T03i0(TY)-02CTY)iNEXTTY 
600 GOSUB332iREH POSS 
602 GOSUB624:REH ANY POSS SCORE 
604 IF 1-0THENGOSUB810 : RE TURN 
606 IF1> 1THEN1-0 'GOSUB810:RE TURN 

608 RETURN 
610 Si-21:S2-116:REH YART2EE SOUND 
611 F0RFS-1T05 
612 POKE54296, 15 :P0KE54277, 9 :»OKES4278.6 
4 :POKE54276,17 
613 JFFS-20RFS-4TH£NSI-S1-6:S2-S2»!2 
614 IFFS-30RFS-5THENS1-SI*3:S2*S2*22 
615 P0KE54273,Sl:P0XE34272,S2 
616 FORT-1TO500:NEXT 
618 NEXT FS 
620 POKES4273,0:POKE54372,0: POKE54276.0 

RETURN 
624 REH HACHINE’S TURN TO ROLL L SCORE 
626 REH STR'TS 
627 IFPOt12)-50ANDU(A,121-0THCNI*12:UtA, 
121-1:GOTO680 
628 JFPOt9)*25ANOPOC81>0ANDUtA,01-0THENU 
IA.81-1SI-8JGOTO680 
630 ]FP0C9)-25ANDP0(7)>-26AN0U(A,71-0THE 
NUIA.71-1!|-7:GOTO680 
632 IFPOC111-40ANOUIA,11l-BTHENI-lI>U(A, 
111-1:GOTO680 
634 IFPOt101-30ANDUCA,I01-0ANOUCA.111-1T 
MENI-I0:U(A,101-1:GOTO680 
636 IFPOt101-30ANDUtA,|0}-1AN0UtA,111-0A 
NONG<3THENRE -1 .GOSUB734 :G0T0632 
638 IFPOt101-30ANDU(A,101-0ANONG<3THENRE 
-1 .'GOSUB734 :GOT0632 
640 IFPOt 101-30ANDUtA, 101-0ANONG-3THENI- 
!0:UtA,101-1IGOTO6B0 
642 IFPOt91-2SANOU(A,91-0THENI-9:UtA,91- 
1:GOT0680 
644 F0RV-1T06 
646 IFFHtUl-4ANOUtAlUl-lAfCUtA,81-0ANONG 
■-3THENI-8iUIA,8)-l :GOTO680 
648 NEXTU 
650 REH 
658 IFPOt81>0ANOUtA,81-0ANONG-3THENI-8:U 
tA.81-1 .'GOT 0680 
663 IFPOt71>-23ANOUtA, 71-0ANDNG-3THENI-7 
:UtA,71-ltGOT0680 
664 FORP1-1T06 
666 IFFHtPl !>-3ANONG-3ANOUtA,Pl 1-0THENI- 
PI lUtA, 11-1 ISCIA, 11-POt 11T GO TOO 76 
667 IFFHtPl l>-3ANOUt A,PI 1-IANOUtA, 71-0AN 
0NG<3TH£NHAX-P1 
668 IFFHtPll>*3ANOUtA,PI1-IANOUtA,71-0TM 
ENHAX-P1 
669 IFFHtPll>-3ANOUfA,P11-lATCUtA,81-0AN 
0NG<3THENHAX-P1 
670 IFFHtPll>»3ANOUtA,PI1-IANOUtA,81-0TH 
ENHAX-P1 
671 NEXTP1 
672 IFPO(71>0ANOUtA,71-0ANONG-3TH£NI-7!U 
CA,71-1 * GO T0680 
673 IF I-OANDNG-3THENGOSUB774:S-0 
674 IFD6THENGOTO680 
676 X*-STR*tSCl A, 111 iKL-l*l iJL-I*3 
678 1FI> 0THENSYS49264,KL.HP-LEN t X*1,UAL t 

680 F0RU1-1T06 
682 LET S-S*SCtA,UI1 
684 NEXTU1 
686 IFS1-03TNEN8OIA1-35 
688 S-S-BOtA) 
690 G*-STR«tSl:S-0 
692 lFBOtAl-35THEN8O*-STR*tB0tAll 
694 IFBOtA1 • 35THENSTS49264,8.HP-2, (RON) 
■HID*lBO»,2,2)S'<ROF>* 
696 IFI>6AN0NT-1ThENST S49264,9,HP-LEN(G* 
l.UALtG*) 
698 IF1 >0ANO 1 (7ANDNG-3THENSTS49264,9. HP- 
LENtG*),UALtG*l 
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450-470 Calculate and print the 
upper total and gives a 35 
point Bonus if you have 
reached 63. 

472-488 Update and print the lower 
total. 

490-502 Update and print the grand 
total. 

504-524 Computer’s turn — gets 
five random dice. 

536-558 Position of the dice to be 
re-rolled. 

610-620 Yahtzee sound. 
624-740 Go through the same pro¬ 

cess for the computer as the 
player. 

742-772 Find which dice to re-roll, 
then clear and re-roll. 

774-808 Default values for cate¬ 
gories. 

810-818 Clear and re-roll dice. 
820-826 Routine to clear each die. 
826-834 Routine to print a die 

showing *1*. 
836-874 Separate routines to print 

dice showing the values 2-6. 
876-1002 Instructions. 
2010-2030 Sound of the dice. 
8000-8015 Set the screen colour and 

scroll up the score board. 

702 1FI<70THENSC(A,|1.POCI3 
704 X»-STR*(SCCA,I33iJL*l’3 
700 JF126AHOI <14THENS1S49264,ju,MP-i_EN( A 
UiWL(W) 
708 JFI30THEN NG-J:|--0 
710 1F]-0ANONG<3Tm£N RETURN 
7J2 FCWUWT013:REN LOWER TOTAL 
714 SB'SB’SCCA.Ull 
710 NEXT Ut 
718 B*-STR*(S83 
728 SYS49264,17,H»-LENCB*3,UAL(B*3 
722 FORVl-lT013:REf1 GRAN0 TOTAL 
724 GT>GT'SC(A,UI1 
728 NEXTU1 
728 GT-GT»BO(A3i&T*-STR*CGT3i&TCA,GA3-GT 
738 SYS49264,18,HP-LEN(GT*1,UALCGT*) 
732 RETURN 
734 REH 
736 REM TRY FOR LG STR IF Sfl.STR 
738 NG-NG»1 :F0RT*1 TO300 :NEXT 
748 SYS49264,23,I1,’<YEL3TURN ' (NT1* TMR 
OU "iNG 
742 REN FINO IRMCH DICE TO RE-ROLL 
744 F0RRY-1T06 
746 1FFMCRY1-2 TKNRN-RY 
748 NEXTRY 
750 F0RRY-1T05 
752 IFD2(RY3'RNTHENSO**STR*CRT3:RN-0 
754 NEXTRY 
756 GOSUB810 :REN CLEAR 1 RE-ROLL 
758 B-UAL(SD*3 
760 GOSUB820 .'REN CLEAR 
762 F0RSWMT0S!0(SU1»02CSUHNEXTSU 
764 R-INT(5*RNDCI3»I.53 
766 D2(B3'RID(B3*R 
768 0NRG0SUB828.836.844,852.860.868 
778 GOSUB332JREN POSS 
772 RETURN 
774 REN DEFAULT UALUES FOR CATEGORIES 
776 F0RI2-1T06 
778 S*S*SC(A,223 
788 NEXT22 
782 F0RN-1T06 
784 IF 1 •0ANOUCA,N)*0ANOPO(N)»S*>63THENI» 
NIU(A,NJ»1 iSC(A,n)-POCN3 :RETURN 
786 NEXTN 
788 F0RJ7*I3 TO 11STEP-1 
790 IF 1 -0ANOU(A, J73-0THENI-J?iUCA, J7J-1 s 
SCCAiJ73-FO(J73iRETURN 
792 NEXTJ7 
794 F0RJ7-9T07STEP-I 
796 1FI«0ANOU(A,J7)-0TMENI«J7*UCA,J73-I: 
SCCA,J?3*FO(J73 iRETURN 
798 NEXTJ7 
800 F0RJ7-I TO 6 
802 IFl-8AWOU{A,j73*0THENI»J7iUtA,J?3-lI 
SCCAiJ71-POCJ7)iRETURN 
804 NEXTJ7 
806 IF1-0ANDUCA.I03-0THENU(A,101-1:SCCA, 
101-POC163iRETURN 
808 RETURN 
810 REN RESET POSS TO 0 
812 FORRD-1TO 6iFHCRO3-0:NEXTRO 
814 FORRP-1TOI31POCRP3-0.NEXTRP 
816 FOROW-1T05:0C0U3-02C0U3 INEXTOW 
818 RETURN 
828 SYS49264,(B*43-3,37,*<RON3 <WHT> 
822 SYS49264, (8*43-2,37. '* <R0N3 
824 SYS49264,(B*43-l.37,"<RON> 
826 RETURN 
828 SYS49264, (B*43-3, 37, ’ <RON> <C»5> 
830 SYS49264,(B*43-2,37,-<RON> <289> ’ 
832 SYS49264,(8*43-1»37," <RON> <YEL3* 
833 GOSUB2000 
834 PRINT"<RQF>"iRETURN 

836 SYS49264,16*4 3-3,37, <R0N7 <C-3> <209> 

838 SYS49264,(8*43-2.3?.* <RON3 
848 SY549264,(B*43-1,37,’’<RON> <289><YE 

841 GOSU62000 
842 PRINT"<ROF3"iRETURN 
044 STS49264,(B*4 3-3.37. <RON> <C-7> <209> 

846 SYS49264,(8*43-2.37. <R0N> <2093 * 
848 SYS49264,(8*43-1,37.** <RON3 <2093 <TE 
L>" 
849 GOSUB20B0 
858 PRINT"<ROF3* iRETURN 
052 SYS49264,(8*43-3,37. <R0N> <YEL><209> 

<2893" 
854 SYS49264,(8*41-2,37, <RON3 
856 STS49264,(8*43-1,37. <RON><2093 <209 
><YEL>- 
857 GOSUB2008 
858 PR1NT"<R0F>-iRETURN 
860 SYS49264,(8*41-3,37,*<R0N3 <CTN3<2B9> 

<209>' 
862 SYS49264,(8*43-2,37,' <RON3 <209> " 
864 SYS49264,(8*43-1,37," <RON3 <2093 <209 
><YEL>- 
865 GOSU82008 
806 PRINT-<ROF>"IRETURN 
868 SYS49264,(8*4 3-3,37,*<RON> <C-6> <289> 

<2893 * 
870 SYS49264, (8*41-2,37,-<R0N><289> <209 

872 SYS49264,(8*43-1,37,'<RON><2093 <209 
3<YEL>" 
873 GOSU62000 
874 PRINT" <R0F3 " iRETURN 
876 POXE5328B,151POKE53281.15IREN INSTRU 
CTIONS 
878 PRJNT"<CLR><BLK3 **** INSTRUC 
TIONS ***** 
888 PRINT"<0UN3YART2£E IS A POPULAR GAITE 

IN WHICH EACH" 
882 PRINT" <OUN3 PL AYER SCORES THE UALUE 0 
F HIS OR HER" 
884 PRINT"<OWN>DICE IN ONE OF SEUERAL CA 
TEG0R1ES.* 
886 PRINT" <DWN3 YOU START YOUR TURN 8Y RO 
LUNG FIUE" 
888 PRINT"<0UN30ICE. YOU CAN THEN RE-ROL 
L AS NANY OF" 
890 PRINT" <OUN3THE DICE AS YOU WISH TUIC 
E T10RE BEFORE" 
892 PRINT"<OUN3CHOOSING YOUR SCORING CAT 
EGORY.- 
894 PRINT"<OUN>EACH OF THE 13 CATEGORIES 

HAS A RULE" 
896 PRINT" <OUN> FOR SCORING" 
898 PRINT*<REO><OUN3 PRESS SPACE BA 
R TO CONTINUE" 
900 GETSP*iIF SP8-""THEN900 
902 IFSP40" "THEN900 
904 PRINT" <CLR3<BLU> THE RULES ARE AS FOL 
LOWS" 
906 PRINT" <OUN3<BLI<3UPPER SECTION 
907 PRINT" <OUN3<BLI<3CATEGORY SCOR 
E" 
908 PR 1 NT * <0UN> <PUR> 1. ACES SUN OF A 
LL ACES" 
918 PR1NT'2. TI40S Slid OF ALL TWOS 
912 PRINT'S. THREES SUTI OF ALL THREES 
914 PRINT"4.FOURS SUM OF ALL FOURS 
915 PRINT'S.FIUES SUTI OF ALL FIUES" 
916 PRINT"6.SIXES SUT1 OF ALL SIXES 
918 PRINT" <OUN> <OUN3 <OWH3 <BLK> IF THE TOT 
AL FOR THE UPPER SECTION IS" 
928 PRINT'<RE0363 PTS<BLK3 OR IK3RE YOU G 
ET A BONUS OF<RED33S PTS" 

922 PRINT* <8LK3<OUN3<DUN3<DUN3<OUNXDUN7 
PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE" 
924 GETSP*I IF SP*»”*THEN924 
926 PRINT"<CLR7L0UER SECTION- 
927 PRINT”<BLK3CATEGORY SCORE" 
928 PRINT" <OUN3 <PUR37. i'KINO IF TO 
J MAUE 3 OF A KINO" 
938 PRINT" YOU SLK1 ALL DIC 
E" 
932 PRINT" <DUN38.4^KIN0 IF YOU HAU 
E 4 OF A KIND* 
934 PRINT" YOU SUfl ALL DIC 
E" 
936 PRINT" <DUN39.FL HOUSE IF YOU HAU 
E 3 OF ONE l" 
938 PRINT" 2 OF ANOTHER SC 
ORE 25PTS" 
940 PRINT"<OUN718.SH.STRAIGHT IF YOU HAU 
E A SEOUENCE" 
942 PRINT" OF 4 OICE SCORE 

30PTS" 
944 PRINT"<OUN>II.LG.STRAIGHT IF YOU HAU 
E A SEOUENCE" 
946 PRINT" OF 5 OICE SCORE 
40PTS" 

948 PRINT"<DUN312. YART2EE IF YOU HAU 
E 5 OF A KINO’ 
950 PRINT" SCORE 50PTS" 
952 PRINT"<DUN> 13. CHANCE SUTI OF ALL 

OICE" 
960 PRINT"<0UN7<RE03 PRESS SPACE BA 
R TO CONTINUE" 
962 GETSP* i|FSP*-"THEN962 
964 IFSP*<>" "TKN962 
966 PRINT" <CLR> <OUN> <BLK3RULESCC0NT 3 
968 PRINT"<1853<1853<1053<1853<1853<1853 
<1853<1853<1853<18S3<1853" 
970 PRINT ” <OUN3 AFTER EACH TURN A PLAYER 
T1UST SELECT" 
972 PR1NT"0NE OF THESE CATEGORIES EUEN 1 
F IT’ 
974 PRINT-SCORES A 2ERO” 
976 PRINT"THE GAHE CONTINUES UNTIL ALL 0 
F THE 13" 
978 PRINT"CATEGORIES HAUE BEEN USED” 
980 PRINT"<DUN7TO SAUE TINE YOU CAN ENTE 
R YOUR ROLLS" 
982 PRINT"AS <GRN3R24<BLK3 IF YOU UISH T 
0 ROLL DICE 2 AND 4" 
984 PRlNT'<OUN7TO SCORE IN ANY GIUEN CAT 
EGORY" 
986 PRINT'ENTER <<38N3S<BLK3 FOLLOUEO BY 
THE NUHBER OF THAT- 
988 print-category e.g FOR CHANCE ENTER 
<GRN3SI3" 
990 PRINT"<OUN3<OUH3<BLK3 IF YOU UANT THE 

C0T1PUTER TO PLAY TYPE- 
932 PRINT-ANT NAHE BEGINNING UITH ’CHIPS 

994 PRINT"<OUN7<OUN3<OUN3LOOK AT INSTRUC 
TIONS AGAIN(Y/N3" 
996 G£TO*iIFO*»"”THEN996 
998 IFO*-”Y"THEN 876 
1000 1F0*-~N’THEN P0KE53288.11!P0KE53281 
.11iRETURN 
1002 1F0*<3'Y"0R0*<3"N"THEN996 
7000 REH OICE SOUND 
2810 POKE54296.8 IP0KE54273,34 :POXES4272, 
75IP0KE54276,!7iP0KES4277,32 
2020 P0KE54278,64iF0RT-l TO 50iMEXT 
2030 P0KE54273,0!P0KES4278.8iPOKE54276,8 
:P0KE54296,8 iRETURN 
8000 REH SCREEN COLOUR. CHANGE 
9004 PRINT"<H0f13-!RETlRN 
8005 F0RJ*IT019 
8010 SYS49264, J,36, <RON3<UHT3 <R0F> " 
8815 NEXT JiPRINT*<HON3"iRETURN 
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THE FASTEXT 80 
Dot Matrix Printer 

from the New Force in Computer Printers 
SMITH-CORONA 

DATAPRODUCTS 
The Fastext 80 comes from an exciting new range 
of printers created to give speed, reliability and 
flexibility to the businessman at a price to suit the 
home user. Models in the range are compatible 
to all home computers, PCs and business micros. 
The Fastext 80 has a Centronics parallel 
interface - an RS232C serial interface is optional. 
A machine of the highest quality, the six-pitch 
Fastext 80 performs at a speed of 80 cps with 80 
column width (at 10 cpi). The host of features 
include a full line buffer, graphics capabilities, 
bi-directional text printing and logic-seeking. 
Friction feed is standard with a tractor feed 
available for continuous stationery. 
Smith-Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield industrial Estate, Beresford Avenue. Wembley. Middlesex HA0 1XP Telephone 01-900 1222 

Fill in the coupon and find out how you can make 
the most of your computer with a printer from 
Smith-Corona Data Products_ 
Fto: Smith-Corona Data Products, Unit 23, Northfield Industrial 

Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HA01XP. 

Please send me: 
□ A free copy of the full colour printer brochure. 
□ A list of local dealers. 
□ Information on the Smith-Corona Data Products 

Roadshow (touring in September - don't miss it!) 

Name___— 

Company (if appropriate)- 

Address--- 

I Make and model of computer used _ :no I 



^ZTEC ADVENTURE 
|Arcade-adventures look set to become the thing of the moment Aztec takes Commodore 64 owners 

I on a tomb-exploring tramp that is definitely not for the timorous. Mike Gerrard savoured that 

[ creepy feeling that there’s always something lurking around the comer 77. waiting for you... | 

ny new title from Beyond Software 
is now sure to generate interest 

its Psytron and Lords of 
Midnight stunners. So, when I was 
offered an exclusive look at Aztec, its 
new arcade/adventure release for the 
Commodore 64, you can be sure it was an 
opportunity not to pass up. 

In fact, so new was the version I saw 
that it didn’t turbo-load, as the finished 
product will, so while it was loading 
there was just enough time to read up on 
the entire history of the Aztec civilisa¬ 
tion. 

It is the entrance to the tomb of 
Quetzacoatl that noted archaeologist 
and tomb-robber Professor G von Foers- 
ter is rumoured to have discovered. 
Quetzacoatl was the nature god of 
various Indian tribes in Mexico before 
the Spanish conquest, whose symbol was 
the quetzal or royal bird — amazing 
what you can learn while waiting for a 
Commodore 64 to load. 

You are a hero without a name, 
bearing a remarkable resemblance to 
Indiana Jones, and somehow you too are 
now standing at the entrance to the 
tomb, in which there is said to be a gold 
idol worth a fortune to anyone who can 
find it and return alive. The value of the 
idol is high to start with, but decreases 
steadily. If you can find it quickly on one 
of the highest of the eight skill levels 
then it could make you a millionaire, 
though the way I began playing I think 
I’ll have to settle for its scrap metal 
value. 

Aztec is entirely keyboard controlled, 
with 21 different instructions possible. 
Several of the controls are simply for 
moving yourself round the maze that 
makes up the tomb. Each of the in¬ 
numerable screens is made up of two, 
three or more platforms, partly linked by 
ladders, and containing piles of rubbish, 
skulls, bones, nasties and possibly a box 
or two. 

You press *0’ to open a box and ’L’ to 
look inside. Why you should have to 
press two keys I will never understand. 
Are you going to open the box and then 
not look inside? The first box you come to 
contains Professor Foerster, who has the 
ability to be in several boxes at the same 
time. Which bits ofhim are in which box I 
leave to your imagination. 

Sometimes the boxes contain machet- 
tes, bullets, pistols and dynamite, all of 
which you can T for take, while 'Z’ will 
give you an inventory at the foot of the 
screen. You begin with three energy 
units and three sticks of dynamite. 

The dynamite is great fun, if you 
handle it wisely. You have to enter 
’Crawl’ mode by pressing the ’G’ key and 
then you crawl slowly to any wall you 
wish to demolish, plant the dynamite 
with a 'F, then run like the clappers to 
the other side of the screen. Sometimes 
blowingup walls is merely experimenta¬ 
tion to see what’s on the other side, 
although it’s also necessary should you 
tumble into a section from which there’s 
no escape bar blowing your way out. 

There is also one extremely nasty 
screen which contains a tap, and after a 
'Look out!’ warning the tap turns on to 
slowly fill the screen and drown you. If 
you take a fall and land in that screen 
your only hope is to plant dynamite at 
once and pray it goes off before the water 
starts running to put the fuse out. 

Movement i s by pressi ng the appropri - 
ate initial letters for Walk, Run, Jump 
and Climb, with 'S’ to Stop you and 'A’ 
and 'D’ to turn left and right. When 
you’re in the 'Fight’ mode 'F draws your 
gun or machette (unfortunately you 
don’t seem to be able to choose which one 
you want), SPACE fires the gun (if you 
have bullets), with 'L’ and ’M’ to lunge or 
slash with the machette. 'W’ takes you 
out of'Fight’ mode again. 

The graphics making up the hero are 
quite detailed if a little jerky, and he is 
rather see-through, while he also seems 
to be wearing noisy boots for tomb- 
tramping. The sound effects are minim¬ 
al, and this is certainly not a game to 
Ultimate’s standards, yet it is very 
intriguing to play. There is always the 
suggestion that there’s just a little more 
lurking round the corner. Nasties you 
come across include snakes, scorpions, 
pathers, dinosaurs and a giant ant. And 
if that doesn’t bring the sweat to your 
brows, you also confront an Aztec 

warrior. 
Another hazard is that in using the 

dynamite you might just blow up part of 
one of the staircases you need in order to 
get out again. At this point a warning of 
'Trapped’ appears on the screen. There’s 
really nothing like stating the obvious. 

The 'O’ key can also be used to allow 
you to search through the piles of 
rubbish lying around (scruffy places, 
these Aztec tombs), which might reveal 
a bottle of some kind of elixir which adds 
to your strength (hard to tell as the 
instructions are still being printed). On 
the other hand it could reveal a stick of 
dynamite hissing away — you’ve got to 
'R’ for Run 'L’ for Leather. 

Those who like mapping out mazes 
will find this one a problem as it is 
different every time, and it is also 
sizeable as I discovered when I tried to 
walk in a straight-ish line through as 
many screens as possible towards the 
left. I ran out of strength before I ran out 
of screen. No mean feat considering the 
very genrous store of energy you’re 
provided with. 

Aztec has aspects of several different 
games, and is more arcade than adven¬ 
ture, but it certainly keeps you playing. 
After much effort and descending to the 
depths of the tomb I found the idol in one 
of the boxes, but I’d hardly enough 
strength to get anywhere, and this was 
on the easiest level. Even that game 
gave me another surprise because I was 
captured by the Aztec warrior and 
frog-marched away, eventually falling 
though a hole and being left to continue 
the game. 

Aztec doesn’t go further than Beyond’s 
last two efforts, but it’s definitely one 
worth seeking out for 64 fans who might 
feel a little deprived of this kind of arcade 
adventure. W 
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The best software store in the country 
(now boasting over 2,500 good titles in stock) 

with accessories, joysticks and books. We have 
somehow made room for hardware stocks. 

Home computers, disc drives, printers, monitors, 

and now a very special offer 

SONY 
R.G.B. MONITOR 

Ideal for BBC/Electron and many others. 

% 14" colour monitors 

He Resolution equivalent to 
480 x 400 pixels 

^ Full 
12 month guarantee 

He These monitors using 
Trinitron tubes have 
been converted to RGB 

Our 
unbeatable 

price £149.50 inc. VAT. 

Or mail order £159.50 including VAT, p&p & BBC leads 
Postal and telephone orders welcomed. 

All major credit cards accepted. 
(Offer subject to availability) Easy Road ACC6SS 

Soft Shop Ltd. Free Parking and 
55 St Peter’s Court Open Mon. Sat. 
Chalfont St Peter 9.00-5.30 
Bucks. SL9 9QQ Tel: (0753) 889010 Sun. 9.30 -12.30 Tel: (0753) 889010 



GET UP 
AND GO 

GRAPHICS 
Armed with i Spectrum, John Lettice sets 

out to show readers how to produce genuine, 

and convincing, moving graphics in cartoon- 

like sequences. Walt Disney would be proud. 

The principals behind animation are 
relatively easy to grasp. Walt Dis¬ 
ney style, it’s just a matter of taking 

one frame and changing it by degrees, 
then cycling through the slightly diffe¬ 
rent frames you’ve got to provide the 
illusion of movement. 

The effect is easy to duplicate on a 
micro. In the case of the Spectrum you 
can use Microdrives to store screens and 
just load them into screen memory as 
and when you need them, but this isn’t 
fast enough to provide the illusion of 
movement. You can, however, produce 
convincing moving graphics by loading 
the screens into memory and then 
paging between them. This is so fast that 
you’ll be able to produce genuine car¬ 
toon-style sequences. 

The complexity of these sequences is 
basically dictated by the amount of 
memory available. A full screen on the 
Spectrum takes up 6192 bytes, so you 

20 READ • 
30 POKE n,a 
40 NEXT n 

30 DATA 42,0,233,17,0,64, 
1,0,24,237,176,201 

60 SAVE #“m*|It"trn.bin* 

CODE 63282,12 



Program 2 — All H's in graphics should be solid blocks. 

10 REM animate program 
20 REM PCN 1984 
30: 
40 REM machine code data 
50 REM to be stored from 
60 REM location 65280 
70 REM to call the routine 
80 REM use: 
90 REM RANDOMIZE USR 65282 

100: 
110 DATA 0,0,33,0,64,237,91.0 
120 DATA 255,1,0,24,237,176.201 

130: 
140 REM store data in memory 

150: 
155 RESTORE 
160 FOR T“65280 TO 65294 
170 READ A 
180 POKE T,A 
190 NEXT T 
200: 
210 REM now 
215: 
216 LET T*0 
217: 
220 PRINT " 
230 PRINT " 
240 PRINT " 
250 PRINT M 
260 PRINT “ 
270 PRINT M 
280 PRINT ■* 
290 PRINT " 
300 PRINT " 
310 PRINT " 
320 PRINT " 
330 PRINT " 
340 PRINT " 
350 PRINT " 
360 PRINT " 
370 PRINT " 
380 PRINT " 
390 PRINT " 

set up the drawino 

HH H HH" 
HH H HH” 

H HHH H" 
H H H H" 

H H" 
H H“ 
H HM 

HH HH" 

400: 
405 REM now store the picture 
410 GO SUB 9000 
480: 

I 490 CLS 
| 500 LET T*1 

510: 
520 PRINT M 
530 PRINT “ 
540 PRINT *’ 
550 PRINT " 
560 PRINT ” 
S70 PRINT - 
580 PRINT •' 
590 PRINT M 
600 PRINT " 
610 PRINT “ 
620 PRINT " 
630 PRINT " 
640 PRINT " 
650 PRINT " 
660 PRINT " 
670 PRINT " 
680 PRINT " 
690 PRINT " 
700: 
710 GO SUB < 

HH HHHH" 
HH H HH" 

HHHHHHH" 
HHHH" 

H HHH" 
H HHH" 

HHH" 
HHH" 
H H" 
H H" 
H H" 

HH HH" 

720: 
730 LET T=2 
735 CLS 
740: 
750 PRINT " 
760 PRINT “ 
770 PRINT " 
780 PRINT “ 
790 PRINT " 
800 PRINT " 
820 PRINT " 
830 PRINT " 
840 PRINT " 
850 PRINT " 
860 PRINT " 
870 PRINT " 
880 PRINT N 
890 PRINT " 
900 PRINT " 
910 PRINT " 
920 PRINT " 
930: 
940 GO SUB < 

H HHH H" 
H H H H" 

HHH" 
HHH" 
H H" 
H H" 
H H" 

HH HH" 

950: 
960 CLS 
970 LET T-3 
980: 

HH H HH" 

H HHH H 
HHH 

HHH" 
HHH" 
H H" 
H H" 

990 PRINT 
1000 PRINT 
1010 PRINT 
1020 PRINT 
1030 PRINT 
1040 PRINT 
1050 PRINT 
1060 PRINT 
1070 PRINT 
1080 PRINT 
1090 PRINT 
1100 PRINT 
1110 PRINT 
1120 PRINT 
1130 PRINT 
1140 PRINT " 
1150 PRINT " 
1160 PRINT " 
1170: 
1190 GO SUB 9000 
1200: 
1210 CLS 
1220 LET T=4 
1230: 
1240 PRINT " 
1250 PRINT " 
1260 PRINT 
1270 PRINT 
1280 PRINT 
1290 PRINT 
1300 PRINT 
1310 PRINT 
1320 PRINT 
1330 PRINT 
1340 PRINT 
1350 PRINT 
1360 PRINT 
1370 PRINT 
1380 PRINT 
1390 PRINT 
1400 PRINT 
1410 PRINT " HH HH" 
1420: 
1430 GO SUB 9000 
1440: 
1442 REM now save the screens 
1446: 
1450 SAVE *"m"J15"screens"CODE 

30000, 35280 

HH H I 

H H" 

H H" 
H H" 
H H" 

can have a maximum of five different 
screens in memory at any one time. Now 
let’s say you’ve got one very complex 
screen and you want to have a small 
object standing in the centre waving. 
The extra memory this would use is 
negligible, as you’d probably only be 
updating one or two character positions 
three or four times. 

So, to draw something different, you 
simply have to plug a way of drawing 
five different screens into program 2 in 
lines 10 to 25. 

The suite of programs here consists of 
three stages. Program 1 is used to poke 

the data for the machine code transfer 
program into memory. When called with 
randomize usr 66282 this takes the data 

1460: 
1470 STOP 
1480: 
9000 REM store screen in memory 
9010: 
9020 LET AD=30000+ < T*6192) 
9030 POKE 65280,AD-256*INT 

(AD/256) 
9040 POKE 65281,INT (AD/256) 
9050 RANDOMIZE USR 65282 
9060 RETURN 

But from an illustrative point of view 
it’s best to employ more of a scattergun 
approach. The routine presented here 
stores five screens in memory, and is 
therefore best used for highly complex 
graphics screens that show a lot of 
movement throughout the screen. Mem¬ 
ory-guzzling programs, after all, should 
be made to earn their living. 

The best way to use the routine is to 
draw a basic screen with a commercial 
graphics program, saving it as a 
screen$ then amending it so that you 
eventually have five different frames 
stored on tape or Microdrive. It’s then a 
simple matter of plugging a loading 
routine into the demonstration program 
to put the relevant data into the right 
areas of memory. 

from memory and pokes it into the 
screen memory. Program 2 draws the 
screens, while Program 3 is essentially 
a combined loading and paging routine. 
It loads the necessary data into memory 
and then cycles through the paging of 
the various frames. 

The listings here were written to take 
advantage of the speed of the Micro¬ 
drives, but although it takes longer to 
load them from tape, once they’re in 
memory they’ll work just as fast. If 
you’re a tape user all you need do is 
remove the ’*“m”;i;’ from each of the 
load and save commands. 

Program 2 is the only one you need to 
vary for different drawings. The simple 
example shown just draws a figure using 
block graphics. 

Program 3 

5 CLEAR 30000 
15 GO SUB 100 
20 FOR t-30000 TO 30000* 

(446192) STEP 6192 
30 POKE 65280,t-256* INT 

(t/256) 
40 POKE 65281, INT (t/256) 
50 RANDOMIZE USR 65282 
60 NEXT t 
70 GO TO 20 

100 LOAD 4"w"|II•trn.bin" CODE 
106 LOAD *"m" I 11 ’icrMni' CODE 
110 RETURN 
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UTPUT: BBC AND VIC 20 

John Birtwistle guides BBC users 
through the Break key technique 

and David Rossiter doubles 

up the Vic 20 s character height It’s all very well restoring and re- 
runninga Basic program by program¬ 
ming the Break key with OLDIM 

RUNIM but you lose all your variables, 
resident integer variables excepted. 
This is a disaster when you’ve spent 
hours filling up large Basic arrays with 
data. 

However, the situation may be con¬ 
siderably retrieved by using the routine 
below, With careful programming you 
need not lose any essential variables. 

When Break is pressed a jump to the 
I Language Initalisation part of Basic is 

effected, this causes a partial reset of the 

system. The main Basic pointers PAGE, 
TOP. LOMEM. HIMEM etc are reini¬ 
tialised with their default values. Also 
the set of pointers to the variables 'Heap’ 
at &0482 to &04F9 and the pointer to the 
next free space in the 'Heap' at &02< &03) 
are also reset. The procedure PROC- 
saveptrs saves these pointers at a 
suitable early point in your program. 
The Break key is then programmed to 
restore them and return you to a suitable 
program re-entry point. 

Make sure all your DIM statements 
and initialisation of global variables is 
carried out before PROCsaveptrs 
called. 

In particular, you should initialise 
any string variables to their maximum 
likely length bv dummy assignments eg 
a$=STRING$<50,“ This enables 
virtually all your variables to be rein¬ 
stated when done efficiently. 

Note the essential use of resident 
variables A%,P'k in the *KEY10 defini¬ 
tion, or part of the ’Heap’ is over-written 
before it has been restored. The storage 
space for the old 'Heap’ pointers can be 
within the present program variables if 
DIM A9f 125 is used as in the listing. If 
you are desperately short of space there 
is no reason why you shouldn’t use 
ACA =&C00 or any other assignment to 
suit your needs. 

The restoration will of course be of the 
program and variables pointed to by the 
(reset) values of PAGE. TOP and 
LOMEM. Any moving of LOMEM etc 
during the course of your program 
produces possibly exciting but unpre¬ 

dictable results. The present technique 
could be extended to cope with these 
situations but not easily. It could, 
however, be a useful way of sharing 
variables among different programs 
either in memory or using disk overlays 
—but that’s another much longer story. 

Program 1 

i 10 *KE Y10 OLD!MFOR 

I X = 0 TO S.F9-&02: 
I ? (S.0482+ IX) =? 
(AX+2+IX) » NEXTIX 
i 7&02-7AX: ?*<03«? 
(AX+1>!MGOTO 60!M 

20 PROCi nltialin 
30 PR I NT"Press < BREAK > now." 
40 END 
30 REM TEST LINES 
60 A-101B-20:C«30 

J 70 PROCt««tproc(A*(2)) 
80 PR INTb*(49) 

I 90 PRINT A,B,C 
100 REM END OF TEST LINES 
110 END 
120 DEF PROCtestproc(»*) 
130 PRINT «* 

!140 ENDPROC 
i150 DEF PROCsaveptrs 
!160 LOCAL IX 

170 FOR IX-0 TO S.F9-&82 
i180 7(AX+2+IX)-7<*0482+IX) 

190 NEXT IX 
200 7AX«?fc02i?<AX+l>-7»<03 
210 ENDPROC 
220 DEF PROClnitial1ss 
230 DIM A*(2),b*(30) 
240 A* <2>""TEST STRING" 
250 b*(49)-"t.s.s.t." 
260 DIM AX 123:PROCsaveptrs 
270 ENDPROC 

VIC 20: DOUBLE HEIGHT This Vic 20 utility program comes | 
from David Rossiter of Paignton, 
Devon, It allows characters to be 

printed in double height on the Vic’s 
screen. Just type in the program, and 
save it before running. This is necessary 
as the code uses the cassette buffer and 
any use of the cassette filing system will 
scrub the code. 

To switch on the double height, enter 
sys 82s, to switch off use poke 

36876,46:poke 36879,240. The author sug¬ 
gests using these two subroutines: 
50000 SYS 828: RETURN 

60000 POKE 36879,46:POKE 36869,240: 

RETURN 

Then simply gosub to the appropriate 
routine to switch the effect on and off. 

Note that lower case characters are 
not covered by this routine and can only 
be used in normal mode. 

Notes 
10-80 Dataformachinecode. 
100 Reset the data pointer 
105 Readthedataandlookforthe 

end of data pointer (-99 (. 
110 poke the data into the mem¬ 

ory and continue reading. 
120-130 Print the operating instruc¬ 

tions onto the screen. 

Program 1 

.10 DATA 32,80,3.32/36,3,32.141,3,32,192,3/32,121# 
3,7b,152,3,96,96,173,0,128,141,0,20, 141 

20 DhTR 1,20,96,0,0,0,0,0,0,173,81,3,201,255,240, 
25,233,81,3,36,17,17,96,17,17,2 38,84 

30 DATA 3,238,85,3,76,151,3,32,141,3,32,192,3,3b, 
238,81,3,238,82,3,76,186,3,96,3,0,0 

40 Dhlh 173,84,3,201,255,240,220,238,84.3,96,173, 
31,3,201,255,240,3,76,60,3,173,82,3,201 

50 DRTR 131,208,147,76,175,3,0,0,0,169,153,141,3, 
144,169,253,141,5,144,76 

60 DRTR 212,3,234,234,234,234,173,87,3,201,255, 
240,4,238,8(,J,96,238,87,3,236,88,3,76 

70 DRTR 202,3,169,128,141,82,3,169,20,141,85,3, 
141,88,3,169,0,141,81,3,141,84,3,169,1 

80 DRTR 141,87,3,96,32,-99 
100 RESTORE:C=0 
105 RERD D:IF D=-99 THEN GOTO 120 
110 POKE 828+C, D ; OC+1 : GOTO 105 
120 PRINT "C CLEAR SCREEN]DOUBLE MODE - SVS 828 " 
130 PRINT "NORMAL - POKE 36867,46 WITH POKE 

36863,240" 

T 
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64K User RAM% 
and not a bit less... _ 

The MTX512 comes with 64K RAM, expandable to 512K. Add to this another 16K VideoRAM dedicated solely to handling the 
screen memory, and you've got 80K. But how much user RAM is left when you're running high resolution graphics programs 
Unlike other machines, the answer is still 64K, because the M TX512 uses the 16K VideoRAM plus a second processor - the Texas 
TMS9929A - to take care of screen graphics. The main processor used in the MTX512 is the Zilog Z80A, which gives the MTX Series 
CP/M compatibility — CP/M was written around the Zilog Series. And the Z80A inside the 512 operates at 4MHz. 

Expansion is no problem with the M TX Series, because it is designed as an intedocking system - from the M TX512 up to the powerful 

Memotech Silicon Disc Systems. 

MEMOTECHMTX512 MAJOR FEATURES ROM EXPANSIONS  
% MTX NewWord, a 32K word processing package 

STANDARD I/O PORTS • Hisoft PASCAL, written specially for the M TX Series • Variable rate cassette port (up to 2400 baud) • Two joystick ports using Atari configuration THE KEYBOARD • Centronics-type parallel printer port • Full size, 79-key, full-stroke profess,onol quality keyboard • ROM cartridge port incorporating: • Uncommitted parallel input/output port ® Main Block with typewriter-style layout • Internal ROM board port • A separate 12-key numeric/editor keypad • Hi-Fi output port • Eight programmable function keys (16 with shift) • 4-channel sound through TV speaker _ _ _If _ • PAL composite video colour Monitor port 

THE RS232 COMMUNICATIONS BOARD 
(required for disc expansions) • Two independent RS232 ports • 60-way Disc Drive Bus supporting up to four 5.25 and/or 8 inch 

floppy disc drives, Memotech Silicon Discs, and Hard Discs 

USER RAM • Expandable to 512K in increments of64, 128, or 256K 

24K OF ROM which includes: • MTX BASIC • Noddy, a simple, text-handling language • A powerful Assembler/Dissassembler - sections of machine 
code con be created and run by colling the Assembler from 
within BASIC • The sophisticated Front Panel, which displays the contents of all 
registers (including the F flag register) and pointers during 
program execution • All four languages can be used interactively with each other, 

and with the user 

HI-RES GRAPHICS MODE 
• 256 x 192 pixel resolution plus • 32 x 24 Text in 16 foreground and background colours • All 16 colours (i.e. 15 colours plus transparent) are available on 

the screen together • 32 user-definable easily controllable sprites • 128 separate GENPA T statements providing a huge range of 
user-defined characters 

TEXTMODE • Text resolution is 40 X 24 characters plus • 128 user-defined characters • Eight user-definable virtual screens or "windows" 

SINGLE 5.25 DISC DRIVE - £399.00 inc VA T 
Comprising one Qume double-sided, double-density 500K 

drive, plus the Memotech Floppy Disc Controller Board, with power 
supply, expansion sockets, and sturdy aluminium case. 

Single Disc System Software: MTX Single Disc BASIC 
extensions on ROM, plus Renumber, 40 Column Text and Graphics 
Screen, Binary to Hex to Decimal Converter, Data save and load 
plus five games. 

For further information, please contact: 

MEMOTECH 
MEMOTECH LIMITED STATION LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE WITNEY 

OXON 0X8 6BX TELEPHONE: (0993) 2977 TELEX: 83372 MEMTEC O 

J> ' ' 





SMART CAT. ^ 

SEE OUR ADS IN PCN ^<7 J 
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Thousands of printer and other peripherals bargains. 
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ORIC ATMOS 

BACH IN 1984 

A Bach chonw b playtd by 

your humble Atmos ufhoii you 

top in Alan Wilkins’ program. If Bach had composed on a computer, 
what sort of music would have been 
the result? 
Well, there’s no need to speculate 

widely about that, because his approach 
was to impose his own style on an 
instrument — ask any musician. 

Bach was not at all averse to re¬ 
arranging music for different instru¬ 
ments, and this arrangement of one of 
his cantata movements for the Oric 
Atmos follows precisely the same lines 
as his own arrangements of similar 
movements for the organ. 

Although the requirements for the 
original work were an orchestra of 

strings with oboe, keyboard and four- 
part choir, the essential elements lie in 
only three parts, and these can be played 
on a micro. 

In the program I have described the 
three parts as soprano, alto and bass. In 
the original, the soprano was played by 
violins and oboe, my alto was the choir 
soprano part, and the bass was the 
original bass part (as played by the 
orchestral bass instruments). As far as 
the notes themselves are concerned, I 
have followed the original precisely and 
altered nothing. 

The little speaker on the Atmos does a 
good job of reproduction. But it has to be 
said that it can’t really cope with the 
range of effects which the electronics can 
generate. 

The first and easiest thing to do about 
this is to support the machine above 
bench level — a couple of books does the 
trick — so the speaker has room to 
breathe. This makes for a surprising 
improvement (mine sits permanently on 
a small frame). 

For a decent sound, though, you must 
play anything elaborate through a hi-fi. 
All you need is a cable with a 5-pin DIN 
plug on each end. Connect the tape 
socket on the Atmos to the tape socket on 
your hi-fi. 

Until you do this you won’t know the 
real meaning of octave 1 in the music 

command and you won’t hear a true bass. 
This lovely piece of Bach’s needs and 
deserves the best treatment you can 
give it. F 

B- 

10 REM—PROGRAM TITLE - "HUMBLE" 123 ’C,0-Counters 

16 ’Full 111 Is J — 124 ’FF-Flag for final chord 

20 ’"HUMBLE US BY THY GOODNESS" 126 ’FL-Flag for longer soprano note 

30 ’Chorus by J.S.Bach 128 ’FR-Flag for repeated alto note 

40 ’Arranged from the lull score & 130 ’FS-Flag for shake in soprano part. 

50 ’programmed for ORIC ATMOS by 140 ’ 

60 ’Alan Uii Ikins. 180 ’ 

70 ’August,1984. 190 REM—PROGRAM 

76 ’ 194 ’ 

80 GOSUB 6000’Display 200 UIA=16 

90 ’ 210 FF=FALSE 

100 REM-UARIABLES 220 ’ 

110 ’S—Soprano data number 240 REPEAT 

111 ’SO-Soprano octave 280 ’ 

112 ’SN-Soprano note 300 *-Set up bass and alto 

114 *SL-Length of soprano note 

115 ’A—Alto data number 320 ’ 

116 ’AO-Alto octave 330 CH=5’Alto part su.tched off. 

117 ’AN-Alto note 340 FOR C=1 TO 2 

118 ’B—Bass data number 360 FL=FALSE:FR=FALSE:FS=FALSE 

119 ’BO-Bass octave 380 READ B,A 

120 ’BN-Bass note 400 IF A>300 THEN A=A-300:FS=TRUE 

121 ’UA-Ula!t[used for note lengths] 410 IF A>199 THEN A-A-200:FL«TRUE 

122 ’CH-Channel selection 420 IF A>100 THEN A=A-100:FR=TRUE' 
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440 IF A>1 THEN CH=7'Alto pari switched 

on. 
460 BO=INT fBM2) :BN=B-BO*12M 

480 A0=INTCAM2D :AN-A-A0*12M 

490 IF FL=TRUE THEN 600 

494 IF FS=TRUE THEN GOSUB 1200:GOTO 940 

500 » 
520 *-Set up soprano 

540 ' 

560 FOR D=1 TO 2 

580 SL=2000 

600 READ S 

610 IF S>300 THEN S=S-300:FF = 1RUE 

620 IF S>200 THEN S=S-200:UA=UA+3’Final 

bar 

640 IF S>100 THEN S=S-100:SL=1200,Phras 

e ending 
650 » 

660 S0=INTCSM2J :SN*S-S0*12M 

680 * 
700 »-Play 

704 » 

740 rtUSIC 1,BO,BN, 12 

760 nUSIC 2,AO,AN,12 

780 flLJSIC 3, SO, SN, 0 

800 PLAT CH,0,l.SL 

820 IF FR=TRUE AND 0«2 THEN GOSUB 1600 

830 IF FL=TRUE THEN UAIT UAt0:GOTO 940 

840 MAIT UA-D¥7 

920 NEXT D 

940 NEXT C 

960 UNTIL FF-TRUE 

1010 UAJTUA/2 

1020 PLAT 0,0,0,0 

1040 UAIT 10 

1060 MUSIC 1,0,11,12 

1080 MUSIC 3,4,11.12 

1100 PLAT 5,0,0,0 

1120 UAIT 300!PLAT 0,0,0,0 

1140 ’ 

1160 END 

1170 ’ 

1190 REM—SBR-Shake in soprano part. 

1194 » 

1200 MUSIC 1,BO,BN,12 

1210 MUSIC 3,5,3,0 

1220 PLAT CH,0,1,1200 

1230 UAIT UA/2 

1240 MUSIC 3,5,4,0 

1260 PLAT CH,0,1,1200 

1270 UAIT UA'3 

1280 MUSIC 3,5,3,0 

1300 PLAT CH,0,1,1200 

1330 UAIT UA^3 

1340 MUSIC 3,5,4,0 

1360 PLAT CH,0,1,1200 

1370 UAIT UA^3 

1380 MUSIC 3,5,3,0 

1400 PLAT CH,0,1,1200 

1410 UAIT UA/2 

1420 RETURN 

1580 » 

1590 REM—SBR-Repeated alto note 

1594 » 

1600 PLAT 5,0,0,1000 

1640 RETURN 

1650 • 
2000 •-Bar 1 

2020 ’ 
2040 DATA 10,0,62,60,22,0,62,63,21,0,65 

,63,17,0,62,160 

2060 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

63,14,0,65,162 

2080 * 

2100 ’-Bar 2 

2120 * 
2140 DATA 15,0,67,65,14,0,67,68,15,0,67 

,65,12,0,63,62 
2160 DATA 17,0,160,70,19,0,69,67,21,0,6 

5,63,17,0,62,160 

2180 ’ 

2200 ’-Bar 3 

2220 * 
2240 OATA 10,0,62,60,22,0,62,63,21,0,65 

,62,17,0,63,165 
2260 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

58,14,0,60,162 

2280 ’ 
2300 >-Bar 4 

2320 1 
2340 OATA 15,0,55,57,12,0,58,63.17,200, 

62,5,0,60,58 
2360 DATA 10,0,158,70,17,0,69,67,22,46, 

65,63,21,146,62,160 

2380 ’ 
2400 »-Bar 5 

2420 * 
2440 DATA 19,46,58,57,21,48,58,60,22,50 

,62,60,19,50,58,157 
2460 DATA 16,48,55,54,18,48,55,57,19,46 

,58,60,15,46,62,158 

2480 ’ 
2500 *-Bar 6 

2520 ' 
2540 DATA 12,45,63,62,9,45,60,58,14,45, 

57,58,2,45,60,157 
2560 DATA 7,43,58,57,19,43,58,60,17,0,6 

2,60,14,0,58,157 

2580 ’ 
2600 *-Bar 7 

2620 » 
2640 DATA 3,0,55,54,15,0,55,57,14,0,58, 

60,10,0,62,158 
2660 DATA 12,0,63,62,24,0,63,65,23,0,67 

,65,19,0,63,162 
^oa0 ’ 
2700 *-Bar 8 

2720 » 
2740 DATA 8,0,60,59,20,0,60,62,19,0,63„ 

65,15,0,67,63 
2760 DATA 17,0,168,62,14,0,63,65,19,50, 

59,62,7,50,67, 165 

2780 ’ 
2800 *-Bar 9 

2820 ’ 
2840 DATA 12,51,63,62,24,51,60,62,21,48 

,63,67,17,48,65,63 
2860 DATA 22,50,162,58,19,50,57,58,15,4 

8,60,62,17,48,63,165 

2880 ’ 

2900 ’-Bar 10 

2920 * 
2940 DATA 10,46,62,60,22,46,62,63,21,46 

,65,63,17,0,62,160 
2960 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

63,14,0,65,62 

2980 ’ 
3000 ’-Bar 11 

3020 * 
3040 DATA 15,0,67,65,14,0,67,68,15,0,67 

,65,12,0,63,62 
3060 DATA 17,0,160,70.19,0,69,67,21,0,6 

5,63,17,0,62,160 

3080 ’ 

3100 ’-Bar 12 

3120 * 
3140 DATA 10,0,62,60,22,0,62,63,21,0,65 

,62,17,0,63,165 
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For home or business the IBM compatible 

yldk'ance 

16 Bit Micro-Computer 

For the home user start with Model A with its massive 144K RAM 
and outstanding typewriter style keyboard that fits within the base unit 
for portability and storage. 
Note the large return key and position of the numeric keyboard. Fast retrieval from 
storage and fast action on games is achieved by the use of the Intel 8086 True 16-bit 
micro-processor running at 4.77 MHz. 
The Advance 86 runs IBM PC software 
Specification 

Under £350 

CPU Type 
RAM 

Type of Keyboard 
Keyboard Facilities 
Character Set 
Method of Display 

Text 
Graphics Resolution 
Colours Available 
Graphics Facilities 
Cassette Recorder 

Sound 
Operating System 

Warranty 

True 16-bit 8086 running at 4.77 MHz 
128K or 256K with parity plus 16K video 
Basic 
Full 84 keys tactile 
10 programmable keys 
256 in ROM 
TV, RGB, Comp/Sync colour or monochrome monitor 
Full screen handling. 4 screen paged 
80 x 25 or 40 x 25 
320 x 200 or 640 x 200 
16 
Scroll, reverse image 
Audio 
Cassette port, light pen, joystick, Centronics 
Built-in speaker 
Built-in ROM 
Any using Centronics parallel interface 
Hardware and software compatible with IBM PC Upgradeable 
to Model B Provision for 8087 Arithmetic Processor 
12 months 

Benchmarks 
The standard Benchmarks were run using Advance Basic, which is the equivalent 
of Microsoft GWBasic and Basica on the IBM PC. 

Machine BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 A v. 

Advance 86 — 8086 0.8 3.3 7.3 7.4 8.1 14.6 23.9 26.0 11.4 

ACT Apricot-8086 1.6 5.2 10.6 11.0 12.4 22.9 35.4 34.4 16.7 

IBM PC —8088 1.2 4.8 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 30.0 16.8 

The business user can upgrade to Model B by adding 
the Advance Expansion box containing 2 * 5.25' disc 
drives providing 720K storage at £956.52 + VAT 
The Advance 86 Model B offers the business micro¬ 
computer buyer an IBM compatible disk-based 
system with twin drives, with Perfect Writer/Speller, 
Calc and Filer Software (MS/DOS) included for only 
£1303 48 +VAT 

Advance 86 Models A & B are designed and marketed 
by Advanced Technology UK Ltd Made by FERRANTI in 
Oldham. Delivery within 30 days from receipt of 
payment. 128K memory expansion £108.70 + VAT. 

Advance Technology UK Ltd 
8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8ZHB 
Tel: 01-609 0061 for leaflet: 

On site warranty for 12 months by National Advanced 
Systems (part of National Semiconductor) one of the 
largest companies in the U S A. 
*Ex VAT 

To Advance Technology UK Ltd., 8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8HB 

□ Please send Model 86A, Micro-Computer & Keyboard I enclose £399 including VAT 

d Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software I enclose £1499 inc. VAT 

□ Please send 128K Memory Expansion £125 inc -VAT Cheque/Barclaycard/Access No 

Name_Company _ 

Address_ Address__ 

PCN1 
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3160 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

58,14,0,60,162 

3180 ’ 
3200 >-Bar 13 

3220 ’ 

3240 DATA 15,0,55,57,12,0,58,63,17,200, 

62,5,0,60,58 

3260 DATA 10,0,158,70,17,0,69,67,22,46, 

65,63,21,146,62,160 

3280 ’ 

3300 »-Bar 14 

3320 ’ 

3340 DATA 19,46,58,57,21,48,58,60,22,50 

,62,60,19,50,58,157 

3360 DATA 16,48,55,54,18,48,55,57,19,46 

,58,60,15,46,62,158 

3380 ’ 
3400 .-Bar 15 

3420 * 

3440 DATA 12,45,63,62,9,45,60,58,14,45, 

57,58,2,45,60,157 

3460 OATA 7,43,58,57,19,43,58,60,17,0,6 

2,60,14,0,58,157 

3480 ' 

3500 ’-Bar 16 

3520 ’ 
3540 DATA 3,0,55,54,15,0,55,57,14,0,58, 

60,10,0,62,158 
3560 DATA 12,0,63,62,24,0,63,65,23,0,67 

,65,19,0,63,162 

3580 ’ 
3600 ’-Bar 17 

3620 ' 
3640 OATA 8,0,60,59,20,0,60,62,19,0,63, 

65,15,0,67,63 
3660 DATA 17,0,168,62,14,0,63,165,19,50 

,59,62,7,50,67,165 

3680 * 

3700 ’-Bar 18 

3720 * 
3740 DATA 12,51,63,62,24,51,60,62,21,48 

,63,67,17,48,65,63 
3760 DATA 22,50,162,58.19,50,57,58,15,4 

8,60,62,17,48,63,165 

3780 * 
3800 *-Bar 19 

3820 * 
3840 OATA 10,46,62,60,22,46,62,63,21,0, 

65,63,17,0,62, 160 
3860 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

63,14,0,65,62 

3880 * 
3900 *-Bar 20 

3920 » 
3940 DATA 15,0,67,65,14,0,67,68,15,0,67 

,65,12,0,63,62 
3960 DATA 17,0,160,70,19,0,69,67,21,0,6 

5,63,17,0,62, 160 

3980 * 
4000 »-Bar 21 

4020 » 
4040 OATA 10,0,62,60,22,0,62,63,21,0,65 

,62,17,0.63,165 
4060 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

58,14,0,60,162 

4140 DATA 15,0,55,57,12,0,58,63,17,200, 

62,5,0,60,58 
4160 DATA 10,0,58,70,17,0,69,67,22,46,6 

5,63,21,48,62,60 

4180 ’ 
4200 *-Bar 23 

4220 * 
4240 DATA 19,50,58,57,21,150,58,60,22,5 

0,62,60,19,50,58,157 

4260 DATA 12,51,55,60,24,51,62,63,21,48 

,65,63,17,48,62,160 
4300 *-‘-Bar 24 

4340 DATA 14,53,58,53,12,53,55,57,14,51 

.58,57,15,50,55,158 

4360 DATA 5,48,57,55,17,48,57,58,16,0,6 

0,58,12,0,57,155 
4400 »-Bar 25 

4440 DATA 2,0,53,52,14,0,53,55,12,0,57, 

58,9,0,60,157 

4460 DATA 10,0,62,60,22.0,62,63,21,0,65 

,63.17,0,62,160 
4500 >-Bar 26 

4540 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

58,14,0,60,62 

4560 OATA 15,0,55,57,12,0,58,63,17,253, 

62,5,53,60,58 
4600 •-Bar 27 

4640 DATA 10,50,58,57,22,150,58,60,19,5 

0,62,60,14,50,58,157 
4660 DAI A 3.48,55,54,15,48,55,57,14,46, 

58,60,10,46,62,158 
4700 *-Bar 28 

4740 DATA 12,45,163,62,9,45,60,58,14,45 

,157,58,2,45,60,157 

4760 DATA 7,43,58,57,19,43,58,60,17,0,6 

2,60,14,0,58,157 
4800 .-Bar 29 

4840 OATA 3,0,55,54,15,0,55,57,14,0,58, 

60,10,0,62,158 

4860 DATA 12,0,63,62,24,0,63,65,23,0,67 

,65,19,0,63,162 
4900 »-Bar 30 

4940 OATA 8.0,60,59,20,0,60,62,19,0,63, 

65,15,0,67.63 
4960 DATA 17,0,168,62,10,0,63,165,19,50 

,59,62,7,50,67. 165 
5000 *-Bar 31 
5040 DATA 12,51,63,62,24,51,60,62,21,48 

,63,67,17,48,65,63 
5060 DATA 22,50,162,58,19,50,57,58,15,4 

8,60,62,17,48,63,165 
5096 *-Bar 32 

5140 DATA 10,46,62,60,22,46,62,63,21,0, 

65,63,17,0,62,160 
5160 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17,0,62, 

63,14,0,65,162 
5200 *---Bar 33 
5240 DATA 15,0,67,65,14,0,67,68,15,0,67 

,65,12,0,63,62 
5260 DATA 17,0,160,70,19,0,69,67,21,0,6 

5,63,17,0,62,160 
5300 ’-Bar 34 
5340 DATA 10,0,62,60,22,0,62,63,21,0,65 

,62,17,0,63,165 
5360 DATA 7,0,58,57,19,0,58,60,17.0,62, 

58,14,0,60,162 

5400 »-Bar 35 
5440 DATA 15,0,255,257,12,0,258,263,17, 

301,5,0,60,358 

5460 DATA 10,0,58 
6000 REn--DJSPLAY 

6006 CLS 

6008 PRINTCHR4C173 

6010 PAPER 6:INK 0 
6020 PRINT 86,1 l ' HUflBLE US BT THY GOODN 

FSS»" 
6040 PRINT818,3;'‘by“ 

6060 PRINT 815,5 J ’’ J . S. BACH" 

6080 PR1NT85,9j' An arrangement o( a cho 

rus Irom" 
6100 PRINT’church cantata no.22." 

7060 PRINT SPCC171CHR*f96J"-Alan Uilkin 

s-1984" 

7080 RETURN 
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This week we’re taking a brisk tour of make the Sinclair QL more usable. As it is, Duplicart reads the directory 
the QL system, with a collection of Duplicart works by formatting the listing from cartridge into the unimag- 
hints and tips about the Micro- blank cartridge and copying the direc- inatively named array name$, and 

drives, keyboard and display. tory of the original into a temporary file then the directory file is deleted. The 
n .. , there. This file is read into memory and number of files is shown when copying 
UUpilCart the names are extracted to generate a set begins — a maximum of 50 files can be 

Duplicart is a general-purpose program of copy statements which transfer the copied by the program at one go. The 
which can create a back-up copy of your files automatically. names are printed one by one as files are 
QL cartridge. Just put the original b b duplicated. 
cartridge in drive 1, a blank in drive 2, Faulty piping A simple procedure has been defined 
and run the program. A minute or so Ideally I would have used a'pipe'to store to make it easy for you to copy 
later you can pour coffee over the thedirectory.insteadofatemporaryfile. individual files while Duplicart is 
original cartridge, secure in the know- A pipe is a temporary file which is loaded. If your file is called PCN, you 
ledge that you’ve got a duplicate. created in memory rather than on need only type: 

You have probably used the ’clone’ cartridge. It should be possible to ’pour’ c pcn 

programs supplied with each QL pack- data into one end ofa pipe and read it out to copy the file from drive 1 todrive2. 
age. These were specially written to copy later (perhaps while the pouring is still You may find that your QL works 
the files on a specific cartridge so that, going on), but in practice I had no joy at better if files are copied from the right 
for instance, the Quill clone can’t copy all in reading data back from the pipe, hand drive (number 2) to the left hand 
the Archive files, and vice versa. The commands: one. 

Duplicart does not have this restric- open #3,pipe_2ooo Early QLs had undersized cooling 
tion and will save you a lot of work typing DiR#3,mdvl_ plates behind the second Microdrive 
copy statements whenever you want to Will happily squirt the directory listing which could lead to overheating and 
make a security copy of a cartridge. This into a pipe 2,000 characters long, but no unreliable saveing on that drive. The 
in turn saves a lot of work when your amount of coaxing would bring the data reverse is true on other machines, which 
cartridge decides to (literally) get knot- out of the pipe. Perhaps this secret suffer from interference between drive 
ted. Microdrives are not the most feature of the QL will become more 1, (on the left) and the logic array on the 
reliable of gadgets, and anything that useful when Sinclair tell us how to use circuit board nearby. If in doubt, swap 
makes it easier to back them up must the machine’s ’multi-tasking’ facilities, over the drive names throughout the 

obile Microdrive 
Simon Goodwin presents a compendium of useful information for the Sinclair QL system and a 
_handy program for making back-up copies for your Microdrive cartridges._ 
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listing and see if that increases the speed 
at which files are copied. 

Make sure that you change the 
message on lines 190-210 if you reverse 
the copying sequence. If you confuse the 
source and destination cartridges you 
could end up scrubbing the data you are 
trying to duplicate. 

In the interests of speed Duplicart 
only formats a cartridge once before 
copying onto it. Repeated formatting can 
condition the tape so that it will hold 
more data, so it is a good idea to use a 
couple of explicit format commands 
before you copy a cartridge which is very 
full. 

tries to display characters at or beyond 
the left-hand margin of the TV screen. 

The following commands give a clear 
and readable screen on an aging Hitachi 
TV: 
MODE 1 
BORDER 4,0 
BORDER #0,4,0 
BORDER #2,4,0 
The first statement selects smaller 
characters, although still using the 
narrow TV display area. Paradoxically 
this makes the text easier to read on 
most TVs we have tested — the large 
characters otherwise used are so crude¬ 

ly-formed that they are hard to read. 
The border statements aren’t well 

explained in the QL manual. The first of 
these adds a black border to window 1, 
which is used by print statements. The 
next two commands give the same 
treatment to window 0 (the command 
area, at the bottom of the screen) and 
window 2, used for program listings. 

If your TV doesn’t cope very well with 
mode i, try the compromise of mode i 

together with csize #o,i,o: csize i,o: 

csize #2,1,0. This spaces out the charac¬ 
ters in each window, making them 
easier to read. 

Remember that the capacity of QL 
cartridges does vary, although not as 
much as their Spectrum counterparts, so 
it is not a good idea to fill cartridges 
completely — you could end up having 
trouble finding a backup cartridge 
which will accommodate all of the data. 

There are a number of ways in which 
Duplicart could be improved. A question 
and answer sequence could be added to 
allow files to be selected for copying, and 
the program could be adapted to handle 
other devices. As it stands, Duplicart is a 
short, efficient program which takes a 
lot of the hassle and worry out of using 
the QL. 

Key notes 
If you find the QL keyboard irritating 
you may be interested in a few pokes 
which allow you to alter its charac¬ 
teristics. 

Should the auto-repeat rate be too fast 
for your tastes, use poke 163983, n to alter 
the delay between repetitions of a 
keypress. The normal value of N is 2, 
which represents a delay of 1/25 second. 
The value is in multiples of 1/50 second 
(or 1/60 second on US models), so that 
poke 163983,5 would reduce the repeat 
rate to a rather more pedestrian 10 
characters per second. 

The delay before repetition starts is 
controlled by the value at address 
163981. Again the delay is in units of 
1/50 second. The normal value is 30, 
which means that characters start to 
repeat after they have been held down 
for 3/5 second. Use poke i6398i,50 to 
select a one second delay, or poke w 

i6398o,32ooo to turn off the repetition 
altogether. 

It is possible to select Caps Lock from 
within a program. This can be useful if 
you want to save yourself the trouble of 
converting input strings into capital or 
small letters, use poke 163976,i to select 
Caps Lock and poke 163976,o to turn it off. 

Sadly, we can’t find a poke which stops 
the plastic legs falling off the back of the 
computer. 

Closing the windows 
Quite a few QL users seem to have 
problems reading all the characters on 
the screen, even if F2 is pressed when the 
computer is turned on, selecting the TV 
display. This is because the computer 

Program listing — Duplicart 

SO REMark Duplicart <c) 1984 Simon N Goodwin 

90 REMark Version 0.2 26th August 1984 

100 MODE 1 

120 DIM name*<50,32) 

130 BORDER 4,110 

140 BORDER 8,128 

150 CSIZE 3,1 

160 AT 1,8 . 

170 PRINT "DUPLICART!"\\ 

180 CSIZE 1,0 

190 PRINT"Put the cartridge to be copied in 

the LEFT drive and" 
200 PRINT"the blank cartridge to be -filled in 

the RIGHT drive."\\ 
210 PRINT"Press ENTER when you are SURE you’re 

ready to start." 

220 INPUT a* 

230 FORMAT #0,mdv2_ 

235 REMark Read source directory onto 

destination cart. 

240 OPENNEW #3,mdv2_direct 

250 DIR #3,mdvl_ 

260 CLOSE #3 

265 REMark Extract filenames 

270 PAPER O 

280 OPEN #3,mdv2_direct 

290 INPUT #3,n*:PRINT "Cartridge Name: ";n*; 

300 i=0 :REMark First 'name' is sector data 

310 REPeat get_names 

320 INPUT #3,name* <i) 

330 IF EOF(#3) THEN EXIT get_names 

340 i=i+l 

350 END REPeat get_names 

360 CLOSE #3 

370 PRINT" <"; i ; " files)", 

380 DELETE mdv2_direct 

385 REMark Copy each file 

390 FOR j=l TO iSPRINT !name*<j),sc name*<j) 

400 PRINT"FINISHED!" 

410 FOR i=0 TO 30:BEEP 100,i 

420 STOP 

430 DEFine PROCedure c<a): COPY "mdvl_" & a TO 

"mdv2_" & a: END DEFine c 
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ARDWARE PROTEST: COMPAQ 

COMPAQ 
GOES 

PROFESSIONAL 

ompaq Computer, the company 
that made its name by releasing a 
better-than-IBM portable long 

before IBM inflicted its own on the 
market (issue 54), has announced a 
desktop IBM compatible. 

Dubbed the Compaq Deskpro, the 
machine is offered in four configura¬ 
tions starting with a 128K RAM, single 
disk drive version with six IBM PC 
compatible expansion slots. 

The release of the Deskpro may seem 
an odd move for a company which — it 
could be argued—owes much of its first 
year success ($111 million in 1983 
alone) to the fact that it had a portable 
and IBM did not. 

There are two main reasons why it’s 
not so odd. First, and probably most 
important, is the need for Compaq to 
develop an image as a multi-product 
company. Although it’s fine to have a 
best-selling portable on the market 
when it’s in big demand (remember 

Osborne?), a range of machines is 
considered necessary to maintain 
growth and success. 

Second, Compaq saw the oppor¬ 
tunity to offer an IBM-style desktop 
machine with more inside it than IBM 
has ever offered on its PC. Although 
Compaq may be joined by a large 
number of others in this respect, a lot of 
8086-based machines (the Tandy Mod¬ 
el 2000 for example) that currently run 
MSDOS can’t run off-the-shelf IBM PC 
software — and fewer still can use 
ordinary IBM PC expansion cards. 
None that I’ve seen offer as high an 
upgrade path as this machine — but 
more about that later. 

Compaq has 

0«Ot 
ho followed th« fashion for mom 
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Perhaps the most important inter¬ 
face in the whole package is the main 
board and its attendant expansion 
slots. The main board can take up to 
640K RAM, which leaves all the other 
slots open for non-memory expansion 
cards. You could theoretically use one 
of the other slots to take the memory up 
to 1 Mb but MSDOS would not be able to 
address that memory. You would have 
to use a more complex operating 
system such as Unix to get at it. 

In use 
The Deskpro behaved just like an IBM 
— only a little faster. Compaq claims 
the 8086 processor makes the Deskpro 
up to three times faster than IBM’s PC. 
I can’t say whether it’s as much as three 
times, but the Deskpro did seem to 
move quickly — and it tackled all the 
IBM PC software I could throw at it — 
including Open Access, the ever pre¬ 
sent Flight Simulator and Symphony. 

It operates in two speeds — ‘fast’ or 
’common’. The fast mode means that 
software is running directly under the 
8086 and uses the quicker addressing 

Features 
The machine is unique in that it uses 
the faster 8086 16-bit processor, but 
can run all PC software and use all PC 
expansion boards with no hardware 
modifications. It can also be expanded 
to 640K RAM on the main board of the 
machine and use twin floppies along¬ 
side both a 10Mb hard disk and a 10Mb 
fixed disk tape back-up. 

It all looks a pretty daunting pros¬ 
pect when you see a huge package like 
Symphony (minimum requirement 
320K RAM) loaded into RAM, and then 
reflect on the fact that there’s still up to 
another 320K left — as well as more 
than 10Mb on the drives and hard disk. 
But it all comes at a price — in the US 
the fully-configured machine will cost 
more than $7,000. Final UK prices will 
be announced this week, although they 
are expected to range from about 
£l,900forthe'Model One’(128K RAM, 
one drive, six expansion slots) to about 
£6,000 for the fully-configured system. 

I conducted this Pre-Test on the 
fully-configured system, with two 
drives, tape back-up and 10Mb hard 
disk. 

Keyboard 
Unlike its portable relations, the 
Deskpro’s keyboard can be plugged in 
and out of the machine via a jack 

conveniently placed at the front of the 
machine. Compaq offers a variety of 
keyboards for the Deskpro—all based, 
of course, around the IBM PC design. 
Although the most common is an IBM 
clone with its positive feedback click¬ 
ing and a good spring, Compaq also 
offers a ’silent’ keyboard with harder- 
to-press keys and no clicking. I used 
this silent keyboard in the test and 
found it to be sturdy and well-built. 

Interfaces 
The Deskpro comes standard in all 
configurations with a parallel printer 
interface, as well as RGB composite 
video and RF outputs. On both the hard 
disk models (one with a single drive 
and no tape back-up and the other with 
tape and a second drive), an asynchro¬ 
nous communications board with real¬ 
time battery-backed clock is also 
included in the basic price. The addi¬ 
tion of these extras does, however, 
reduce the number of available expan¬ 
sion slots from six on the entry-level 
machine to four on both the hard-disk 
versions.  361 
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ROSSENDALE 
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GIVES YOUR 
BUSINESS... 

... TOTAL CONTROL 
ENSIGN1650. 

+ VAT 

First class 
specification at 
unbeatable value! 
165 cps; impact dot matrix; 
Bi-directional, logic seeking; 
standard, condensed, elite, 
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apricotBUSINESS MANAGER 

SCI HELPS YOUR BUSINESS GROW! 

The Apricot Business 
Manager is the complete 

system for growing 
businesses. The standard 

Business Manager includes: 
256K RAM Twin single-sided 

disc Apricot, Dot Matrix/ 
Graphics printer; Accounting. 

Wordprocessing. Planning. 
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Reader. Apricot Dust 
Cover and all Plugs 

and Cabling. 

£2,495+vat 

SCI (UK) LYNDUM HOUSE, 12 HIGH STREET, 
PETERSFIELD, HANTS GU32 2JG. TEL: 0730 68521 
Demonstrations on 
the hour — seven 
days a week! 
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M ARP WARE PRETEST: COMPAQ 

RAM 
? Floppy disk drim 

<* IBM espansion slots 
MU* I’rorrsvor 
Parallel printer interlace 
RGB monitor interface 
RF inter f.i< r 
Compost re Vidro Intrrfacr 

provided by that processor. However, 
Compaq figures there may be some 
IBM software that doesn’t like the fast 
mode and will need to run under an 
8088 — so the common environment 
provides a kind of 8088 emulation in 
which you can use ’fussy’ packages. All 
the IBM software 1 tested with the 
machine ran in both modes. 

The fast and common modes are 
toggled quite easily—by holding down 
the Control, Alt and backslash keys at 
the same time. A small light, just to the 
left of the disk drives, turns either 
green or red depending on whether 
you’re runni ng i n common or fast mode 
(green for fast, red for common). You 
can make this change at any time 
within any program — switching 
between one and the other in Basic 
really shows up the difference in 
speeds. 

Software 
No software is bundled except for 
MSDOS. However, since the Deskpro 
should run any piece of IBM PC 
software you care to use (providing 
you’ve got the right memory and 
interfaces), you will not be stuck for 
things to run on it. 

It also means that you will be able to 
run any one of the many memory- 
hungry integrated software packages 
currently hitting the market — with¬ 
out having to worry about either the 
memory expansion or special software 
configuration needed for your 
machine. The lack of any bundled 
software does mean that if your needs 
are modest and your finances equally 
so, then you might do better to look at a 
less ambitious system. 

Offerings like the Advance 86b, 
which claims both software and hard¬ 
ware compatibility and comes with the 
Perfect series of software bundled into 
the low price of the machine (less than 
£1,500 for a twin-disk model) and the 
Sanyo MBC-550 range, which bundles 
the Micropro/Wordstar packages for 

under £1,000 — will probably be more 
up your street. 

That isn’t to say that the Deskpro is 
not good value — it is better con¬ 
structed than either of the two cheaper 
rivals I mentioned and probably more 
IBM-compatible — but it does mean 
that you pay for what you get. And 
what you get with the Deskpro is a very 
nice — but medium-priced — IBM 
desktop machine. 

Competition 
A good business alternative to the IBM 
PC. It will be difficult for Compaq to be 
price-competitive in the lower end of 
PC market. Although the Deskpro is 
better built than the IBM (it uses the 
same metal-frame suspension system 
as the portable — which I have seen a 
Compaq executive happily drop from a 
height of five feet to demonstrate) and 
comes with more interfaces for the 
same money. 

The Deskpro really comes into its 
own in the upper end of the market, 
where there just aren’t too many 

machines that will have as much on 
them as the top-of-the-line Deskpro — 
and where faster 8086 machines don’t 
generally offer direct card and soft¬ 
ware compatibility. 

Alternatives here would include the 
Olivetti M24, which could probably 
match the Desk-pro on speed — 
although it would lose out on the 
ultimate level of expandability and the 
ability to use IBM expansion cards and 
the Tandy Model 2000 which again 
uses the faster processor, but offers 
neither direct software or hardware 
IBM compatibility. 

The big question mark for Compaq 
must surely be the reaction to IBM’s 
own upmarket PC — the new IBM 
PC/AT. Ironically enough, although 
the new Big Blue machine will run 
about three times as fast as its PC and 
offers both Unix and a new PCDOS, 
IBM is not offering complete software 
compatability with the PC. So, to get 
complete IBM compatibility combined 
with a speed increase, you’ll need to 
look to Compaq rather than IBM. 

The conventional wisdom, however, 
is that the AT and its new PCDOS are 
designed to put companies like Com¬ 
paq out on a limb. IBM can now say that 
'you (Compaq) may have achieved 
compatability with our old computer, 
but we have moved on to something 
bigger and better and you and all the 
other compatible manufacturers will 
be left behind’. 

Whether or not people will accept 
that reaction and abandon the 'old’ 
PCDOS and new machines like the 
Deskpro in favour of the AT is a 
question only time will tell. 

Verdict 
In its own right the Deskpro is a sturdy, 
well-designed machine. It isn’t cheap, 
but then neither are its competitors. 
The degree of expandability built into 
the system will ensure that it can be 
adapted to most businesses. 

?V6K RAM 
I Floppy disk* drive 
I I0M Hard (Visit 
4 IBM FvpariMon slots 
X0M. Processor 
Parallel printer interlace 
RGB monitor interface 
RF inter (ace 
Composite video interfare 
I Async Com ins and Clock hoard 
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TAILORED BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD 
11/15 Bush House, Bush Fair, 

Harlow, Essex 

01 / Complete Business Systems Tailored To Your Needs 
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• System I • 

APRICOT XI 
Hard Disk + Free Printer + 
Free Integrated Accounts 
Software including Payroll 

Training & Installation 
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• System 2 • 
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IBM XT 
Hard Disk + 
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Accounts Package 
including Payroll 

+ Free Printer 

~ * System 8 • I £4890 + vat | 

APRICOT POINT 32 
with up to 32 pr0m £3995. with up to 32 

Terminals including 
Full Multi User 

Accounting Software 

• System 4 • 

SANYO 
MBC 
555 

+ Free Software 
& Free Printer & 

Cables < 

E1350W 

• System 7 

APRICOT 
POINT 7 

with up to 6 
Terminals with Free 

Multi User Integrated 
Accounts Package 

Fr £3995 ♦ vat 
Depending on number 

ol Terminals 

Depending on numbei 
ol Terminals 

■ AUTHORISED A.C.T. DEALERS ■ 

IJ m 
Training given 

with each 
System supplied 

Full Maintenance available 

Leasing Facilities arranged 
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PERIPHERALS PRO TEST: BBC 
Disk drives for the BBC micro cost a 

fair bit, and cheaper alternatives 
are welcomed with open arms by 

people who’ve already forked out the 
readies for the basic computer. Phi Mag 
Systems has entered the disk alterna¬ 
tive market with the Phloopy, a tape- 
based filing system. 

Unfortunately, after using the system 
for some time, I have to say the other disk 
alternative manufacturers have little to 
worry about. 

Features 
Basically, the Phloopy is a fast tape 
drive controlled by software on the now 
standard plug-in EPROM. Cartridges— 
containing 12 feet of continuous tape — 
store up to 100K of programs and data. 
The Phloopy scores over the standard 
cassette, on counts of speed and facili¬ 
ties. 

The facilities resemble those you get 
with a disk drive. Most of the star 
commands are supported, and from 
Basic you can use PTR£, so fancy file 
handling is fairly easy. 

The system is controlled by the Loop 
File System (LFS), held on the EPROM. 
Control over the Phloopy is by entering 
commands at the keyboard, as there are 
no manual controls on the Phloopy itself. 

With the software, the only note¬ 
worthy feature is that Page is at & 1700. 
Unlike the Acorn DFS, there is a form at 

command within the LFS as well as 
transfer which is used to copy tapes to 
the Phloopy. 

What the Phloopy has not got is a 
wildcard facility, or a file compactor 
(essential on tape systems). 

Documentation 
The 63-page manual supplied with the 
package is excellent. The section on 
setting up is clear with its step-by-step 
format and a couple of good diagrams. 
The rest of the manual is dedicated to a 
breakdown of the LFS commands with 
small one-line examples. 

Setting up 
The Phloopy comes in three parts. The 
main part is a lightweight yet bulky 
affair and larger than many cassette 
recorders. From it fly two cables, a 
ribbon cable that plugs into the Drive 
socket on the Beeb, and a power cable 
which plugs into the auxiliary power 
supply. Then there is the Phloopy 
controller board which is inserted into 
IC78, and the LFS Eprom. 

Setting up is a little tricky. The most 
difficult part is inserting the Phloopy 
controller board. This is a small printed 
circuit board (PCB) which contains the 
40-pin controller chip. The base of the 
PCB actually hides the pins, so it was a 
little tricky inserting it. The next step is 
to cut the wires leading to the two 
resistors R22 and R23. A couple of 14-pin 
connectors are then inserted into ICs 79 
and 80, and the LFS Eprom into a spare 
socket, and that’s it. 

PHLOOPY 
HANGS 
ON 
[ Disk drives for the BBC micro are still expensive. David Janda 

reports on Phloopy, one of the latest contenders to join the ranks 

of the cheaper alternatives, and he remains stoically unimpressed. 

In use 
It really bugs me when manufacturers 
release their wares without testing 
them properly. This is the case with the 
Phloopy. After only an hour’s casual use 
I found some serious bugs (version 1.0). 
First, writing or reading to a file using 
bput, bget, input and print would not 
work correctly with the result of cor¬ 
rupted files. 

This really came to light when I used 
Wordwise. After reloading a saved file, I 
would find that bits of the text were 
missing. The problems were all related 
to one bug, but I am amazed that Phi Mag 
missed it. On informing them of the 
nasties, Phi Mag released a fixed version 
(V 1.3) within four days and told me 
existing users would have their Eproms 
replaced. 

In use, (at last), the first thing I noticed 
was that the Phloopy rattled when the 
drive was idle. This quietens down to a 
swish when the drive is active. Inserting 
a cartridge results in it being rewound to 
the start of the tape after every Phloopy 
operation, and the process takes a boring 
13 seconds. 

Using the Phloopy was fine but slow. 
It’s an alternative to disk but leaves 

much to be desired, although it beats 
using a cassette. The Phloopy would be 
better treated as a fast tape system 
(which it is) rather than as a disk. The 
point to this argument is that using the 
Beeb’s Drive port rules out the possibil¬ 
ity of using it for disk archive purposes. 

Verdict 
Bugs aside, I was still not impressed 
with the Phloopy. The thing is bulky and 
noisy and the cartridges are not just 
large, but expensive at just under £4 
each. In fact, the whole unit may be 
overpriced and if you can’t afford a disk, I 
would still strongly recommend you to 
take a good look at the Ultradrive from 
Ikon (about £80). 

Nmm Phloopy Loop Filing System Syaten BBC 
micro Maairfactiirer Phi Mag System*, Fal¬ 
mouth (0326) 76040 Price Phloopy £113.85, 
Interface £29.90, Pack of five cartridges 
£19.75. 

REPORT CARD 



How much would 
you expect to pay for a 
dual 128K fast access 
storage system for 
your Spectrum that 
included Centronics 
and RS232 interfaces 
and free word pro¬ 
cessing software as 
standard? 

Chances are it’s a lot more 
than El29.95. But this is what 
will buy you the incredible 
Rotronics Wafadrive unit. 
There are no extras - this price 
includes VAT and postage. 

a fast reliable diial- 
rtriue storage system 

Integrated System 

The Wafadrive is a 
complete system which 
contains the micro interface, 
two 128K drives, RS232 and 
Centronics ports, all in one 
attractively-styled, compact 
unit.There is a minimum of 
connecting leads and no extra 
boxes to clutter the desk top. 
Like the majority of profes¬ 
sional systems, the units are 
dual drive. This offers the opti¬ 
mum balance between system 
flexibility and cost. Built-in 
serial and parallel interfaces 
allow the direct connection of 
just about any popular printer. 

Fast and Reliable 

The Wafadrive achieves 
very fast loading and saving, 
but not at the expense of 
reliability. Extensive research 
and the use of high grade 
materials ensure that the 
Wafadrive will give years of 
dependable operation. Data 

integrity is on a par with 
floppy disk.The fully inter¬ 
changeable wafers are avail¬ 
able in three sizes- 128K.64K 
and 16K. Low capacity wafers 
give faster access. They are 
therefore most suitable for 
program development 
applications. The high 
capacity wafers are suitable 
for more general data storage. 
Loading rate is well over ten 

times as fast as cassette! 

Software 

Armed with the com¬ 
prehensive user manual, 
blank wafer and word 
processor supplied, you can 
use your Wafadrive straight 
away.There is also a rapidly 
growing range of software to 
enable the programmer and 

games player to exploit the 
Wafadrive system to the full. 

Wafadrive for the 16/48K 
Spectrum is available now. 
Versions for other popular 
home computers are under 
development. 

Send a 16p stamp for a full 
colour brochure and 
information on software and 
accessories. 

FOR USE WITH THE SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 

I TlwArtut-graph* mUMYlOK SotW*) 

packag«<«aK Mewson) 

| AN prices Includs VAT and PAP 

j □ I enclose a cheque/PO* made payable to SMT 

■ □ debit my Access/Barclay card* account no. 
(‘deleteas i (•deleteas applicable) 

PCN26/9 

Send to (no stamp required); SMT, FREEPOST, Greens 
Norton, Towcester, Northants, NN12 8BR 

SMT 



R.P.5. THE MEM 

Computers can only be really effective if the 
information they use is stored securely. 

R.P.S. specialises in the manufacture of advan- . 
ced information storage products that far exceed the 
reliability standards set by leading computer manu¬ 
facturers. 

Part of the giant RHONE-POULENC group, 



OUT BUILDERS. 

R.P.S. is committed to a major research and development programme 
to meet the storage needs of tomorrow’s computers. 

The R.P.S. label is recognised by computer professionals everywhere 
as a guarantee of quality in magnetic data storage. 

The professional computer memory. 
RHONE-POULENCSYSTEMS-HighStreet,HoughtonRegis,Bedfordshire. LU5SOL- A DMSION 0F THE RHONEPOULENC GROUP 

Tel Dunstable(0582)605551 



ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: spectrum 

THE WONDER OF 
WAFA 

The Rotronics Wafadrive offers Spec¬ 
trum users a better substitute for a 
real diskdrive than the Interface I 

and Microdrives ever have. Its far 
greater reliability knocks the competi¬ 
tion into the ground. 

First impressions 
The Wafadrive resembles the Spectrum 
tie it’s black) and sits directly behind the 
Spectrum in use. The only connection to 
the micro is by a ribbon cable which 
simply pushes onto the edge connector at 
the rear. The Spectrum edge connector is 
carried through to the rear of the 
Wafadrive so any peripherals you may 
wish to use can be plugged into the back 
of the drives. Many Spectrum peripher¬ 
als lack this facility to use anything else 
with them. 

The front of the machine sports two 
’wafadrives’—A and B. Between the two 

drives are three LEDs. One light is used to 
indicate power on, the other two show 
which drive is on. A power light is a good 
idea — how often have you left your 
Spectrum cooking overnight? 

Rotronics has not developed its own 
drives for use in the Wafadrive but has 
instead chosen to use drives that were 
already manufactured. The drives were 
originally developed for industrial ap¬ 
plications by ASTEC/BSR; BSR is a 
name that should be familiar with hi-fi 
buffs. Obviously, because the drives are 
intended for industrial use, they have to 
be extremely reliable, which is definite¬ 
ly one up on the Microdrive. 

The cartridges used with the Wafa¬ 
drive resemble the Microdrive car¬ 
tridges in method of operation. The 
continuous loop of tape held inside is 
used to store your programs on. The 
Wafadrive cartridges are about twice 
the size of a Microdrive cartridge but 
much more robust. 

When removing a cartridge from a 
drive, a cover automatically protects the 
tape from prying fingers, dust, and ball 
point pens. Again, the professional 
finish of the cartridges is because they 
are designed for industrial use. Accord¬ 
ing to Rotronics the tape’s life expectan¬ 
cy is in the region of 5,000 passes: with 
normal use your cartridge should last 
around five years. Rotronics claims that 
with careful use the life expectancy of a 
cartridge is more likely to be twice that. 
Will the Spectrum still be around in ten 
years? 

On the rear of the machine sit two 
extra edge connectors. One of these is for 
a Centronics cable, the other is RS232. 
Both the connectors are non-standard 
and you will have difficulty purchasing 
plugs to make up your own cables. 
However, Rotronics charges far less for 
the cables than other manufacturers of 
equivalent leads. Having a Centronics 
port built in as standard is a great plus 
for the Wafadrive. It gives the Spectrum 
access to most of the high-quality 
printers without having to buy extra 
boards for the printer or yet another 
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add-on. The RS232 both sends data out 
through this port and also recieves it. So 
you could link two Spectrum’s together, 
use a modem etc. 

The Wafadrive essentially gives your 
Spectrum the same facilities as one 
Interface 1, two Microdrives and one 
Centronics interface put together. 

There is no network facility on the 
Wafadrive, but how many people would 
have rather had a Centronics interface 
on the Interface 1 than a network? 

In use 
The first thing you notice once the 
Wafdrive is switched on, is you can’t use 
it. None of the Wafadrive commands 
function so you are left with just a plain 
Spectrum with a box stuck out of the 
back. 

Before you can use the drive you 
must initialise it. All you need do is type 
'NEW *’ and you’re away. The Wafa¬ 
drive sets up all the system variables it 
requires, and gives you its signing-on 
message. 

This isn’t as silly as it sounds. If you 
have ever used a Spectrum with an 
Interface 1 attached, you probably know 
you can’t run all the software available. 
This is because the software uses some of 
the same RAM as the Interface 1 system 
variables. The ony way you can run this 
software is to remove the two screws 
which hold the Interface 1 onto the 
Spectrum and remove it. The Wafa¬ 
drive gets around this problem by 
leaving the initialisation of its operating 
system to the user and, until you do this 
it takes up none of the Spectrum RAM. 

This means all software runs from 
cassette even if it doesn’t run with the 
Wafadrive initialised. 

As with a disk or Microdrive the tape 
in the Wafadrive cartridge has to be 
formatted. This is done quite simply by 
means of the format command. There 
are three sizes of tape available for the 
Wafadrive — 16K, 64K and 128K. 
Obviously, due to the differing length of 

tape within the cartridge, formatting 
takes a different amount of time. This 
also effects access time when loading or 
saving programs. The 16K cartridge has 
a worst case access time of around six 
seconds, while it can take up to 45 
seconds to access a file on a 128K 
cartridge. These are worst case figures 
and in practice the access time is a 
fraction of this. 

Checking the contents of a cartridge is 
simplicity itself: all you do is type CAT *. 
This displays the contents of the current 
drive. There are two drives on the 
Wafadrive and you can specify which 
one ofthese is the default or simply name 
the drive that you want to use. Once you 
have catalogued a cartridge, any further 
catalogues are almost instantaneous, as 
the Wafadrive sets aside two areas of 
memory to hold the catalogues for each 
drive and the catalogue has to be read in 
only once. 

The catalogue of the cartridge gives 
information on the names of the files, 
what type of file they are, the size of each 
file, the number of files on the wafer and 
the amount of remaining storage. 

Loading and Saving programs is 
slightly slower than the equivalent 
process using a Microdrive and Interface 
1, especially if you are using a 128K 
cartridge. This is, however, a small price 
to pay for the greater reliability. 

As with the Interface 1, it is possible to 
open stream and channels to the devices 
in the Wafadrive. As previously men¬ 
tioned these are the two drives, the 
RS232 interface and the Centronics 
interface. Once I had the correct leads it 

was only a matter of seconds before the 
lust and lprint commands were listing 
out to an Epson printer through the 
Centronics port rather than the ZX 
Printer. To test out the RS232, the 
Spectrum was connected to a Brother 
EP44 typewriter and a short Basic 
program made it possible for any key¬ 
press on the Spectrum to appear on the 
Brother and any keypresses on the 

NEW* Initialises Operat¬ 
ing System 

NEW # Clears Basic 
program 

NEW Clears Basic and 
OS 

FORMAT Formats new wafer 
*”d:wafemame” 

cat *"d:” Displays wafer 
directory 

cat # "d:” Sets default drive 
SAVE Save BASIC 

*''d: filename” program 
SAVE Save with auto-run 

*"d:name” LINE 
run 

save *"d:”, start, Save machine code 
length, run 

SAVE # Save with replace 
LOAD* Load first program 
LOAD Load specified 

*"d: filename” program 
load *"d: name”. Load and relocate 

start, length machine code 
MERGE Merge programs 

*"d:filename” 
VERIFY Verify program 

*"d:filename” 
ERASE Erase file 

*"d:filename” 
move *"d:name” Copy file 

TO"d:name2” 
.open #*stream; Open stream to 

channel channel 
close #* stream Close stream and 

channel 

print #stream; Send data to 
(string/data/vars) stream 

input # stream) Get data from 
(variables) stream 

inkey $ stream; Get character from 
(variables) stream 

CLEAR* Close all opened 
streams 

format *”R”; baud Set RS232 baud 
rate rate 

CLS * Clear screen and 

1_ 

reset colours 

Brother to appear on the Spectrum 
screen. As well as this two-way com¬ 
munication, it proved extremely easy to 
llist and lprint to the Brother. 

To test the reliability of the Wafa¬ 
drive, a program was written that would 
store a thousand numbers on the drives, 
read them back and then start again. 
Having left the program running all 
night, no errors had occured. I wouldn’t 
like to try this with a Microdrive. 

Verdict 
Would anyone like to buy a secondhand 
Interface 1 and Microdrive? 

Product Wafadrive Price £ 129.95 Manufacturer 
Rotronics Outlet Mail order from SMT, 
Freepost, GreensNorton.TowcesterNN 12 

8BR. Also computer stores. 
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UK.J 
EPSON LOW PRICE SPECIALS 
FROM £199.00 

JIT 
r VeVfe 

1 li-ft/ /WV& 
EPSON RX 80 100 cps £24?- £199.00 

1 vf/ 8 
EPSON RX 80 FT 100 cps £285' £229.00 • 

EPSON FX 80 160 cps ZA&T £324.00 PLUS • 

EPSON MX 100 100 cps %CW £369.00 VAT • 

EPSON RX 100 100 cps £385.00 • 
EPSON FX 100 160 cps S&r- £499.00 

JUKI 6100 -£399*349.00 ♦ vat 

20 CPS: Bidirectional 81 Logic 10. 
12.15 & Proportional 

Spacing: Wordstar 
comparable: 2K Buffer; 

13 Inch Platen: 
Underline; backspace 4 

lots more: Centronics 
Interface Standard. 

Optional RS232, Tractor and 
r Sheet Feeder 

SHINWA CP80 - £299-£179.00 * vat 
Friction and tractor feed as 
standard. BOcps. Bi-directional 
logic seeking 13x9 dot 
matrix giving true 
descenders, sub and 
superscripts. Italic 
printing and auto under¬ 
lining. Condensed, emphasised, 
expanded and double strike (can be 
mixed in a line). Parallel interface fitted as 
standard. 

ADMATE DP80 - £22^*169.00 ♦ vat 
The Admate DP-60 has a large 
range of features and a low 
price. Ideal for the first time 
user. 80 cps; 80 column; 
Bi-directional logic 
seeking; block and 
dot addressable 
graphics; sub/ 
superscript, auto under¬ 
line, condensed, emphasised, 
expanded and Italic print. 

QUEN DATA -£299- £199.00 ♦ vat 
A wonderful opportunity to purchase a 

daisy wheel printer at a price you 
can afford! Features Include: 16CPS; 

Bl-dlrectlonal; Logic seeking; 
Proportional spacing; WordStar 

compatible; 13" platen - 12 print line; 
Autoscore; Bold and shodow printing; Sub 

and superscripts; QUME compatible ribbons; 
QUME compatible daisywheels; 4 level Impression control; 
Prints original + 4 copies; Low noise. 

/M 

APPLE TAUGHT 
MACINTOSH ABOUT 
MAN. NOW MAN WANTS 
MACINTOSH. 
Introducing Macintosh. 
Macintosh's brain is the same 
bllndingly-fasl 32 bit 
MC68000 micro¬ 
processor that 
powers the Lisa 
personal 
computer. 
Its heart is the same Lisa technology of windows, pull-down 
menus, mouse commands 32-blt power more useful by making 
Macintosh far easier to use. 
Now for some small talk 
If the problem won’t come to Macintosh, you can always take 
Macintosh to the problem — It weighs 9 pounds less than the 
most popular portable computer. 
Just pick Macintosh up by its built-in handle, and carry It. 
A mlcracle of miniaturisation is Machlntosh’s built-in 3}' drive. 
Its discs store 400K - more than conventional 5J* floppies. 
Programs. 
There are already plenty of remarkable programs available to 
keep Machintosh busy. Like MacPaint a program that, for the 
first time, lets a personal computer produce virtually any 
Image that the hand can create. 

SCI (UK) LYNDUM HOUSE, T2 HIGH STREET, PETERSFIELD, HANTS GU32 2JB. 



* MACINTOSH AND PRINTER DEMONSTRATIONS 

DAILY AT OUR SHOWROOMS ON THE HOUR 

* SUNDAY OPENING 

* 24 HOUR 
DELIVERY SERVICE 

* COMPREHENSIVE 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
P\»ne fof aQuote 

0750-68521 
Anytime 

CANOI 
PW1080A 
or KAGA TAXAN 810 - £32? £289.00 + vat 
80 col*; High speed printing. 160 cps; bl-dlrectlonal logic 
seeking; fantastic 27 cps nearletter quality; 23 x 18 matrix; very 
quiet - leu than 60 Db; 4.5.6.8.10.12.17 cpI; down loading lor 
user-optional characters; high resolution graphics, handles 
various forms, roll paper, fan told, single sheet and multipart 
copy paper. Also available — wide bodied Canon PW1156A or 
KAGA TAXAN KP910 - New low prices! 

DAISY STEP 2000 - £29? £249.00 + vat 

18 cps; Bi-directional logic seeking. 10.12, 
15 cps; Wordstar compatible; 13 inch 
platen; 12 inch print line; auto under¬ 

score; bold and shadow printing; 
subscripts and superscripts; Qume compatible 
daisy wheel; optional tractor and sheet feeder; 

RS232C serial interface; low noise; low cost; 
high relkabili 

There's more software on the way from developers like 
Microsoft. Lotus and Software Publishing to mention a few. And 
with Macintosh BASIC. Macintosh PASCAL and our own 
Macintosh Toolbox for writing your own mouse driven 
programs, you could turn a few bob in your spare time. 
All the right connections 
On the back of the machine, you’ll find built-in RS232 and 
RS422 Applebus serial communication ports for connecting 
printers, modems, and other peripherals without adding 
expensive cards. If you wish to double Macintosh’s storage 
with an external disc drive, you don't have to pay for a disc 
controller card — that's built in too. 
Talking of extras 
Macintosh has a built-in polyphonic sound generator capable 
of producing high-quality speech and music. 

Machintosh automatically makes room for illustrations In text. 
MacPaint — virtually any image the human hand can create. 
Microsoft's Multiplan for Macintosh. 

THE GRAPPLER - £44# £102.00 + vat 

Your Commodore 64 can print like a pro! 

The Grappler offers a complete answer to printer 
interfacing, with many capabilities unique in the 
Commodore market place. Complete signal 
transmission allows many popular name brand 
printers to operate perfectly with the Commodore 64. 
Even Commodore’s graphic character set can be 
reproduced on Epson. Star. Ok!. Brother. 

Prowrlter and other popular printers. 

Prints screen graphics without software. 
Graphics screen dump routines include rotated. 
In versed, enhanced, and double sized graphics. 
Complete emulation of the 1525 printer for printing 
Commodores special characters. 
Text screen dump and formatting commands. 
22 unique text and graphics commands. 

CANON PJ 1080A-£45? £399.00 
♦ VAT 

Seven colour printer Ideal for the BBC. Sirius, Apple, 
etc. Seven colours print on demand ink Jet printer; 70 
cps bi-directional; high resolution graphics; will print 
on acetate sheets for overhead protection; long life 
ink cartridges 3.5 million characters per cartridge; 
eight bit parallel interface; Epson compatible; easily 
replaced colour cartridges; accepts single sheets; 
interchangabie character sets. 

I1 1i IH>IMMI|ll lll'lll 
24 hour nationwide delivery by Securicor £9.50 + VAT 
Bankers orders; Building Society Cheques; Postal 
Orders; same day despatch. All orders covered by the 
Mail Order Protection Scheme. 

MANY MORE 
PRINTERS AVAILABLE 
1,000s OF BARGAINS 
- SEND NOW FOR 
THE FAMOUS SCI 
(UK) CATALOGUE 

FAST MOM Order 
SCI (UIQ Unit 16, 
Peter Afield, Hard 

Freepost Mai Or6 
SCI (UK) Freepost, 
Hants GUM 2*R. 
Tel. 0730 68521 
Telex 88626 R4YNEWS G 
PERSONAL CALLERS WEI 
AT OUR MAGNIFICENT NEW 
SHOWROOMS AT 
12 High Street, Petersfleld, 
Hants GUM 2JG. 

Tel: 0730 68521. Telex 88626MYNEWSG 



rlOFTWARE PRE-VIEW 
We take a peek at the new software packages, and give you a taste of things to come. Note to 

software publishers: If you wish your company's product to be included, please send only the very 

latest releases to Bryan Skinner, Software editor, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HC. 

_Please don't forget to include prices and telephone numbers._ 

T BBC/ELECTRON 
Galaxia, a high¬ 
speed arcade 
game, is a shoot - 
em-up with ten 
swarms of oppo¬ 
nents, featuring 
multi-key scan¬ 
ning and allow- 

taneously. You control the 
archetypal spaceship faced 
with oncoming swarms of alien 
vessels, including sausages. 

The game’s certainly one of 
the best we’ve seen on the 
Amstrad on the Invaders 
theme, but there’s not really 

ing you to move and fire simul- enough variety to keep you at it. 

Galaxia £5.95 Kuma 07357 4335 

EZ^PES All the games 
^U launched this 

week give you 
some idea of 

J what to expect in 
the way of MSX 
software prices 

sive, and some or the games 
may not live up to the price tag. 
B uzz O/ffeatures Bertie the Bee 
who has to eat as much fruit as 
he can. Not original, not bril¬ 
liantly executed, not very good. 

Shark Hu nter is considerably 
Bmz Off £9.95 
Shaft Hunter £9.95 
The Wreck £9.95 

better, the animation is quite 
good, and the theme relatively 
novel. You take on the roleofan 
Eskimo hunter guarding a fish 
farm against shark attacks. 
Hazards also include ice floes 
which damage the keep-nets, 
allowing the fish to escape. 

The Wreck will be launched 
soon and we’re told it will be a 
3D graphical adventure. The 
titles are being converted for 
the Spectrum and Commodore 
64, and the sequel to Shark 
Hunter is in the design stage. 

Electric Software 0954 81991 
Electric Software 0954 81991 
Electric Software 0954 81991 

COMMODORE 64 
If you’ve ever wondered why 
poor old Bill Stickers will be 
prosecuted, you may find a clue 
in Taskset’s new game. Poster 
Paster, of which a review will 
appear shortly. 

Mosaic Publishing is now 
''selling games based on book 
titles. The bespoke software 
house, Level Nine, is responsi¬ 
ble for Erik, an illustrated 
adventure game based on the 
book by Terry Jones (of Monty 
Python fame), The Saga of Erik 
the Viking. 

The Stainless Steel Rat based 
on Harry Harrison’s best-sell¬ 
ing tales, is programmed by 

Shards and comes with the 
book, The Stainless Steel Rat 
Saves the World. 

Scorpio Software has 
announced two 64 games, both 
at £1.99. Builder Ben offers a 
multi-screen arcade-type game 
in which Ben has to construct 
houses, while under constant 
attack from rebellious tools. 

Bootleg Bandits takes you to 
the world of hillbillies, moon¬ 
shine, police roadblocks and 
helicopters. 

Latest from New Generation 
is an amusing little Wild West 
number cleverly called Clif- 
fhanger. 

American Football £9.99 Argus 01 437 0626 
Hyper Biker £7.95 PSS0203 667556 
Boulder Dash £8.95 Statesoft 0438 317583 
Bristles £8.95 Statesoft 0438 317583 
Builder Ben £1.99 Scorpio 061 834 2292 
Bootleg Bandits £1.99 Scorpio 061 834 2292 
Your Team £9.95 Marlborough Marketing 

0614370638 
Cliffhanger £7.95 New Generation 0225 316924 
Musicalc £45 Musicalc UK 01 241 2448 
Poster Paster £6.90 Taskset 0262 673798/602668 
The Saga of Erik the Viking £9.95 Mosaic 01 2284463 
The Stainless Steel Rat £9.95 Mosaic 01 228 4463 

Elite may be the 64 version, 
simply the best Micro Power has dropped its 
game we’ve ever BBC/Electronpricesfrom£7.95 
seen on the BBC to £6.95. As managing director 
or any other mic- Bob Simpson puts it: 'Price pays 
ro. There will be an important part in the buying 

I a full-page re- decision.’ 
I view in the very Share Analyser is for the I——::c J ’I view in the very Share Analyser is for the 

near future, as it’s very hard to investor, but you have to enter 
explain in just a few words. It information as data state- 
combines arcade, strategy and ments. The program will pro¬ 
adventure as you fly around vide share movement analysis, 
galaxies, trading and fighting, portfolio profit statements, and 

The graphics are superb, the so on. Amending data means 
action fantastic — could this be you have to save the entire 
the first game to get converted program, an odd approach for 
to an arcade machine? It cer¬ 
tainly ought to be. 

such software. 
Systematics International is 

Alligata has produced a fair turning its attention to the 
four-screen arcade game for the BBC. The company is well- 
machine, Tarzan, in which you known for Apple, ACTand IBM 
as the ape-man have to dodge PCsoftwareandisnowsellinga 
your way around variousjungle suite of financial accounting 
hazards, following arrows, to packages for the Beeb. The 
rescue Jane. The graphics are packages are sold in pairs — 
colourful, if a bit chunky; We’re ’duos’ — and the sales ledger 
featuring a review very shortly, offers up to 400 customer or 
Son of Blogger is just what it supplier master accounts and 
says, but it’s not half as good as 750 transaction detail records. 

Tarzan 
SonofBtagger_ 
Sales and Purchase Ledger 
Stock Control and Invoicing 
The Saga of Erik the Viking 
Share Analyser 
Your Team 

Acomsoft 01 379 7538 
Alligata 0742 755796 
Alligata 0742 755796 
Systematics 0440 704131 
Systematics 0440 704131 
Mosaic 01228 4463 
Synergy 016261567 
Marlborough Marketing 

SPECTRUM 
XXflttffJ American Foot- 

H ball comes from 
Mind Games and 
should provide 
hours of fun for 
sports enthu¬ 
siasts. You’ll cer- 

y*—♦""Steel tainly need the 
game’s 15 page bookletexplain- 
ing the rules. But the screen 
display is a far cry from other 
cricket, tennis and football 
simulations we’ve seen. It 
rather lets the side down. 

The Journey is Temptation 
Software's latest release. It’s 
an adventure with graphics; 
the aim being to find the white 

ship of the elves which will 
carry you to a distant land 
where your true destiny as an 
advent urer will be revealed. As 
with Valhalla, the way the 
characters treat you depends on 
how you conduct yourself, and 
they have lives of their own. 

In each location you’re pre¬ 
sented with a description of the 
place, objects present, and ex¬ 
its. Sometimes this is preceded 
by a simple graphics repre¬ 
sentation. The phrase analyser 
seems a bit simple — it’s 
restricted to simply verb-noun 
combinations. A full review is 
on its way. 

Mosaic 01 2284463 

The Saga of Erik the Viking 
The Key to Time 

£9.95 
£5.95 

Mosaic 01228 4463 
Lumpsoft, 17 Hardrow 
Road,Leeds 

The Journey £7.95 Temptation 0797 223642 
American Football £9.99 Argus 01 437 0626 
Cloak of Death £7.99 Argus 01 437 0626 
Your Team £9.95 Marlborough Marketing 

061 437 0538 
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‘THE USUAL PROBLEMS OF 
MAN MEETS WOMAN’ 

solved by Dateline! 
Michael Wheeler.is an articulate, good-looking 

businessman in his mid-thirties. Born and bred in 

London, his work has taken him all over the world. 

Despite his busy life-style he found time to marry, but 

unfortunately his marriage failed and he found 

himself back in London, trying to rebuild his social 

life. 

‘My cousin, who lives in London, 
suggested that I should join 
Dateline. I must admit. I found 
the idea appealing because I was 
aware of Dateline. In fact, I had 
been a member way back in the 
sixties. I found no great romantic 
successes at that time but many, 
shall we say, nice encounters, so 
when my cousin suggested the 
idea again I thought ‘Why not. 
I’m only going to live once, why 
not make the best of it?’ 

Michael didn’t join Dateline 
to find ‘the woman of my 
dreams'. *1 joined because after a 
long absence from a city like 
London you tend to find that 
your friends and acquaintances 
have married or moved away. 
Although I obviously missed 
female company, I also found 
that I had no circle of friends left 
at all.’ 

‘When my first list of names 
from Dateline arrived and I 
began to receive calls from 
women with whom I had been 

overcome by any means 
available to us. Dateline may 
sound cold-blooded to some 
people, but I have found it 
certainly isn’t. It may perhaps be 
more socially acceptable to meet 
people of the opposite sex in 
pubs or clubs, but really Dateline 
wins above those places. I don’t 
like competing with smoke and 
noise, and it’s far nicer to know 
that the woman you're telepho¬ 
ning has the interests and desires 
you’re looking for. It provides a 
basic understanding before you 
even say hello. Obviously, all the 
usual problems of man meets 
woman are still there, but you 
have conquered quite a few of 
the barriers that so often make a 
relationship fail before its really 
started.’ 

He stopped to consider for a 
moment. ‘I don’t know what you 
need from life. All I really want is 
happiness, and a large part of the 
happiness I seek is the happiness 
that can be gained from the 

relationship between a man and 
a woman. At least two of the 
women I have met directly 
through Dateline have become 
friends and it’s good to know that 
if I am at a loose end there’s 
someone I can ’phone for a chat 
or to arrange an evening out.’ 

Michael has recently 

suspended his membership of 

Dateline. He has met a young 

woman who is a friend of one of 

his Dateline introductions. Their 

relationship has blossomed into 

love and they are now engaged to 

be married. 

If you would like to be one of the many thousands of people nationwide who have 
been enjoying a new social life, and finding love and happiness through Dateline, 
complete the simple questionnaire below. W> will send you confidentially and 
completely free, full details about Dateline and how it works, and details ofjust one of 
the Iktteline members who are compatible with you. Send to: 

Dateline Computer Dating, 23 Abingdon Rd.. London W8. Tel: 01-938 1011. 

matched on the computer, my 
social life improved out of all 
recognition almost overnight! 
My only problem was time, 
because all of the women I spoke 
to were so pleasant that I felt I 
had to meet them. In the event, I 
met four from my first list of 
names. Two I felt I could quite 
happily be friends with; the other 
two meant rather more.’ 

Michael doesn’t mind 
people knowing he is a member 
of Dateline. ‘There’s not the 
adverse reaction from family and 
friends that I think some people 
may expect,’ he said, i did 
perhaps feel, as many people 
probably do, that there’s some 
sort of stigma about admitting to 
feeling lonely. But that’s rubbish 
as loneliness affects every person 
at some stage of their life, no 
matter what their circumstances. 
It’s something that has to be 

FREE: Computer Test to Find Your Ideal Partner. 
START HERE -^0- 

1 1 Do you consider yourself 
Generous 
Outdoor type 
Creative 
Practical 
Intellectual 

E Extrovert 
Adventurous 
Family type 
Clothcvcomctous _ 

I O Indicata which activities and interests you enjoy by placing 
| a V Iona) in tha appropriate box H you dislika a particular 

activity, wrrta a O' (nought) in tha box H you have no 
prafaranca, laava tha column blank 

Politics 
Classical music 
Art/Literature 
‘Live’ theatre 
Science or technology 
Creative writing/painting 
Poetry 
Philosophy/Psychology/Sociology 
H istory/ A rchaeology 

I Conversation 

II am over seventeen and would lika you to sand me 
completely tree and without 
ideal partner Plus a tree lull colour brochure and lots 
information about Dateline I enclose two first class * 

Partner. ■ 
i send me 
description of my \ 
u re and lots more ^ w 
l.rrt rU« ttsnvrt 1 

3 Your sox 

Your Age 

putMorF Your Haight ft. 

yrs Age you would like to moot Min 

Send today to: 
Dateline. Dept (poa) 
23 25 Abingdon Rd. 

London W.8. 
01-938 1011 



VINTAGE 
VOYAGE 

You don’t have to be Longman, 
Penguin or Macmillan to produce 
excellent educational software, as 

Tressell Publications’ Into The Un¬ 
known proves. The package pulls its 
weight to set standards of excellence — 
which were sadly lacking before compu¬ 
ter assisted learning fell into the hands 
of educational publishers, where it 
belongs. 

Tressell already produces worksheets 
on historical subjects for schools: now 
they’ve produced a computer simulation 
of a 15th century voyage of discovery. 

Documentation 
The package comes in an A4-size plastic 
wallet containing a handbook for 
teachers or parents, 12 information 
sheets covering different aspects of the 
voyage, and 20 blank exploration charts 
—for a smal 1 class or a very large family. 

Getting started 
With such a wealth of background 
material at hand it might seem daunt¬ 
ing, but in fact you could simply load the 
program straight off. Side one of the 
cassette contains the Preparations prog¬ 
ram, covering five topics (The Unknown, 
Travellers Tales, The Ship, Supplies and 
Navigation). 

At this stage you could get by without 
looking at the other material, but it’s 
more interesting to go the whole hog. A 
little preparation before embarking on 
Side two Into the Unknown is essential. 

In use 
Preparations allows you to run through 
any of the topics, each of which presents 
you with several screens of information, 
using text and graphics. At the end of 
each is a quiz in which you earn points for 
the voyage itself — a measure of how 

The best educational software 

comes from the educationalists. 

So says Mike Garrard, who 

voyaged Into the Unknown. 

prepared you are before embarkation. 
The section on The Ship, for example, 

shows the construction of a typical ship 
of the time, labelling the types of sail and 
so on, informing you that your ship for 
the voyage is a Caravel. You then 
answer ten questions on what you have 
just learned. At this point you might 
want to refer to the several wall posters, 
including a map of the known world in 
the 15th century. 

To head out on your voyage into the 
mknown, you need one of the blank grid 

sheets, 25 x 33 in size, and you can start 
on any square from A1 to HI. When you 
input the grid reference, the computer 
tells you what is in that square, then you 
input an adjacent square to move into. 
Instructions are given on how to fill in 
the grid to record the progress of the 
journey, the discoveries you make and 
the hazards encountered. 

The program makes amusing use of 
graphics. Your vessel is Portuguese, and 
ifyou find yourself near a Spanish island 
you’re bombarded by a cannon, while in 
another square you might be confronted 
with a body: 'Burial at sea: A crew 
member has died of scurvy, yellow fever, 
or malaria. It is your duty to bury him 
without delay.’ Elsewhere you might get 
chased by a Spanish ship, or discover an 
island and claim it for your country, 
earning yourself points towards your 
final total. 

For parents or teachers there is a 
master chart that shows which squares 
bring storms, islands, Spanish ships, 
shipwrecks: 19 likely items in all, 
including many randomly scattered 
about the map. 

When the armchair voyagers reach a 
coastline, they must plot it on their map, 
then perhaps try to follow the coast to 
discover a harbour or landing place. 
Plotting the coastline reveals where it is 
that they are exploring, but without the 
master chart the simulation really is 
like a voyage of discovery as you do not 
know what will be over the horizon in the 
next square. If you find yourself crossing 
a desert, you must decide whether to 
continue or to return to the safety ofyour 
ship and sail on. 

explore inUnJ, to mop the 
coast, or yo on with your 
SCO journey. 

Prua» apnctr to yo on. 

What is unfortunate is that many 
squares are necessarily marked just 
'open sea.’ Since nothing happens in 
these, the graphics routine to depict 
them should be one of the briefest, but it 
is, in fact, lengthy, and involves your 
ship sailing from one side of the screen to 
the other, followed by a seagull flutter¬ 
ing about for a few seconds. 

The graphics are not spectacular by 
games standards, but they’re reason¬ 
ably well done, mostly animated, and 
the use of sound adds to the interest. For 
many activities — dealing with dis¬ 
eases, trading with natives and so on — 
you’re referred to the information 
sheets: all in all, this is a comprehensive 
package. 

Verdict 
This is how a micro should be used as an 
educational aid, and the mass of back¬ 
ground material adds to the authentic 
feel of the voyage. Though expensive by 
home software standards, Into The 
Unknown is a more worthwhile invest¬ 
ment than three or four below-average 
pieces of so-called educational software. 

Name I n to the U n k no wn System 48K Spectrum 

Priee£22.56 Publisher*Tressell Publications 
(0273 561464 > Format Cassette Language Basic 

Other versions BBC, Commodore 64 (disk 
versions available) Outlets Mail order (£2 
postage). 

ail, iiiuii. 
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•OP? 

for the ZXSpectrum 
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular 
and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny C but 
an extensive, easy-to-use implementation of the language. 
Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with 
/unction library. Available direct from Hisoft for £25. or write 

for further details. 

All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions. 
Our software is available for many other Z80 machines eg. 
Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New- 
Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details. 

iWSMlf V-45 
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC AO the features 
you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block 
DELETE. CLOCK. ALARM, error trapping, break trapping. 
Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes 
ZX BASIC easy-to-use and powerful 

An excellent assembler, an advanced line-editor, a compre¬ 
hensive disassembler and a superb front panel' debugger 
all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to 
write their games. "Buy it I'* Adam Denning 1984. 

MiCML, £25 
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a 
Tiny Pascal A valuable educational and development tool, 
programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent. 
Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. “ I haven t 
seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft s Pascal 

VALUE that's 
out of this world 

ONE CASSETTE 
vnodore<5» ELECTRON Atmos tell you everything NOW AVAILABLE FOR Oc 

about the 50 games on DRAGON CJCJC&a b Spectrum ffcoppto ATARI OR1C-1 ZXB1. VIC* jU 
CASSETTE 50 but they include w -- - — 
many types such as maze, arcade. 
missile, tactical and logic games, 
to suit most tastes in computer 
game playing 
CASSETTE 50 will appeal to 
people of all ages and the games 
will provide many hours of 
entertainment for all the family at 
a fraction of the cost of other 
computer games. 

WE PA Y TOP PRICES 
FOR TOP QUALITY GAMES 

EXPRESS DELIVERY 
ORDER NOW 

Please send me by return of post. Cassette 50 at E9.9b 
per tape. I enclose a cheque/postal order for 

COMMODORE 64 □ VIC 20 (H ORIC iQ BBC * B T 

SPECTRUM M ELECTRON M ZX 81 M APPlE h 
ATARI □ ATMOS □ ORAGON U hi 

Cascade Games Ltd- 
Suite 4. 1-3 Haywra Crescent. Harrogate. 
North Yorkshire. HG1 5BG England 

Dealers ft Stockists enquiries welcome Telephone: 10423) 504526 



OFTWARE PRO TEST: AMSTRAD 

BRUSH UP 
YOUR CODES 

Simon Williams gct» to grip» with a new version of the Devpac assembler/ 

disassembler for the Amstrad CPC 464 When a new computer appears 
programming enthusiasts look 
for two things. The first is the 

quality of the high level languages 
available for it, and the second is the 
quality of the low level programming 
aids. 

In the case of the Amstrad CPC 464, 
which uses a Z80A processor, the 
Assembler/Disassembler offered by 
Amsoft is a version of the well-received 
Devpac package from Hi Soft (Spectrum 
version reviewed in PCN issue 43). 

Features 
Devpac comes as two separate programs, 
Gena to handle assembly of Z80 source 
code and Mona, a machine code monitor 
and disassembler. These can be loaded at 
any point within the memory map of the 
computer and work independently of 
each other. The assembler is a full 
two-pass program which supports a 
number ofassembler directives todefine 
bytes, words and strings and the entry 
point for calling routines from other 
languages. 

The monitor offers the usual 'front 
panel’ display together with a break¬ 
down of code in memory, and the ability 
to perform hex dumps to screen or 
printer. It is also possible to disassemble 
existing machine code to edit it and then 
reassemble it through Gena. 

Presentation 
Devpac comes on cassette with a copy of 
Gena on one side and Mona on the other. 
The manual advises you to load Mona 
first ifyou want to have both programs in 
the machine at once. Perhaps it would 
have been useful if this program was on 
side one of the tape. 

The manual meets the high standard 
of Amsoft documentation and has 52 
loose leaf pages bound in a ring-file. The 
text includes details of all the commands 
for both programs and worked examples 
of their use in programming. But, alas, 
there’s no index. 

In addition to the documentation, 
Gena has a Help screen briefly indicat¬ 
ing what all the single letter commands 
do, but not showing their syntax. The 
screens in both programs only display in 
the standard Amstrad livery of yellow on 
blue. 

This is a pity, since Mode 1, which is 

used throughout the package, allows up 
to four different colours. As lines of text 
and code on the Amstrad screen sit with 
only one pixel between them vertically, 
use of colour highlights could have made 
the displays much more readable. 

In use 
Both programs are preceded on the tape 
by a loader which requests the load 
addresses for the code. Suggested de¬ 
faults are given in the manual and on 
entering these the programs loaded 
without trouble. 

The assembler signs on with a display 
of its Help screen and the normal '>’ 
prompt. To enter source code, you have to 
enter the I command, with optional 
parameters for startline number and 
step — they are numbered automatical¬ 
ly. Standard Z80 mnemonics are used, 
but no error checking is carried out until 
you try to assemble the code, using the a 

command. 
The code is pretty thoroughly checked 

at this stage and errors or warnings are 
issued appropriately. It’s worth men¬ 
tioning that all entry must be done with 
Caps Lock selected on the keyboard, as 
Devpac will not recognise the source 
otherwise. 

Having assembled the code you can 
run it from within the Assembler. Other 
facilities include searches, block moves, 
relocations and printing or saving of 
both source and object code to tape. You 
can jump from Gena to Mona and back, 
but only ifthe other program has already 
been used at least once . 

The front panel display of Mona shows 
details of the CPU registers, a break¬ 
down of 32 bytes of memory and the stack 
(at least this is what I believe it to be — I 
could find no details in the documenta¬ 
tion). From this display it’s possible to 
produce a disassembly or hex dump of 
any section of memory, to single step 
through a section of code or to insert 
breakpoints and run through the code to 
these. 

Memory may be updated from the 
keyboard, and this includes the direct 
entry of strings of ASCII codes. Decimal/ 
Hex conversions can be done simply and 
the front panel itself may be displayed 
using either number base. Block moves, 
searches, copies and fills can also be done 
and sections of code may be executed 
from any address. 

Verdict 
Although the features of Devpac are 
comprehensive and it will do most of 
what you want, it’s rather slow when 
updating screen displays. I also found 
Mona’s memory display annoying as it 
as it blanks and rewrites every time you 
move the memory pointer, even by only 
one byte backwards or forwards. 

This, of course, doesn’t affect its 
function, but it’s not one of its most 
friendly features. The mnemonics of 
both programs are designed as memory 
aids, but inevitably some functions are 
performed by fairly arbitrary letters. 

Overall, Devpac will prove a useful aid 
to writing machine code on the Amstrad, 
but it should be used with care. Without 
trying too hard, I succeeded in crashing 
the system at least once. It seems a 
shame that more of the significant 
features of the 464 couldn’t have been 
incorporated in the translation. 

Features ONN 
Documentation MMI 

Performance OO— 

Value for money c—— 

Name Devpac System Amstrad CPC 464 
Price £24.95 Publisher Amsoft, (0277) 
230222 Format Cassette Language 
Machine code Outlets Mai 1 order and 
dealers 
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THE HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

SEPTEMBER BARGAINS 

BBC MODEL B 
with five software cassettes 

£365 VAT inc. 

ACORN ELECTRON 
with Plus 1 interface 

£229 VAT inc. 

230 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH, 
T0LW0RTH, SURBITON, 

SURREY KT59NB 

Tel: 01-3374317 

Branches at: 

SUTTON 01 -642 2534 
EALING 01-992 5855 

NEWBURY 0635 30047 
LUTON 0582 458575 

Mill Hill 
Computer Centre 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Home & personal computers, software, peripherals, printers, disc 

drives and books at ‘ Ul 

BBC B + five software 
BBC DFS + five software 
Electron + five software . 
Com 64. 
Com SX64. 
Amstrad. 

unbeatable prices. 
All prices Include VAT 

stock. 

.£355 
£460 
£190 
£185 

.£785 
ML£235 

,...C.£345 
ZXSpec*t*nlm48k. + five soft £126 
Epson RX80F/T.«95 
Epson RX80 “40 
Epson FX80.^95 

ShinwaCPSO.“05 
Amstrad Printer. 
Commodore MPS 801. 

CumanalOOK Disc Drive..JJJ-j 
Commodore 1541 Disc Drive.™ 
Cassette Recorder.. . 
QuickshotH. 
Floppy discs 40T( 10). 
Computer Table on wheels & masterplug.*55 

This te Mil) a null sdectton of «lul»cau ofTrr. 
Koc further details either write or phone us. 

Mail Order Despatched within 10 davs after receipt of your order and cheque. 
Add U.50 PAP for orders below £150. and over, £8 PAP 

Government & Education discount given. 

123 The Broadwa), 
Mill Hill, Ixmdon NW7 3TG. 

01-906 3363 

If you want more from your MICRO 

w IT 
wa^for future expansionsby adding a Z80 A second processor 64K of additional RAM and af lex, bled, skd rive 
controller to vour already powerful BBC micro. An UPGRADE'S ability to run TRUE CP/M rather than a CP/M 
compatible operating system is one of the features that make an UPGRADE the sensible chcnce. Coupie this with its 
ability to handle diskdrives independently from the BBC micro and your ability to choose what disk drives to use (3 h , 
51/4" or even 8") and you can see why an UPGRADE is the only choice. 
Software available to run on your UPGRADEd micro seems limitless. From wordprocessing to financial analysis for 
the Drofessional user to Pascal or Cobol for the serious programmer, all still capable of using the sound and graphics 
capab?l!fies of fhe BBC micra The choice does not end there though. An UPGRADEd micro can 
bv adding up to three of our option boards to the unit. There are boards available for expanding the UPGRADE S 
RAM ,for9providing further serial or parallel interfaces, additional disk interfaces for 51/. or 8 disk drives. There is 
even a Winchester disk controller and an IEEE 488 interface option. 

So if you do want more from your micro — UPGRADE it. 

SPECIFICATIONS .... 

Disk drive capacities will vary dependent on disk drives fitted 
(example 5’/«' DD/DS gives 800K storage). 
Keyboard — As BBC 
Graphics — As BBC 
Power requirements — 240V AC. 

>r—Z80 A running at 4MHz 
_, — 64K RAM (fully expandable) 

Operating system — CP/M (Supplied on disk)_ 
Other operating systems available — TURBO DOS 
Dick drives supported - 3 V. 5V«'. 40 or 80 track double or 
single sided, single or double density. Can be shared with the BBC micro. 

PRICE: £299 + VAT 
UPGRADE TECHNOLOGY. 290A High Road, London NW10 2EU 

Telephone 01-451 4416. Telex 46523. Symeye Q. & 
PCN SEPTEMBER 291984 
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Oh what a night, drinking, dancing and 
singing 'til dawn. Now it's time for all 
the revellers to make their way home. 
Being a little worse for drink, you 
decide to walk home in the cool night 
air. rather than taking a taxi. Singing 
merrily along the way. you walk through 
the park and skip lightly over the ducks 
and catch the notes of music that seem 
to hang in the air. But be careful when 
approaching the railway, trains still run 
at this time of day and wild dogs are in 
search of food! When you have collected 
all the notes on the level you are on you 
will proceed to the next, collecting a 
time bonus on the way. 

Miner Willy's first outing on the 
Commodore VIC 20. 

Available on the VIC 20 + 
16K expanded 

Its army to enormous dimensions, soon 
its attack on mankind will commence. 
Exploring the outer regions of a weird 
landscape, your secondhand 'ground 
skimmer1 has only a single laser in its 
armoury. Discovering the Dodo's secret 
means you must destroy as many beings 
as possible, as the Dodo will try 
anything in its power to prevent the 
secret getting out. The game has 9 
attack waves with progressive difficulty 

and speed. There's a bonus life every 
10,000 points and bonus points after 
every wave, dependant on which level 
you arc on (Bonus Wave Number x 
1000). After the wave bonus the Dodo 
must be hit 12 times, by bringing the 
number on the right of the score from 
88 to 100. The number of 'Mulls'. 
'Wallys' and ‘Buildas' Is also dependant 
on the wave number. 
WARNING: 'Mults' are not affected by 
laser fire, but in fact, feed on It. The 
'ground-skimmer' can be destroyed on 
collision with any enemy or enemies 
weapons, or by letting the BBs' (purple 
coloured enemy) getting to the far right 
of the screen. 

Available on the unexpanded 
VIC 20 

Software Projects Limited, Bearbrand Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton, Liverpool L25 7SF. 

Telex: 627520 Telephone: 051*428 9393 (4 lines). 
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Deep in the kitchen of one of the towns 
first class restaurants amongst the hustle 
and bustle. Little Thwitchy Thwilly has just 
been selected from the aquarium as a 
customers main course ... panic ... 
sitting in the oven his first thought is 
survival and how to escape. As the oven is 
ignited and the flames start to rise he 
realises his only hope is to collect the 
dripping condensation from the pipe at 
the top of the oven and try to extinguish 
the flames. It's going to be tough, he 
must survive through ten different ovens 
and face added hazards such as the 
rotating spit, spinning food debris, oven 
foam and the restaurants pet dog. Fatty 
Schizo henry, who by the way often enjoys 
a snack from the restaurants aquarium. 

Can you help him? 

Available on the unexpanded 

VIC 20 

Once you were the head gardener in charge 
of a group of ten power-flowers. These have 
been stolen and hidden in a set of caves, 
from which you must retrieve them. The 
flowers are protected by forccflelds. gates, 
begonias and patrolling snap-dragons. Be 
careful as the flowers arc poisonous and 
you must find a pot to put each flower in 
before you try to pick it up. 

The beans in the cave arc harmless and 
extra points will be achieved by picking 
them up along the way, but don't touch 
their stalks. 

If anything is touched other than a pot, 
beans, fuel dumps for re fueling, sprays 
which can be used to stun the snap¬ 
dragons, or a plant if you have a spare pot, 
the result will be that you arc teleported to 
the start of the game. It is possible for you 
to leave your transported back to your 
teleport. You begin the game with four 
teleport charges and an extra charge is 

You play the roll of a spider in this 
extremely compelling game and you arc 
faced with escaping from some very 
perilous situations. 

You arc trapped in a hole from which you 
must escape, but there arc other insects in 
the hole which make your task more 
difficult, as contact with any of them will 
lead to instant death. However you are not 
totally defenceless you are capable of 
leaving a web trail which only snails can 
cross. By collecting the twigs that arc 
littered around and storing them against 
the left hand side of the hole between the 
two stones a bridge will form and you will be 
able to climb out. But be careful — there 
are 15 hazardous situations to contend 
with — each one more difficult than the 

last. 

Available on the 
Commodore 64 

gained for every flower collected. 

Available on the 
Commodore 64 

j 



COMMODORE 64 

SUICIDE EXPRESS 
Tony Crowther is probably the 
UK’s best 64 programmer with 
several masterpieces under his 
belt. Now, working with Grem¬ 
lin Graphics, he’s written 
Suicide Express. Ok, so it’s a 
sort of Son of Loco idea, but the 
implementation and execution 
are streets ahead. 

The game uses a fast loader. 
There are 15 levels of play, but 
you must start off below level 
10. Rumour has it that reaching 
a very high score makes the 
train take off. 

At the foot of the screen is 
your score with an ammo count, 
level indicator, number of 

trains left and so on. Above this 
is an aerial map of the track 
layout, largely in black and 
grey. Your train is an orange 
and white rectangle, and in 
pursuit are a purple hovercraft, 
green and white planes and 
grey motherships. 

Ammo to be collected appears 
as white dots which move to and 
fro. Tunnels are shown as blue. 
Above this is a superb side-view 
of the train. As you move along, 
telegraph posts pass by and the 
background scrolls smoothly 
past. Trees, derelict buildings 
and mazes hurtle past. The 
detail is nothing short of 
superb. 

You can increase the speed by 
moving the joystick to the right, 
left slows you down and if you 
8top you can freeze the game. 
Passing over ammo collects it, 
but if you exceed 40 units, 
warning bells sound. You’re 
well advised to fire a few times 
to avoid critical mass. 

Pressing the fire button laun¬ 
ches two missiles — a rocket 
skims away forward while 
another pops up, flips over and 
zaps off backwards. All too 
often the hovercraft sneaks up 
from behind and if you don’t 
switch tracks to dodge it you’ll 
see your train rotating in three 
separate pieces. Let this hap¬ 

pen three times and that’s your 
lot. It’s best to dodge the hover¬ 
craft, then blast it from behind 
for extra points. 

Each time you pass Gremlin 
carved in stone in the back¬ 
ground you hop up a level, and 
that’s when the fun really 
starts. This is where you need 
your retro-rockets since the 
planes which scream in from 
your rear will drop bombs 
which can only be destroyed by 
your rockets — and as the 
bomber’s aim is spot on, it’s as 
well to hammer on fire when 
you see a plane. 

You can’t shoot the planes 
down, but the motherships pose 
a different problem. Hit them 
and they dive for you, so a good 
tactic is to shoot and stop dead 
so they flash past safely over¬ 
head. 

The background music is 
from the Sky 2 album, and is 
nicely done. There’s even a 
voice synthesis feature which 
announces the start and end of 
each turn, as well as spelling 
out your score. 

All in all this is a superb 
game. It’s difficult and th*e 
graphics are superb — some of 
the best you’ll see on the 64. 

Price £9.99 Publisher Gremlin 
Graphics 0742 753423 

The best computer games drive 
you mad as a hatter. In this one 

SPECTRUM 

GIANT'S REVENGE 

What goes up must come down. 
Thor’s successful Jack and the 
Beanstalk had you climbing to 
the top of the plant whereas 
Giant’s Revenge has you head¬ 
ing towards the root, through 
the hole left by the giant when 
he fell to earth. 

The game has seven screens. 
Starting at ground level, you 
descend through various cham¬ 
bers to the giant’s subterranean 
lair among the beanstalk roots. 
Each screen holds a valuable 
object which must be snatched 
before you can progress further. 
Various meanies scuttle 

you start off that way. playing 
the part of Lewis Carrol’s char¬ 
acter who had a penchant for 
tea parties. 

Being loopy, he’s not too good 
at pre-party planning so the 
aim of the game is to collect up 
treats to feed the impending 
guests. 

Using a Kempston joystick or 
keys you control the animated 
character of the hatter as he 
roams the screen to gather up 
the ten scattered sweets. At the 
bottom lies a chocolate roll, but 
the ten sweets come first. Un¬ 
fortunately, mice run across the 
screen and swallow them. 
You’re not allowed to phone for 

around each chamber — and 
you have nothing but nimble¬ 
ness to prevent you from being 
knocked into the abyss below. 

The game can be played using 
the keyboard or Kempston joy¬ 
stick and also emits an assort¬ 
ment of spoken comments if you 
attach a Currah Micro¬ 
speech unit. 

At start-up, the game flicks 
through all the screen layouts, 
including the options page. 
Unfortunately, it skips through 
the latter so quickly, you barely 
have time to see what key you 
need to press to select the 
appropriate option (1 for 
keyboard, 2 for Kempston, in 
fact). 

On screen one, Jack, a small 
yellow figure, stands outside 
his house at the foot of the 

Rentokil but must just keep out 
of their way (a collision is 
deadly) and wait for replace¬ 
ment sweets to pop up. There is 
some mouse poison floating 
around, but as it poisons you 
and has no effect whatsoever on 
the mice it’s not a lot of use. 

Two more hazards on the first 
few screens are a pair of vacuum 
cleaners. Again, contact is 
deadly, but grabbing one of the 
plugs that floats across the 
screen freezes them. Later a 
bouncing ball ricochets about 
the screen. 

The more chocolate rolls you 
snaffle, the more the pace hots 
up. There’s also a high-score 

beanstalk. Hanging about 
nearby are two unrecognisable 
but dangerous thingies. A lad¬ 
der leads down a hole to a cave 
where two more beasties patrol. 
If you use the Currah Micro¬ 
speech, you’ll be told to collect 
the enchanted scroll which is 
lying centre-screen. 

Jack can jump as well as 
move left, right, up and down. 
He does suffer somewhat from 
colour attribute problems, fre¬ 
quently leaving a blob of yellow 
in areas he has visited. The 
animation is not bad but con¬ 
trolling Jack is a pain. It’s all to 
easy to blunder into a monster 
or fall off a ledge. 

Other screens feature a sta¬ 
lactite and stalagmite-filled 
cave, planks across a lake, the 
giant’schamberandfinally, the 

table. 
The graphics are far from 

wonderful, with vacuum clean¬ 
ers looking more like a pair of 
moon boots, though the Mad 
Hatter does at least have a pair 
of short fat hairless legs that 
move up and down. With mere¬ 
ly average sound, the game is 
also very repetitive as you’ll 
soon get sick of collecting one 
sweet after the other. 

Buyers would be mad as a 
hatter to prefer this to anyth i ng 
currently in the Spectrum top 
twenty. Mike Gerrartl 

Price £5.50 Publisher Gamma 
Software 01-459 2652 

giant’s lair, complete with 
giant (well, his head anyway). 
The backdrop graphics are the 
best feature in what is other¬ 
wise a pretty ordinary and 
awkward game. A non-runner 
bean. Bob Chappell 

Price £5.95 Publisher Thor 
Software 051-263 8521 
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If an advertisement 
is wrong we’re here 

to put it right. 
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JET POWER JACK S 
:: m * w 

There are several 'platform- 
type1 games around at the 
moment, but few run on the 
BBC because of its limited 
memory to store information 

CHILLER 
Here’s a game that’s real value 
for money at £1.99. And if 
Mastertronic can keep this up, 
it’s bound to bring a few soft¬ 
ware houses to their knees. 

Chiller is based loosely on the 
video Thriller and even boasts 
fragments of Michael Jackson's 
hit song as part of its interrupt 
driven background music. 

Your task is to rescue your 
girlfriend from the haunted 
house to where she fled in 
terror. To do this you have to 
work your way through five 
screens, then back again with 

Iv 
1 

DUNE RIDER 

The writers of arcade games 
have continually tried to keep 
the invaders theme alive by 
adding variations. Eventually, 
someone came up with the idea 
of putting the laser cannon on a 

Can you rotate your pod with 
your joystick? That’s what you 
need to do in this space shoot¬ 
out in the heavens over Zeta 7. 
Pod-rotation is only a part of it 
as you must also obliterate the 
endless waves of alien hordes 
and potential Zeta eaters. 

Zeta 7 is actually a defence 

for the different 'rooms’. Jet 
Power Jack overcomes this 
problem by making each level a 
separate game in its own right. 

The basic concept of this 
game is to fetch a fuel pod from 
one side of the screen and return 
it to the flying saucer on the 
other. To do this you have to 
avoid a number of elevating 
meanies and the electrified 
ends of the platforms them¬ 
selves. Add to this a jetpack 
with an on/ofT control and you 
have the basis of the game. 

Tocontrol the game is simple. 
The ctri. and a keys move you 
left and right and the return 

key fires your jet pack. The five 
screens offer quite different 
scenes, and you’ll need some 

your mate. Not an easy task, 
especially when to move from 
screen to screen you must col¬ 
lect all the flashing blue crosses 
on the screen, and avoid the 
various nasties which move 
around the scenarios. The hard¬ 
est bit is getting back — here 
you have to take alternate 
control of hero and girlfriend — 
not easy. 

The opening scene is the 
forest, here skeletons wander, 
spiders descend and you have to 
learn quickly to distinguish 
between energy-giving and 
deadly mushrooms. Next comes 
the cinema; avoid the knight 
patrolling at the foot of silver 
screen, the hail of pop-corn, hop 
over the seats, collect the cros- 

’buggy’ and placing rocks and 
lava pools in its path — and hey 
presto a new type of game was 
born. Now Micro Power has 
come up with a version for the 
BBC, availableon both cassette 
and disk. 

Keep on trucking might be a 
good sub title to Dune Rider 

since, if there is an end to it, 
other than annihilation, I’ve 
yet to find one. 

The disk version was sent for 
review and it is certainly ajoy to 
load a game in this form. Micro 
Power has made good use of the 
extra space available to include 
various title screens and ad¬ 
verts for its other BBC games 
(but demo versions would have 
been even better). 

sphere which you can see on 
your screen. But you can rotate 
through 360° horizontally to 
take in a glimpse of other 
planets as you go. 

To kick off up flicks a demon¬ 
stration game and instructions. 
If you leave the keyboard alone 
you get a cross between a demo 
and a title screen with excellent 
electronic music. As it is, the 
sound effects aren’t bad, ex- 
pecially the deep rumble of a 
warning you get when Zeta 7 is j 
under fire from the enemy. < 

good tactics to complete them Ifyou completeyourtask on any 
successfully. one level, you are off again on 

The first is a simple platform the same screen, picking the 
hop: you have to avoid aliens fuel pod from a new vertical 
which rise and fall between the position on the right and re¬ 
platforms and bats which hang turning it to the saucer, posi- 
from their undersides. The tioned randomly on the left, 
second allows more freedom of While it’s not original, Jet 
movement, but you are at the Power Jack runs a nice line in 
mercy of your rather indepen- humour and, despite its simple 
dently-minded backpack. The controls, proves to be an enter- 
third is more like the first, taining and addictive game, 
except that a number of caged The graphics are smooth and 
nasties limit the platforms on the sound is interesting. Well 
which you may make a landing, worth looking out for. 
The fourth screen is similar to Simon Williams 
the second, but harder, and the Rating 8/10 
fifth features Wilfred the Price £7.95 < cassette )/£9.95 
hideous Yugg monster. (disk). Publisher Micro Power. 

You are in flight virtually Sheepscar House, Sheepscar 
from start to finish on this one. Street South. Leeds LS7 1 AD 

ses and it's off to the ghetto. | 
The ghetto shows a tenement ^ 

block in profile, and you can 
ascend by jumping from win- Wk TT 
dow ledge to window ledge. But. jJW. I 
watch out for thebirds which fly ^SsgtjEzf jfcSjEfc I 
across from time to time. After I 
this comes the graveyard, and flHli JE'- j 

finally the mansion where more *1 

The main niggles of this 
game are that the screens are in 
the wrong order. The cinema’s are quite well done, the sound 
is easiest, but it comes second, reasonable and at £1.99 with a 
Joystick response is sluggish at fast loader, it’s a steal. 
times and the action in the Bryan Skinner 
scenes is rather similar, leap 
from ledge to ledge, branch to Rating: 9/io 
branch or whatever — all vari Price £1.99 (cassette), £5.99 
ations on the platform theme, (disk ^PublisherMastertronic,01 
Apart from that, the graphics 402 3316 

The game starts with a small vehicle is very well depicted 
animated sequence as our hero with all visible wheels follow- 
runs from his base and boards ing the contours of the ground 
the buggy. The vehicle is a good most convincingly. There are 
size and comes complete with enough different aliens to keep 
'go-faster' stripes. things interesting. 

The ability to go faster would Although the game is very 
come in very handy in the well written and generally en- 
followingaction, since all forms joyable to play, the lava pools 
of highly-coloured aliens de- are just too small to be spotted 
scend from the heavens, hell when your eyes are busy on 
bent on destroying anything other parts of the screen. Defin- 
moving on the planet’s surface, itely one for the nine-eyed 
Controls allow acceleration and Droomer Beast of Yasrog. 
braking in a similar fashion to Simon Williams 
’Scramble’, they let you fire Rating 7/10 
forward and upward and Price £7.95 (cassette) £9.95 
bounce the buggy over the (disk) Publisher Micro Power 
radioactive rocks and lava pools Ltd., Sheepscar House, Sheep- 
that litter the road ahead. scar Street South, Leeds 

The response is good and the LS7 1AD. 

The graphics are not particu- bet is when they decide to rest, 
larly stunning, but the screen 
does scroll round smoothly 
while the enemy ships zip 
about. 

As well as firing at you and 
your pod, the enemy can turn 
sideways on and fire at Zeta 7, , 
so as well as protecting your 
own hide you have to ensure 
that Zeta survives. The alien 
ship also hurl bolts at you. 

Predicting which way they’re Rating: ''fto Mike Gerrard 
going to jump sometimes re- Price £7 95 Publisher Mogul Soft- I 
suits in a direct hit. Your best ware 01-734 6080 

are quite well done, the sound 
reasonable and at £1.99 with a 
fast loader, it’s a steal. 

Bryan Skinner 

Rating: •' io 

Price £1.99 (cassette), £5.99 
(disk i Publisher Mastertronic, 01 
402 3316 

vehicle is very well depicted 
with all visible wheels follow¬ 
ing the contours of the ground 
most convincingly. There are 
enough different aliens to keep 
things interesting. 

Although the game is very 
well written and generally en¬ 
joyable to play, the lava pools 
are just too small to be spotted 
when your eyes are busy on 
other parts of the screen. Defin¬ 
itely one for the nine-eyed 
Droomer Beast of Yasrog. 

Simon Williams 
Rating 7/10 
Price £7.95 (cassette) £9.95 
(disk) Publisher Micro Power 
Ltd., Sheepscar House, Sheep¬ 
scar Street South, Leeds 
LS7 1AD. 

bet is when they decide to rest. 
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GEMSOFSTRADUS 
Kuma has started to produce 
software, to be marketed by 
Artisoft, and one of their first 
offerings is a graphic adventure 
called 'Gems ofStradus'. 
The main objective is to dis¬ 
cover the wealth of AM’. But, as 
with most adventures, there 
are a number of other problems 
to be solved which are posed by 
snakes, ghosts and other nas¬ 
ties. 

Once loaded the screen gives 
instructions about commands 
allowed and how to move 
around from room to room. The 

main display shows three text 
and one graphics window. As 
well as a picture of each room 
you enter, there’s also a window 
for reports, another for error 
messages and a strip along the 
bottom for the input of com¬ 
mands. 

You move around Stradus 
using the cursor keys, and 
commands may be stacked in 
the Amstrad’s keyboard buffer 
so that you can move quickly 
from one area to another. If you 
don’t know where you’re going, 
you can land in trouble. 

The room display itself 
shows the three walls and 
associated doors. Rooms can be 
distinguished by the colour 
coding of their walls, with each 
room having a different scheme 

- (the Great AM is obviously a 
dab hand with a Dulux colour 
chart). Objects are cunningly 
displayed in set positions on the 
floor of the rooms, which means 
that they never overlap. 

The command interpreter is a 
fairly basic example of the 
species, recognising only two 
word entries and not respond¬ 
ing to useful commands such as 
“DROP EVERYTHING ”. It 
does, however, check for foolish 
entries, like trying to walk 
through solid walls or locked 
doors. 

A maze adventure is hardly a 
new concept, and there are 
certainly games with better 
graphics than Gems ofStradus, 
but for all that there is some¬ 
thing rather appealing about 

the game. As an adventure, it’s 
not easy, but the puzzles are 
logical and the input routines 
seem pretty bomb-proof. Worth 
looking at until some more 
advanced graphic adventures 
come along for the 464. 

Simon Williams 

Rating: 6 10 
Price £8.95 Publisher: Amsofl, 
(0277)230222 

COMMODORE 64 

HAVOC 

Havoc is a decent facsimile of 
Zaxxon. The object is to reach a 
base before it gets destroyed, 
avoiding various perils on the 
way. 

The screen shows a stylistic 
’urban’ scene — blocks of green, 
grey roads with white dashes 
down the middle, and a back¬ 
drop made of big monolithic 
structures with blue open 
spaces between them. You’re 
shown as a delta-winged fighter 
and below is your shadow, 
which changes as you bank left 
and right via joystick control. 
But I found the 'forward to dive, 
backwards to climb’ combina¬ 
tion hard to get used to at first. 

Once you’ve taken off, and 
begin to glide serenely about, 
you come across the first hazard 
— enemy fighters. These aren’t 
portrayed very well and look 
like WWII VI rockets. Surpri¬ 
singly the fighters don’t fire at 
you, or chase you but they can 

be tricky to avoid and difficult 
to shoot down, especially if 
you’ve moved up to the right of 
the screen. 

With regards to the other 
hazards, keep an eye on your 
shadow to help you get your 
bearings. Once past these 
you’re up against a hail of 
gargantuan black bombs which 
descend at a rate of knots, their 
mission to make a pizza of your 
plane. 

If you want to know how well 
you’re doing, dive down and 
taxi, your wing-tip lights flash, 
and the screen display clears to 
a ’Statrep’ (Status Report) 
which shows how much damage 
has been done to your craft and 
the base you’re trying to reach. 

Should you dodge the bomb 

phase, a wall blocks further 
movement. At the base there’s a 
narrow aperture and man- 
ouevring through this without 
losing those useful wings is no 
picnic. 

Through the hole lies a simi¬ 
lar screen, but obviously it’s a 
lot harder. 

The graphics are good and 
clear and the scrolling impress¬ 
ive. 

However, the action’s a bit 
limited and the left/right joys¬ 
tick response was sometimes a 
little sticky. Even so, it’s not an 
easy game and certainly worth 
a look. 

Tim Brown and Bruce Preston 

Rating: 7/10 
Price £9.95 Publisher Dynavision 
Productions 0582 595222 

BBC B 

KAROS 
Starting out from the stone 
gateway that leads to the legen¬ 
dary island of Karos, you seek 
out the legendary Talisman of 
Khoronz. Then you must return 
to the gateway, collecting up 
any other treasures you may 
have found on the way. 

The cassette packaging gives 
an interesting preface to the 
adventure, together with some 
information on commands and 
objects. The game starts at the 
gateway, a sort of mini- 
Stonehenge, from whence you 

must venture forth using the 
odd command begin. 

Although I soon passed 
through a considerable number 
of locations and my map had 
begun to look quite complex, it 
was all a bit tame. Having 
explored over 60 different 
places, none of them terribly 
exciting (moors, forests and 
clifftopsforthe most part), I had 
only come across a handful of 
objects and no puzzles. As the 
adventure is supposed to con¬ 
tain some 250 locations and 62 
objects, one can only assume 
that the author has stored all 
the exciting stuff a long way 
from home. 

Not only were there precious 

few objects to be found initially, 
but nothing much in the way of 
incident or mystery occurred 
either. 

The vocabulary used is quite 
wide and you are allowed to 
enter complex, though not com¬ 
pound, commands. However, 

the usual verb plus noun com¬ 
mand is the quickest way 
around this adventure. The 
terrain is mostly logical and 
consistent so that going north 
then south will bring you back 
to the same place. 

Karos is simply not in the 
same league as Acornsoft’s ear¬ 
lier and superb Philosopher 

Quest or Castle of Riddles. It 
fails to grab one’s interest from 
the beginning. It does get better 
the deeper you go, but life’s 
short and other adventures 
beckon. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating: 7/10 
Price £9.95 Publisher Acornsoft, 
0223 316039 

DRAGON 

CHICKEN RUN 
Impsoft’s latest offering Chick¬ 
en Run is an energetic arcade 
game. Farmer Folly has a super 
egg-laying hen. But his battery 
farm is plagued by the local fox. 

The hen lays eggs, which the 
farmer can collect only one at a 

time. The eggs soon hatch into 
hungry chicks, which greedily 
gobble up the hen’s supply of 
corn. The poor old farmer can’t 
refill the seed trays quick 
enough and the unfortunate 
hen soon runs out of com. And if 
that isn’t enough to contend 
with, the fox will eat either the 
chicks or the hen without bat¬ 
ting an eyelid. 

You may get three lives and 

nine skill levels are on offer. 
The higher the level the faster 
the game. At level nine the 
game is almost implayable and 
I rarely managed to get above 
level three. 

Nice use of colour and sound, 
and good animation through¬ 
out. A pleasure to play. 

Jim Ballard 

Rating 8 10 

Price £7.95 Publisher Impsoft, 
01-675 5577 
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First, a question. 
Who do you think are the 

world's most avid consumers of 
microcomputers? 

The ingenious Japanese? 
The fashionable French? 
The acquisitive Americans? 

Believe it or not, it's we 
British who own more micros 
per person than any other nation 
on earth. 

Yet, despite its amazing 
impact, the microcomputer has 
only just begun to scratch at the 
surface of our lives. Without 
doubt, the best is yet to come. 

Use and Abuse. 
In several recent surveys, 

some astonishing facts about 
micro use and abuse were 
revealed. 

It was discovered that the 
micro is hopelessly under¬ 
utilised. If you’re already a micro 
owner, your own experience may 
well confirm this unhappy state 
of affairs. 

Brainpower. A source 
of knowledge. 
For thousands of years, 

the key to self improvement has 
been in the hands of the written 
word. Now, thanks to 
the Brainpower range, it’s very 1 
much in the hands of the micro. W 

As the Brainpower A 
range demonstrates, this does not 

^ WHEN WILL HE STOPS 
USING ME LIKE A TOY A\D 
START USING ME LIKE 

v A COMPUTER ? > 

require prior knowledge of micros, or 
how they work. 

The Brainpower concept has 
been devised as integrated applications 
and educational software. And its aim 

is to stretch both your mind and your 
imagination. 

It offers a unique way to realise 
your own full potential and that of your 
micro. In a way you could never hope to 
achieve from the printed word alone. 

In this respect, the Brainpower 
range stands on its own. 

A unique concept. 
All the Brainpower titles share 

one thing in common, apart from their 
stimulating subject matter, that makes 
them unique. 

You will find each title comprises 
three distinctive elements: A teaching 
program that helps you to get to grips 
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KNOW HE’S COT A^S, 
brain en there, if only 
I COULD DISCOVER THE 

, BEST WAY OF USING. 
^ IT 

rour micro can 
ist in each other. 

STAR WATCHER 
The secrets of the heavens are yours. Isolate all the 
constellations as well as main stars for easy 
identification. Even turn stars and constellations on 
and off at will. Screen by screen, you will see exactly 
how the 1,500 brightest stars move through time and 
space. And all from any point on the Earth's surface at 
any time of the year. 

Star Watcher is without doubt the definitive home 
observatory. 

DECISION MAKER 
Should you buy a new 
house’ Change jobs’ 
Have children? Start your 
own business? Such 
decisions should not be 
taken lightly Armed 
with Decision Maker, you 
can be quite sure of 
examining every avenue, 
and arriving at a rational, 
structured answer. 

If you value the way 
you run your life, you 
need Decision Maker. 

NUMBERS AT WORK 
Tackle all the number problems you’re likely to face in 
daily and business life From straightforward 
multiplication and division of fractions, through 
decimals, percentages, ratios, mark-ups and margins 
to compound interest, depreciation, VAT and PAYE. 

Numbers at Work gives you a distinct edge, since 
you will be able to both understand and manipulate 
numbers at will. 

PROJECT PLANNER 
Project Planner teaches you how to divide even 
the most complex project down into meaningful 
components. Learn how to determine the length 
and importance of every single task, and those 
elements critical to the fulfilment of your plan. Even 
anticipate problems you hadn’t envisaged 

You have the measure of any situation because 
you have the fullest possible grasp of all the factors 
which affect it. 

FORECASTER 
Forecaster takes the guesswork out of forecasting, by 
accepting that tomorrow’s events will be best 
predicted on the basis of today’s facts Armed with 
Forecaster, sales targets and growth trends, even 

sporting events and election results can be 
accurately and very quickly predicted 

Invaluable to you in both your private and 
business life. 

with the subject at your own pace. An 
applications program to put what you 
learn into action. And finally with each 
package, you get an expertly written 
book and interactive tutorial. 

Tick your choice 

SPECTRUM 
48K 

BBC B 
Tape 

BBC B 
DISK 

40/80 Tiack 

COMMODORE 
64 

Tape 

COMMODORE 
64 

Disk 

£14 95 £19 95 £24 95 £19 95 £24 95 

Decision Maker N/A N/A 

Numbers at Work N/A N/A 

Star Watcher N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Entrepreneur N/A N/A 

Proiect Planner N/A 

Forecaster N/A 

Please add £1 50 for postage and packing 
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Publishing Ltd for £- 
Please debit my Access .jp , , , , i i i i i i i i i I I 
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ENTREPRENEUR 
Entrepreneur teaches you all the steps required to plan and start 
your own business It will forecast your first 18 months' cash flows, 
generate your Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. Help 
you in discussions with your bank manager and partners. Explain 
the notions of assets, liabilities, overheads, working capital, cash 
flow and break even point. 

Invaluable to anyone who is planning a business venture. 

NAME 
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POSTCODE 

TELEPHONE_SIGNATURE_ 

Send to Triptych Publishing Ltd. (TBL Book Service Ltd) FREEPOST, 
CAMBERLEY. SURREY GU15 3BR All goods fully tested and returnable if in any 
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■C compatible 3in disk drive with 
DFS and disks (needs interface) £80 or 
swap moderm/acoustic coupler Tel: 
(Neil) Hayling 464005 after 6pm. 
TsMaat Map<ar exchange or sell for 
Electron plus 1 expansion unit or 
software or BBC recorder Mr R 
Mackay, Brochrobbie, Brora, Suther¬ 
land. Scotland KW9 6NE. 
MC B, radio cassette, b/w TV, 150 
games (mostly copies), m/c book vgc 
£600. 16KZX81. printer, proper 
keyboard, joystick, m/c book 50+ 
games (some originals) 20+ mags. 
£120 ono. Tel: 0427-84-294 (Dave). 
■SC Medal B OS 12 with games worth 
£90 and magazines. Sell complete for 
£350 (ono)7write to Neil, 6 Myrtle 
Close, Robins wood, Gloucester GL4 
9YP. 
■•C B for sale Brand new. Offer 
includes B/W 12" TV, tape recorder 
and £90 worth of S/W + mags £400ono 
Tel: Geoff (01) 858 2794. 
MC B + magazines + Voltmace 
joystick asking£330. Eprom program¬ 
mer, £35, Arena 3000, Ghouls Pengo 
and Mr Wimpy asking £16 or £4.00 
each. Tel: 01-736 7714. 
Terek ZBB second processor complete 
with Perfect Writer Speller Cacl. Filer 
and BBCZ80 Basic with manuals £250 
ono. Tel: Walton (0932) 245593 after 
8pm. 
Swap BBC software over 400 titles, disk 
or tape latest available. Tel: Mr 
Ahmed 041-427 2034. After 6pm Or 
write: 277 Nithsdale Road, Glasgow, 
G415LX 
BMC Were computer only 2 months old 
plus complete disk drive and cassette 
recorder £650ono Tel: 01-517 2429 
BBC B with disk drive interface, 
joystick, cassette player, software 
including Chess, Flight Simulator. 
Planetoid. Snapper. Philosopher's 
Quest. Good condition, sell for £420. 
Tel: 01-748 3607 eves. 
BBC Modal B with B/W TV. cassette 
recorder, Seikosha printer, speech 
synthesizer. EPROM programmer, 
plenty of software and paper included 
£650. Tel: 0869 243563 
Far safe Bluethunder, Millionaire, 
Stonkera, CodenameMut, JetSet Wil- 

FCN Billboard 
Atari 850 interface module wanted. 
Good price paid and will collect Free 
original software included in deal. Tel: 
Derby 811711 after 5pm. 
Atari 400 48K with replacement 
keyboard, a Quick Shot joystick and 
Basic kit £100. Tel: 01-777 2605. 
Atari Manuals: De Re Atari + four 
others. £30 ono. Games: Jumbo Jet 
Pilot, Scram. Sea Dragon for sale or 
swap. Tel: Watford 37979 after 6pm. 
Wanted Atari 410 cassette and Basic 
cartridge. Also wanted Atari memory 
upgrade and any games. Tel: Declan 
Liady 0273 558033 
Atari computer software for sale va¬ 
rious titles from £4. Also if anyone 
owns an 822 printer please get in 
touch. After 7pm. Tel: 584 1151. 
Atari 600X1 computer + 1010 cassette 
recorder + joystick + Blue Thunder, 
Donkey Kong, Lone Raider and Air- 
strike 2 for £2000 Tel: (051) 734 3039 
after 5pm. 
Wanted Atari 810. Diskdrive + manual 
Tel: 0642 819539. 
Atari Baric A +, next Step, Pilot (Educa¬ 
tors), OS+DOS listings, all perfect. 
Offers please to Jeremy. Tel: Deeside 
(0244)814289 

ly, MM713 Slitcer puzzle. Pitfall, 
Trashman Nightflight II, Horace 
skiing all half-price. Originals. Tel: 
0495 214185 Mike. No pirates. 
BBC B with disk interface, joystick 
cassette player, software including 
Chess. Flight Simulator. Planetoid. 
Snapper. Philosophers Quest. Good 
condition, sell for£420. Tel: 01-748 3607 
eves. 
BBC Micro computer only 2 months old 
plus complete disc drive and cassette 
recorder £650ono. Tel: 01-517 2429 
BBC Model B with B/W TV. cassette 
recorder. Seikosha printer, speech 
synthesizer. EPROM programmer, 
plenty of software and paper included 
£650. Tel: 0869 243563. 
For sale Bluethunder. Millionaire. 
Stonkcrs. CodenameMut. JetSet Willy. 
M M713 Slitccr puzzle .Pitfall. Trashman 
Nightflight II. Horace skiing all half- 
|>ricc. Originals . Tel: 0495214185 Mike 

Tea Baric parn on cassette, with Acorn 
poster, badges, leaflets, balloons, all in 
an Acorn carrier bag Only £4.50. Tel: 
01-986 5495 ask for Andy 

Atari Pilot (educators) £40, Basic A+ 
£30, Next Step £15, or together £75 or 
offers. All perfect condition. Tel: 
(0244) Deeaide 814289 (Jeremy) 
Atari gaaMs: Pole Position, Tennis, Star 
Raiders, Necromancer, Blue Max, 
Donkey Kong Miner 2049 er, Basket¬ 
ball, Mr Cool, Pooyan. All £9 each. 
Call Amer 01-828 2923 after 5pm. 
It" Atari B/W MaaNar unboxed Original 
Taito, arcade, space invaders, logic 
board. Offer to John. Tel: 0753 888870. 
Aaataaa BOM and Atari technical users 
notes plus Analog back issues: 9-13 
and Mapping The Atari All wanted 
ring Rob 0767 260 470 after 6pm. 
Aaai« He. t and T3-16, offers wanted 
Omnimon wanted and Archiver 2-0 

’ Mapping The Atari and technical 
«. After 6pm. Tel: 0767 260 470. 

Commodore 

iB4,C2N. Epeon RX80 Also 
Centronics interface, DTL Basic, 
games & other software £350. Tel: 
Cambridge 322 968 after 6pm 
C8BW4 sell or swop. 30 Tanx, Wover 
Bovver, Progger 64, Zoids, Bomber- 
copter, Vortex Raider, Nine Lives. 
£3.50 each. Lot £25. Games Book 
£4 50. Tel: (0590) 683413. 
CBM *4 software, mostly Ivan Berg 
o/level educational cassette or disk. 
Also I have software to exchange, disk 
or cassette. Tel: 051 423 5493 after 

Vie 20 + recorder lots of software + 
machine code monitor. Software worth 
£300 on its own. Good value £200ono 
Tel: Upminster 21300 anytime before 
10pm 
Car—»odort Pet 3016, new ROM, large 
keyboard, 16K, cassette, built in 
screen, very good condition, £250 
including games: Invaders, Breakout, 
etc. Tel: Wolverhampton 757584 
CMM4 games for sale including. Turbo 
Tape, Buck Roger, Donkey Kong, 
Soccer II. Super Pipe Line, Aztec 
Challenge, and Space Pilot or swap 
Tel: 0706 216238. 
riMidari 64 tape swaps welcome 
many turbo loaded games Ring 
Wigan (0942) 493460 anytime - Phil. 

c cassette disk or ROMS — including 
6pm Or Galaxians Sam, Dodge, Racer and 
Glasgow, more Tel. 01.584,151 after 7pm 

Atsrt software for sale halfprice or less. 
Incl. Mule, Archon, Solo Flight, Zork, 
Carrier Force, Zaxxon Might Swap. 
Tel: (0453) 844097 after 5pm. 
Atari 600XL, with tape recorder, printer, 
over £200 software (games) and pad¬ 
dles. £250 ono. Tel: (064 73) 3392 
Chagford, Devon. 
Atari 800XL, disk drive 1050, plotter 
1020, recorder 1010, Touch Tablet, 
joysticks, top games — worth over 
£1,000. Will sell for £590 ono. Slough 
74901. 
Atari 1027 letter-quality printer 
wanted. Also wanted Atari Tracball. 
Gorf Cartridge for sale — £10. Tel: 
01-341 0464 evenings. 
Atsri computer, 32K, keyboard, good 
condition. 1010 data recorder, car¬ 
tridges: Basic, Pole Position Pac Man, 
Asteroids. Lots of cassette S/W. 
Nearest £275. Tel: Julian (0272) 
45958. 
Atari 1027 printer wanted. Atari — 
compatible dot — matrix printer 
considered. For sale — Gorf Cartridge 
for400/800£10.01-3410464 eveningB. 
Atari disks: Bandits Choplifter, Ras- 
terblaster, Space Eggs, Seafox, Zork 2, 
Wayout, Tumblebugs and Bug Attack. 
Cartridges: Asteroids Basketball 
£110 each. S A M. £14. All originals 
Mr. Bruce 031-557-3311. 

C8M64 C2N cassette, new, unused. £38 
complete with box and instruction 
booklet. Tel: Gt. Witley 420 evenings 
and weekends. 
Vic 20 • C2N rec. In immaculate 

each sell for £16 each. Sargon 2 Chess. 
£5. Tel: (0636) 706326. 
Commodors 64 business system com¬ 
prising: 1541 disk drive, graphic 
printer 1525, manuals, and maga¬ 
zines. £500 negotiable Can be sold 
separately Tel: day 01-821 3145 
Gwyneth. 
Commodore 8050 dual disk drive, never 
been used, still in boxplus interface 
lead. £500 negotiable. T>l: day 01-821 
3145 Gwyneth. 
Vlc20,C2N, 16K switchable ROM and 
three games all originals. £95. Tel: 
Norwich 745066 
Vic 20 cassette Introduction to Basic 
parts 1&2 and games books good 
condition boxed. Tel: Basingstoke 
(0256) 26292 £95. 
64 Software for sale: Attack Mutant 
Camels (£5), BMX Racers (£1), Re¬ 
venge Mutant Camels (£5), Falcon 
Patrol (£4), Arabian Nights i£6>. Tel: 
2045 442502 
Cemmodora 64 software for sale. Over 
£700 worth, mainly American, includ¬ 
ing software by Electronic Arts, Epyx, 
Sublogic, less than half price. Tel: 
0292 316729 Kevin 
CMB64 software for sale or swap. 
Filot, Zaxxon Pool, Moon Bui 

PAH/PCN C8M64 60 Programs book. 
Corrected edition £4.50 brand new. 
Uncorrected edition £2.50 ono. Also 
some games to sell or swap. Tel: (0590) 
683413. 
VIC 20/Dragon 32 software exchange. 
Bored with your software? Want other 
titles in exchange? Sae for details to 
David Gilies, 97 Drumossie Avenue, 
Inverness IV2 3SQ 
Vic 20, C2N, program reference guide, 3 
books 4 games £80 ono. Tel: 061 432 
3490. 50 Bowerfold Lane, Heaton 
Norris. Stockport, Greater Manches¬ 
ter SK4 2LU. 
Infocom CBM64 adventures to swap. 
Starcross, Enchanter. Witness. Dead¬ 
line. Infidel wanted. Will Bwap for any 
not listed above. Originals only, 
please Tel: Alsager 78676. 
Pet 4008, upgraded with 2 32K RAM 
banks giving 72K total RAM, plus 
Command-o ROM plus reset switches 
£250 ono. Tel: Watford 21549 
CBM-64 need trusted person to buy 
original software and mail to Norway. 
Radio amateur prefered. Contact Rolf 
Stranger-Johnnessen, Vatneveien 48, 
N-4560 VANSE. Norway 043/93108 
Commodore 1525 printer hardly used 
£150. Also Simons Basic cartridge 

Tel: 07736^162. 
Lynx 48K boxed and very little used, still 
under guarantee, complete with manual 
and leads etc. Bargain £99 or near offer. 
01-337 2694. 

Mswbrain ad, hardly used PSU, leads, 
technical manual £125. ITT2020, disk- 
drive, printer 64K RAM, spe ‘ 
synthesiser £390. Tel: Crewe (05 

Monitor and Brainwave Diary. Also 
‘The Newbrain Dissected” by John 
Braga £125 the lot. Tel 0533 709245. 
Newbrain A- £175 of swap BBC disk 
drive. Tel: Wolverhampton 870321 
eves. 

.£175 of swap BBC disk drive, 
jn 870321 Tel: Wolvcrhamplof 1 eves. 

. with 48K RAM. printer 
and two disk drives. £620 ono. Tel: 
Chagford (064 73) 3392. 
MZ700 with built-in cassette. Includ¬ 
ing joystick, Knights Expert Machine 
Code, Forth ana Wee Pascal plus 
games £175. Tel: Hartelpool 65468 
after 6pm. 
Sharp MZ80K computer. 48K RAM, 
built in monitor and tape recorder. 
Basic, Forth, Pascal, over 50 games, 
£180. Tel: Luton (0582) 592758 after 
6pm._ 

1 software Invaders, Moria. Fan- 
FUot.. Zaxxon Pool. Moon Buggy, Pole taay. Oric Trek. Super Meteors, apd 
Position good pnees Tel: 0706216238 House of Death £4 each, £22 the lot 

^ "-‘ ’ Tel: Robert, Taunton 73588. 
(Me 148K, over £170. software includ¬ 
ing Hobbit, Forth and four books, 
mag.<g £130 (jiuck sale. Tel: after 6pm 

oric 48k perfect condition, with soft¬ 
ware, including Hobbit, Harrier 
Attack, Colossal Adventure etc. Also 
books: Basic, Machine code. Worth 
£200 Asking £99 Tel: Dunstable 
(0582)68081. 
Ortc 1 48K, books, software, mags etc. 
Nearly new 8 months guarantee. £90 
or swap for 48K Spectrum. Tel: (01) 
300 9875 ask for Dave. 
(Me 1 48K, plus £60 software and two 
books, only £ 130. Tel: Edinburgh <031) 
336 5428 after 5pm. 
Oric 1 48K, includes all leads, manual 
and welcome tape. Boxed and in vgc. 
£100. Tel: Bristol (0272) 670292. 
(Me 116K, perfect condition plus lots of 
good software i.e.: Invaders. Harrier 
Attack etc. Only £60. Tel: Birming¬ 
ham 426 3685 after 6pm. 
(Me 1 48K and Seikosha printer. 
Software and books. S.a.e. to: Mr 
Berks, 43 Milford Court, Galemoor 
Avenue, Alverstoke, Hants. Gosport 
520204 £150. 
(Me I HohhH in exchange for Oric Forth, 

accept £320. Tel: 01-207 1604 after Also Intellivision games cartridges, 
6.30pm. Star Strike and Space Battle £5 each. 

20 + cassette unit, 16K RAM pack, Tel: Ripley 860653. 
j : - - • — iginal 

Judin 
5 cartridge Ortc 

games, chess tape, and books vgc. at just over half price, including 
Worth £280 bargain at £150. Tel: Defence Force, Wimpy, Hunchback, 
Bookham (0372) 57242. Zorgons For list tel: (01) 485 8393 
Commodore 84, C2N cassette, 3 games, after 4om. 
£195 ono. Tel: 01-858 7572 after 6pm Chrtstiaa Oric Hackers Am I alone? 
lit. . I A. A.J.. 14 I_L._:_ 
Vie 20+ recorder lots of software 
machinecode monitor. Software worth 
£300 on its own. Good value £200 ono. 
Tel: Upminster 21300 anytime before 
10pm. 

Write to: Andy, 14 Ivanhoe Drive, 
Kenton, Harrow, Middx HA3 8QP 
Oric Atmos 48K + £80 worth of software 
plus £30 worth of books & mags. Still i £30 worth of books & mags. Still 

’, will accept £95 only. Call Shah on 
01-840 3537. 
Ortc Atmos 48K £125. Atari 600XL 16K 
£100, Sinclair ZX80 offers. Kempston 
joy interface £10. Sinclair executive 
calculator offers. 51 Lovell Gardens. 
Watton. Norfolk. 
Ortc 116k, perfect condition plus lota of 
good software eg. Ivaders, Harrier 
Attack etc. Only £60. Tel: Birming¬ 
ham (021) 426 3685 after 6pm. 
(Me 48k software for sale unwanted 

MOO ono. Tel. 105241 415436. More. T,|. (0952, 501967. 

Oric 1 48k £110 Jupiter Ace £50. 
Colour Genie 32K £175. Aquarius-1 

48k Lynx including compatible cassette 
recorder, hi res. Green screen moni¬ 
tor, manual and software plus serial 
printer pack £210 or offers. Tel: 
Nuneaton 327007. 
Lynx 96k, disk drive, printer interface 
and over £50 software, all boxed in 

ono. Tel: (0524) 415436. More- 
cambe. 
Lynx 48k boxed and very little used, 
still under guarantee, complete with 
manual and leads etc. Bargain £99 or 
near offer. 01-337 2694 

20K + Datacorder + software £75. MB 
Vectrix £50. Borland, 51 Lovell Gar¬ 
dens, Watton, Norfolk. 

60 
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+ lota of software + 
many accessories. Five months old. 
Co«t£260. Sell for £ 120 ono Tel: (0222) 
842817. , , 
Oric 1 48k + printer + £85 worth of 
software inc. Hobbit, Forth Ass/Dis- 
asaembler also joystick with interface 
£175 ono or will separate. Tel : Reading 
667966 after 5pm. 
Oric 1 software for sale all originals. 
Dinky Kong, Killer Caverns, Multi¬ 
games 1, Oric Flight and Teach 
Yourself Basic £3.50 each. Tel: Lane- 

762361 after 7pm 
: 1 software. Different adventure 

for 48K model £3 per title. Tel: 

Oric 1 48k new plus extra manuals 
w. proc flight and games cassettes tape 
recorder cost £184. Bargain £120 for 
quick sale 0268 693770. 
Atmos a— frtmd wanted to exchange 

___and cassette recorder loads 
of magazines and books and software 
£140 ono. Tel: 021378 3969 after 6pm. 
Oric 1 for sale, used once, excellent 
condition, lots of software, books, 
magazines and joystick interface. £80 
ono. Tel: Hitchen 731140 
Oric Atmos, 4 months old, 3 books, 
software, complete with manuals & 
leads worth over £200 accept £130 
buyer collects. Tel: Bracknell 57271 
after 6pm. 
Oric 1 for sale, used once, excellent 
condition, lots of software, books, 
magazines and joystick interface. 
£80ono. Tel: Hitchcn 731140. 
Oric 148K, all leads, software(Zorgons, 
Defence etc) 60 progs + various mags. 
8 months guarantee left. Only £90 or 
swap for 48K spectrum. Tel: Dave 
01-3009875. 
Oric 14tK - Oricprinter + £85 worth of 
software inc. Hobbit Forth Aas/dis- 
assembler and books. Also joystick 
with interface £200 ono or will sepa¬ 
rate. Tel: Reading (0734)667966 after 

Oriel 48K, software, books, mags etc. 
Eight months guarantee remaining 
Only £90 or will swap for 48K 
Spectrum Tel: Dave after 5pm 01-300 

lift 0ric-l plus two manuals, two 
program books and £25 software. 
Excellent condition. Only £60 ono. Tel: 
Paul on (0728 88) 8145 (Snape, Suf- 

Aimot 48K spare leads 2 PSU’s + 
manuals. Guarranted. Software: Hob¬ 
bit Xenon Maze/Breakout Welcome- 
tapes. Worth £230, want £160-170 
ono. Perfect Condition. Tel: Wendover 
0296 624661. 
48K Oric Atmos * lota of software + 
many accessories. Five months old. 
Cost £260. Sell for £120 ono. Genuine 
sale. Tel: (0222) 842817 
0ricl-48k + tape recorder + joystidi + 
interface (needs attention) + book + 
£100 software. Worth £250+ sell £150 
ono. Also other recorder £20 ono 
(Ferguson). Tel: after 4pm (0767) 
261000 —Gavin. 
496K Oric Atmos ♦ lota of software + 
many accessories. Five months old. 
Cost £260 sell for £120 ono. Genuine 
Sale! Tel: (0222) 842817. 
Oric148k + Books + four tapes £80 also 
software Xenon 1, Zorgons Revenge £3 
each. Hobbit £5. Also ZX81 + 16K 
RAM and Fuller keyboard £50. Tel: 
Dover 0304 210746. 
Oric 1/Atmas games for sale or swap. 
Hopper, Ultra, Electro-Storm, Two- 
Gun Turtle and Frigate. £3.50 to £4 
each. Tel: (0242) 527210. Ask for 
Matthew. 

rams, etc. Write to Alan Wright, 54, 
Hawkhill Rd., Alloa. Clacks, Scotland, 
(age 16). _ 

____JCSpecti 
from houses like Sinclair, Imagine, 
Softek. £3 each £12 the lot. Tel: (0732) 
842208 (anytime). 
SsAorexekaagesun lamp,Sinclair PSU, 
Spectrum 1/0 port for Electron soft¬ 
ware add/ons etc. Mr. R. Mackay, 
Brochrobbie, Brora, Sutherland, Scot¬ 
land KW96NE 
Spectrum 48K. Arcade, Past. Ant 
Attack, Fighter Pilot, Hunchback, 
Cookie, Facrorx, Breakout, Ah Did- 
dums, Manic Miner, Chequered Flag, 
£2.25, all originals, + many more. Tel: 
(0253) 403994. 
Spoctnim 48K, guaranteed until Au¬ 
gust 85. Plus software and cassette 
recorder. Will swap with other sys¬ 
tems or offers. Tel: 358313 or 102 
Marconi Road, Chelmsford. 
48K Suctr—i 7 months old, compatable 
cassette recorder. Interface 2, Kemp- 
ston Joystick, 8 games eg Manic 
Miner, Jetaet Willy + mags Worth 
£250+. Sell £180. Tel: 051 652 0538 
after 6pm. 
Spectrum software — Ocean’s Kong, 
Cookie, Escape, orbiter, jetpac. Sen¬ 
tinel, Horace and Spiders, Diddums, 

ZX-81 16k new fuller keyboard, £30 
worth of games including FI ight Simu¬ 
lator, Donkey Kong, Scramble and 
more, all worth £110. Sell £80 ono. 
L'pool 051 428 7346. 
Prism VTX 5000 modem for Spectrum, 
selling to buy a new keyboard, £60. 
Tel: Cull, 01-886 4797. 
Mmfaca/tayatfcii wanted for Spectrum. 
Tel: Stewart 021 429 4360 
ZX SI Resurrected!!! now needs software 
(assembler. Forth compilers) hardware 
(ports, synths keyboards etc.), but 
cncaply! McKenzie 44. Broadwood 
Drive, Fulwood. Preston Lancs PR2 

w joystick, with interface and 
conversion tape one. for Spectrum. £12. 
Also Spectrum software. Hunchback £4. 
Ah Diddums £3, Hungry Horace £2. Tel: 
Mcllis 350 eves. 
ZX 81, 16k, 7 games, manuals + mags, 
adaptor, leads. £80. Tel: Yeovil 25325. 
Unwanted present Spectrum 48K Inter¬ 
face 2, Quickshot I, joystick. 19 -■—* 

Peripherals 
FakmZXtl, keyboard f +powersupply), 
ZX-printer (+ rolls of paper), £150 
software. Good condition, £50 ono. 
Will split. Tel: Mark, (0474) 873185 
after 6pm. 
SeguMha GP100A printer. BBC cable. 5 
spare ribbons, paper, £145. Also BBC 
software — Acomsoft, Micro Power, 
etc. originals, £3 each. Tel: Richard, 
01-2366640 
Disk drive 80/40 track switchable. own 
PSU. £400 as new. Electron software, 
eight games includi ng Snapper, Goril¬ 
la, Blaggard, Chuckle Egg, Quest, 
Cylon Attack, £15. Tel: Dronfield 
416659 
MCP-40 printer plotter, boxed, as new, 
complete with BBC cable, manual and 

are rolls of paper, £95. Tel: 0903 

tinel, Horace and 
Jumping Jack and Programming 
Your Spectrum — all for £25. Tel: 
(0623)746105. , „ 
Spectrum 48k ZX printer Interface 2, 
Currah Speech Synthesiser, Dk Tro¬ 
nic* Spectra Sound, plus software and 
paper all boxed and in excellent 
condition £190. Tel: (042 54) 3013 
(Ringwood). 
Sfictmm top games at bargain prices: 
Kanga, Bugaboo, Astra, Jack and 
Beanstalk. Lota more. SAE for list. 
Mark Scott, 405 Stratford Road, 
Sparkhill, Birmingham. 
48K Spectrum, 3 months old, + prog¬ 
rammable joystick interface and £50 
original software Worth £230 inc. 
mags sell for £170 ono. Tel: Newmar¬ 
ket 664557 
Spectrum 48k plus Currah Speech 
Synthesiser lots of software, books + 
mags Worth £200. All as new guaran¬ 
tee etc. £ 120 ono. Ring Richard 026 286 
358. 
TRS-80, Model 1, level two, interface, 
48K, graphic unit, cassette recorder, 
books, software, modulator. Sell lot for 
£200. Tel: 061-368 7145. 
TRS80 Model 1, twin disks and printer, 
software and books. Price: £600. Tel: 
Gosport 520204 or SAE Mr Berks, 43 
Milford Court, Galemoor Avenue. 
Alverstoke, Hants. 
Tandy Model 100 portable computer, 
compatible cassette recorder and col¬ 
our plotter. Little used, still in boxes, 
cost £700, accept £400 ono. Tel: 
Salisbury 333737. 
48k Spictnw, Microdrive, Interface L 
cassette, joystick and software. £200 
or local swap for Commodore 64 and 
cassette Tel: Stephan on Sheffield 
(0742)374218 

face 2. Quickshol I. joystick. 19 games 
including Sabre Wulf. Codcnamca Mat. 
Mugsv. Attic Attack, all originals. 
Wortfi £300. sell for £200. Tel: Ramham 
24545. Delivery possible. 
Spectrum Blucthundcr. Trashman. 
Stonkcrs. CodcnamcMut. Millionaire 
Slikcrpuzzlc. Nightflitc II. JetSet Willy 
MMTB. Originals for sale half-price. 
Tel: 0495 214185. ask for Mike 
48K Spectrum Expansion kit for sale, still 
under guarantee. Only £15. Tel: Hex¬ 
ham 604668 after 6pm 
Wanted, Spectrum ZX printer or Alpha- 
corn 32 printer. Must be in good 
condition. Manchester area. Tel: 061 
205 5263. After 5pm. 
Spectrum Software for sale at less than 
half price. Send sae for list to:- 
Chnstopher Hall, 51 Clevely Park, 
Belfast BT8 4NB, Ireland. 
Wanted Spectrum software to swap or 
buy. Send your list to Daryl Ward, 3 
Newbury Close, Wigston, Leicester 
LE8 2JJ. 
Spectrum 48K, 6 months old cassette 
recorder, 25 originals including Sabre 
Wulf, The Hulk, Ad Astra. Full 
Throttle, Jet Set Willy, Mugsy TLL. 
Cost £355, sell for £200 ono or swap 
Spectrum and cash for BBC 'B\ Tel: 
Forfar (0307) 67627 after 6pm ask for 
Steve. 
Spectrum + Falter Ink, Quickshot, Inter¬ 
face cursor/Kemp8ton, 170 progs in¬ 
cluding originals. Hobbit Maziacs + 
more books, mags. Call for more 
details (0494) 443184 £155. 
ZX Spectrum 48k plus 13 pieces of 
excellent software, incl. Wheelie, Atic 
Atac, Penetrator. Tel: Bognor 864858 
eves for Spectrum at only £125 ono for 
quick sale. 
Spectrum Seftware for sale or swap. 
Nearly 300 titles Send your list for 
mine to POSER. 377 Winchester Rd., 
Bassett, Soton. 
48k Spectrum, 7 months old. Kempston 
joystick interface, software including 
Fighter Pilot, Hobbit, Android 2, 
VGC. Includes leads manuals etc. Tel: 
Ringwood (04254) 4068. £120 
ZX81 seftware for sale. All originals 
Sell for £2 each or all twelve for £20. 
Tel: Peter 01-540 7860 anyday after 
7pm. 
ZX Spectrum 48k. joystick, interface, 
blank cassettes, over £200 of quality 
software. Still under guarantee, boxed 
100 mags, books, £180 ono. 995-1874. 

Brother EP44 typewriter/printer NLQ, 
dot matrix, 6 months old, cost £260. 
sell £180. No offers. Tel: 051-226 0025. 
Wanted, multi-standard modem, pre¬ 
ferably Minor Miracles WSdOOO or 
Paces Nightingale. Good price paid. 
Tel: 0273 558033 
Printer LQ. (60cps), £65 BBC ROM/ 
RAM extender, £20. 16K RAM for 
extender, £20. BBC disk drive, £70.8" 
drive, no case, £20. Greenford. Tel: 
01-5789136. 
Daisy Wheel II. Top Tandy printer, 
£1,550 list. Includes fitted interface 
for single sheet feeder, SOOwpm. Ex¬ 
cellent condition, £1,000 ono. Tel: 
0436 71920 

Wanted for T199 4A RS232. 32K cards 
for expansion box and anything else. 
Please phone price. Bournemouth. 
Tel: 0202 433704 anytime. 
T199/4A. Bargain. Console E.B speech, 
TI tape, several modules, tapes, books, 
joysticks, b/w TV, colour TV. Buyer 
must uplift, or pay delivery. £250 ono. 
Tel: Pontefract. (0977) 700702 
Menmtech MTX-500. Plus tapedeck and 
book. Under guarantee still. Hardly 
used. Sell for £190. Tel: 01-960 7729, 
ask for Donna, anytime 
Mametech MTX-5B8 plus some software. 
£200 ono. Tel: (08894) 78564 
Exchange GCL M5 (Sard) for HP41C. 
Tandy PC-1 or Sharp PC-1211. Ive 
only used it twice, so it’s as new. Tel: 
0734 594755 evening 
Sord MS with Basic I and Basic G 
manuals and cartridges plus graphic 
designer cassette games cartridges 
and cassettes. Excellent condition. 
Tel: 0772 30124. 
Vectrex with five game carlidges worth 
£200 Asking £99. contact D Carr 17 
Bristol Rd. Sheffield SI I 8RL. Please 
include Tel no. if possible 
Dragon 32, joystick, printer, and cassette 
leads. Chess cartridge. Arcade and 
adventure games Book, mags etc. 
£120 ono. Tel: Sunbury (09327) 85511 
extn 3169. office hours. 
PCH issues 1 to 76. All in excellent 
condition, worth nearly £35, only £15 
ono. Tel: Northampton 64663. 
Pm Pal wanted to swap software in¬ 
formation and lots of hints and tips. 
Please write to John Parkes, 22 
Chichester Close, Grantham, Lines 
NG31 8 AS. 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free inPCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Include your 
phone number or address in these 24 words if you want 
them to appear in the ad. Send the completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer Hews, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Address:. 

Telephone:. 
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MICROSHOP 
Rate*; £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available Mechanical Data* 

Column width. I column 57mm. 2 colours 118mm. 3 columns 179mm Com Dates; lOdays prior to publication. 
 Contact: Tony O'Reilly 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTER 

FROM C250 + VAT 
Details front 

SINO COMPUTER LTD 
UNIT S3. ST DAVID S MARKET CENTRE 

SWANSEA SA1 3LG 
Tel: 0792 475503 

ORIC FUN - 
(■antes for your Oric 1 and Atmos 
UK Xenon 1 £7.50 • PSS Marc £5 95 

£7.50 • PSS The Ultra £5.95 
UK pneate Commander £5 50 • PSS Hopper £5 98 

IJK Probe 3 £6 VI • PSS Light Cycle 
Price* inc VAT A PAP SAE for full lists 

90plus software titles. 
PH11.DAT A (WM), 

Pudsev. W. 
LS28 9I 

W. York*. 
—28 9BY, 

ACCESS Orders Telephone (0532) 578851 

BECOME A PROGRAMMER 
Improve your prospects in the industry of the 80s 
We ll develop your skills more quickly and more 
professionally with our home study Programming 
Course, based on Spectrum Write for brochure 

IDEAL SCHOOLS 
Ref: PC2 Freepost 
Glasgow G1 4BR 
Tel: 041-248 5200 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE: 
BUSINESS A40 GAMES FOR MOST COMPUTERS 

Commodore 64, Vic 20. BBC. Atan. Dragon. 
Spectrum, MZ700, ZX81 
New Releases for CBM 64, Spectrum, BBC, Atari, 
Dragon, Spectrum, MZ700,2X81 
New releases forCBM 64,Spectrum,BBC Every2 
weeks — just send S.A.E. and we send you a new 
list every 2 weeks 
Altai CIO data cassettes 40p each. 5 C15 data 
cassettes £2 40 5V«" floppy discs D/sided — DL 
density, £2.30 each or 5 for £10. 

LOWEST PRICES IN UK? 
MICROS 
Spectrum 4*K 
(tree six pack software) 
CommodonM 

FOR YOUR MICROS 
ZX Microdrive 
ZX Interface 1 
ZX Interlace 2 

Quickshot II Joystick 
Programmable Joystick Intertai 
Commodore C2N tassetie Un*t 
Commodore 15410ak Drive 
Commodore 1701 Monitor 
Epson RX80FT 
Alphacom 32 Printer 
CASIO 
P8 700 
FX750P 
FX720P 
PB410 
PB110 
CASIO KEYBOARDS 
MT46 
MT68 
MT2O0 
MT 800 

£194.95 
0*9 00 
£455 00 

£47.95 
£47.95 
£1195 
£4.75 
£9.95 

£22.95 
£40 00 

£199 00 
£199 00 
£255.00 

£55 00 

£123.15 
£*5 95 
£47.95 

£79.96 
£11995 
£111 95 
£224 15 

PAP £3 00 (within UK) 

K.K. STATIONERS 
187 Edgware Road. 126EdgwareRoad, 
Marble Arch. W21ET Marble Arch. W22DZ 
Tel. 01-7231436_Tel. 01-4024592 

corvtooonr M an "oak l £5 95 I 
UK 20 (—= _) £5 95 ATARI (,T.) £5 95 I 
5PKTRUM £595 BBC £5 95 I 
eieanon £595 ■ 

HIGH SPEED BACK-UP 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

BLANK CASSETTES 
Guaranteed top quality computer, 

HATurf UUM. 
Prices include VAT. past and pocking 
□ IC51C4.35 U (CIO) £4.40 □[C12IE4.45 
□ C15 C4.50 □ (C30| £4.70 □ G$0 £5.30 
□ (C90) £7.00 
BASF R.OPPY DISCS 
PnoesofbaxesoflO 
□ 5'/« Single side/Single density £19.55 
□ 5'A Double side/Double density £21.85 
□ 5'/4 Double stde/Quad density £28.75 
DISC DRIVES 
Include Manual. Leads. Utilities Disc 
□ TEAC 55A 40 tracks - £139 eoch 
□ 1EAC 55F 40 80 swifehabte DS - 
£209 each Free delivery UK only 
Indicx^e qjanftfy of each product required in bates 
ChequeV O er dosed fort_ 

NAME___ 

ADDRESS- 

pftopcsnonni 
mAGnmcuTD 

Cassette House. 329tirdet Rood. Leeds LS10 3YY 
FREEPOST Tel (0532)706066 PCN 

AMSTRAD CPC464 to Centronics 

Parallel PRINTER CABLES 
Cl 2.50 inc VAT & p/p 
1st class return of post service 

Cheques or P/0 only to: 

Computer Services. 63 Quilp Drive 
Chelmsford, Essex CM 1 4YD 

Tel: (0245) 441406 

SORD/CGL M5 
We provide a complete service tor the MS user, from software 
(Utilities and games) to manuals We also provide technical 
information on the M5 and have a Query dub Also available are 
memory additions to any Basic cartndge and the 32K rampack 
with expansion ports 

For (MM*, send a S AE to 

SHE Computer Services, 
95. Norwood Road, Blrfcby. 

Hudderatleld HD2 2YD 
Tat. (0484) 49581 

IBM P.C. XT, plus keyboard, B/W 
Screen and printer offered for rental 
October - April from £200 per month (3 
months). 

Alternatively programming commis¬ 
sions may be negotiated with former 
Consultants Systems Engineer with 
leading international company. 

BAYNARD-HILLIER 
COMMUNICATIONS 

46TREEN AVENUE, 
LONDON SW13 

 TEL; 01-876 8623 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
PCN TOP 30 ALL 10% OFF. 

Poet ^ Pecfcmg FREE. 

UTILITIES AND BUSINESS PROG¬ 
RAMS FOR ALL POPULAR HOME 
MICROS. 'PHONE FOR OUR SPECIAL 
PRICES. 

PLEASE ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO WITH ORDER. 

SOFTOPTIONS 970L0R0AD, 
TEL: 0279 32953. HARLOW. ESSEX. 

FOR SALE. ALL WORKING PERFECTLY. 
NEW BIOOER MACHINE FORCES SALE. 

Programs + Mailman+ Personal Pearl ♦ Covers + Green 
Screen 4- Monitor Stand £650 + VAT 2 x MOOEl III 48K 
TRS80 Twin Disk Drive Computers £500 + VAT each One 
Daisy Wheel Printer II Extra Type Wheels & Cover £400 + 
VAT One Matrix Printer VI & Cover £250 + VAT Software 
tor TRS80 — Sales, purchase, invoice, wages stock 
control, profile. scripsit (Vi Current Prices) 

Micro Computer Programming 
for Clinical Trial Analysis 

A wide range of analyses including life tables, log rank tests cross 
tabulations can be perlormed with a mimmum of effort 
Thoroughly tested over several years by personnel with no special 
training, this programme will run on most popular disk based 
micro computers Prices — complete documentation £S, 
programme plus manual from £275 Enquiries to Calvert 
Software 38 Rochester Road. London NW1 9JJ 

62 
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QL ASSEMBLER 
Q CODE — 68000 ASSEMBLER 

QED — SCREEN EDITOR 
Supplied on micro drive 

cassette with manual and examples 
SEND £20 to; 

Q CODE, 
42 Swinburne Road, 

Abingdon, Oxon. 
or Tel: 0235 28359 

for further information. 

RESEARCH MACHINES 380Z 
Complete bosmessetfucational system comprising /DO proces¬ 
sor. CPM 2 2. 56K user RAM. 16K graphics RAM. 8K ROM 
monitor. RS232 and Centronics parallel interlaces. Hitachi 12" 
monitor, twin 5‘ disks. 144K per dnve. 80 column varitext d-splay 
board. 320*192 dot addressable graphics Professional 15' 
MicnXine 93 printer with 160cps normal mode, graphics, and 
NLQmodes Software includes TXEDword processor FORTRAN 
BASIC. CIS COBOL, Pro Pascal Fully supported by RML in Oxford 
and upgradeable to Network. Winchester disks, colour display 
etc Offers around £1.500 invited 

Tel: Oxford 512431 

RING 

CROCKER COMPUTER AUCTIONS 
TO SELL YOU COMPUTER 

THIS WEEK 
TEL: 01-387 5838 

QLUTILITIES 
4 programs on microdrive for Sinclair 
QL to prevent DIRectory overflowing 
the screen, provide single key LOAD- 
ing or DELETion of files, repeat 
FORMATing of cartridges and back¬ 
up COPYing of whole or part of any 
cartridges. ”A verify program is un¬ 
necessary — QDOS does this automati¬ 
cally”. £10. From: 

WD SOFTWARE, _ 
Hill Top. St Mary. Jersey, C.l. Tel (0534) 81392 

SPECTRUM KOPYCAT 

Only C4.U5 
IT CAN CVW COPY ITSELF 

NEW 

MICRODRIVE KOPYCAT 
progmra. Sloes 4 ftwUs^ogrims^SSENTlAl lo. MO iranile. 

fREE Header header OespMched by Betwn ol Post 

MEDSOFT 
P0 Box 84, Basingstoke, Hants 

HOME-STUDY COURSE 
IN PROGRAMMING 
PLUS TUITION. £35 
Developed by Wolsey Hall and 
approved by Commodore for 
the 64, FAMILY BASIC is the 
complete introduction to 
programming. 
Orders or free brochure from: 
The Registrar, Dept FA2. 
Wolsey Hall, Oxford 0X2 6PR. 
Tel. 0865 54231 (24 hours) 

PRINTER BARGAINS 
JUST PLUG IN AMD OO 

INTERFACE CABLE VAT 4 CARR INCLUDED 

Mannesman Tally MTW80cps 
SM. :snaGP100A, A& 30-50cps 
Seikosha 0P250X 50cps Para & Ser 
Sek 05na GP55«A50cps Correspondence 
ShmwaCP8080cpsFnct*on Trad 
CanonPW1M0A 160ms Dra1t27cps-NLQ 
Epson RXBOFT 80cps FndionTracbon 
Daisy step 200018Cn Daisy Wheel 
Interface cable Miracle Syst Etc 
AMSTRA0 and DRA60N the tame as BBC 

STRONGCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Bryn Cottage. Pemd. Carmathen, Dyted 

phone 0267 231246 lor hill pnee list & specs 

QL BBC 
245 230 
169 1S9 
215 215 
247 229 
225 208 
339 325 
299 287 
275 255 

39 12 

SALES 
EXECUTIVE 

An experienced SALES EXECUTIVE is 
required by PROTEK COMPUTING LTD., 
the fast-growing company supplying 
quality computer accessories and 
software to High Street retailers and 
distributors all aver Britain. 

The job is based at the head office in 
Livingston and will involve travel 
throughout the U K. Experience of 
selling to the major distributors and 
major retailers is desirable. 

The right person will be rewarded 
with a generous package including 
car 
Apply in writing with full CV to 

Nick Gregory, Managing Director, 
Protek Computing Ltd., 
la Young Square, Brucefield 
Industrial Park, 
Livingston, West Lothian. 

BructfoM lnduttr.il PlA. LlvlnfWon. Writ Lottum OSO* 41SJS 1 

GET RICH 
WITH YOUR 
COMPUTER! 

The besteading American manual on making a fortune in the booming micro 
business The Computer Entrepreneur Manual (quote "It you've been thinking 
about entering this lucrative business, this manual will make you do it.' -Chicago 
Sun Times) The UK edition in deluxe ring binder contains the unabridged original 
edition and additional UK material 

Covers over 100 lucrative computer businesses: consulting, free-lance pro¬ 
gramming computer store word processing service and many more with start up 

even while starting your business), marketing, pitfalls to avoid how missing 
technical asperlenca nead not stand In your way financing ("shoestring" bud¬ 
gets. too) and much more C22 95 ♦ C2 PAP 

Wa also offer other services tor computer businesses 
The Computer Entrepreneur Journal and Newsletter Keep up wtlh the latest 

exciting computer opportunities, the beat deals from suppliers, franchises, money¬ 
making tips tor consultants and programmers, opportunities In Import/export. re¬ 
tailing mail order C28/year ♦ £2 80 PAP Ask for a free two Issue sample sub¬ 
scription with your purchase of the manual (fust mark renewal Invoice "cancel M 
you decide to discontinue after trial) 

Join The Computer Entrepreneur Society, the only International asaocietion tor 
computer businesses Intro membership only £39 50 per year (♦ £3 PAP), which 
Includes the above manual and a full one year (I) subscription to the Journal 
(these benefits alone are worth £51!) You also get an extensive number ol other 
benefits (lor example access to the world s largest library of computer business 
books/tapes) plus a free caaserta tap# seminar wtlh US micro millionaire Bill 
Oates (Microsoft, the mventor of MS-DOS), end one free manual (a £12 50 value) 
from the following new titles (indicate your choice with order) 

a The Computer Entrepreneur SoftwereJBfrtler* Market (whera^and^howjo aek 

can start): a Computer Consulting and Opportunfttee Abroad (charge C200_£300 
or more per day) Additional manuals £11 25 tor now members. £12.50 + OOp PAP 
tor non-members 

Send cheque/PO or Vlsa/Access/Eurocard into (inctod# signature end expiration 

date) to ^ C0MPUTER ENTREPRENEUR, Attn: Circulation DEP.1 

42-45 New Broad Street. London EC2M 1QY 
Catalogue and introductory package available for C3 (credited at 

subsequent purchase) 
(Orders from outside Europe: mail direct to The Computer Entrepreneur, Attn: 

Circulation Opt., PO Bo* 45* . Grand Central Terminal. New York. NY 101*3, 
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Doing a double 
on Sir Clive . . . 
Out and about recently we ran 
into a parent whose child just 
happens to go to the school that 
Sir Clive Sinclair attended in 
his youth. 

'Did you know,’ she confided, 
'that Sir Clive still takes an 
interest in the school?’ 

Well, as a matter of fact, we 
didn’t. 

'Yes. He even donated the 
school some Spectrums,’ she 
continued. 

Well there’s a surprise. 
'And the school went out and 

sold them and bought BBCs 
instead,’ she said with a trium¬ 
phant snigger. 

As Sir Clive is forever telling 
us, the Spectrum is an ideal 
micro for educational use—one 
way or another. 

Esteem or not? 
Worlds at War is soon to be 
released by a new software 
house trading under the unlike¬ 
ly name of Esteem More Than 
Equal. The publishers say that 
all sections of the Spectrum 
game are 'written in high-speed 
machine code’. 

Just as well. We’re getting 
sick and tired of all those games 
written in old-fashioned, slow 
machine code. 

Cisi, Visi, iCsi — fun times for all! 
VisiCorp has finally lost its The second mention is closer, 
battle with Software Arts over but by now the problems have 
marketingrightstoVisiCalc. A spread: 
barely significant thread in 
life’s rich tapestry, you might ^0,0JJ«inJrOA’ Sef 
think, but the story didn’t half 
give the Financial Times some >Visicalc. Coftwarc \ns 
trouble last week. 

The FT starts off confidently * 
but comes unstuck with the By the third mention, they’ve 
first mention of the package: given up hope: 

fon jPNfranvfor a 
>uto< KfciCalr is F 

Cheap games specialist Mastertronic doesn’t let its sense of economy interfere 
with its press launches. There’s no expense spared, as you can see from the 

quality of the performer that the company brought along to its launch of Chiller. 
Well, hardly any expense spared. The body popper is not Michael Jackson — K 
just looks like him. Somebody who looks like a PCN reporter said that he thought 
at first it might be the Riverend Jesse drumming up votes. 

NEXT WEEK 

Amstrad various 
Springing out of the cover is 
the spritely Amstrad 
CPC464, with sprites by 
courtesy of our high-res 
Output section. 
Output stack 
We offer you a Spectrum 
games designer, a Vic 20 
screen designer, BBC utili¬ 
ties and a look at a disk utility 
for the Commodore 64. 
Rats 
How does Cheetah’s cord¬ 
less joystick work our in 
practice? We give it a work¬ 
out — plus on the peripher¬ 
als front, a review of the 
latest in the C64 light pens. 
Romairtic Spectrum 
Look over a new tape utility 
for your Spectrum from 
Romantic Robot, and find 
out how to store Apricots. 

SYNTAX ERROR 

Several readers have phoned in 
with the following sugges¬ 
tions for the Amstrad Treasure 
of Middle Earth program. 
An alternative for line 870 is: 
870 IF P% = 27 AND B% (l2> = 27 
THEN PRINT X$ (40): S% <27,2) = 

- 39:s% (27,3) = 2«:u$ (22) = x$ (ss) 

To make the solution < to getting 
past the man) easier, alter 870 
tO . . . (R=18 0RR=19> 

880 IF P% = 27 AND B% (l2> <> 27 
THEN PRINT X$ (42): RETURN 
890 B% (S3) . . . SHOULD READ 
B% (37) 

820 R = 17 MORE LOGICAL . . . 
1620 Take out comma after 
asterisks place after word ’pass’ 
ie put two commas after 'pass’. 
13201$ should be I.$ 

Strathclyde Computer & Business October 2-3 
Exhbn 
Computer Technol Exhbn — October 3-5 
Comtec 
Computer Graphics FX Exhibitions October 9-11 
Apricot & Sirius Computer Show October 16-18 
London Business Equipment October 23-26 
Exhbn — LBES 
Computer Exhbn — Computers October 24-27 
Electron & BBC Micro User Show October 25-28 
Home Tech *84 October 26-29 
Computer Security Conf & Exhbn October 29-30 
SE Asian Personal Computer Oct 29-Nov 2 
Exhbn & Conf — PerCompAsia 
Computers in Action Oct 30-Nov 1 
Personal Computer Fair Oct 30-Nov 1 

PCN DATELINES 
Skean Dhu, Glasgow 

Newton Aycliffe, co. Durham 

Wembley, London 
Manchester 
Earl’s Court, London 

Johannesburg, S. Africa 
Alexandra Palace, London 
Exhbn Complex, Bristol 
Conf Centre, Nottingham 
Singapore 

Anderson Centre, Glasgow 
Town Hall, Bournemouth 

GHC Ltd, 041-248 2428 

Industry Section, Sedgefield District Council, 
0388-81666 
Online Conferences Ltd, 01-868 4466 
Paradox Group Ltd, 01-241 2354 
BED Exhibitions, 01-647 1001 

Specialised Exhbns, 01-486 1951 
Database Publications, 061 -456 8383 
Nationwide Exhibitions, 0272-650465/15 
Elsevier Int Bulletins, 0865-512242 
Overseas Exhbn Services, 01-486 1951 

Trade Exhibitions, 0764-4204 
Mike Schofield Promotions, 0202-36899 
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Unique technology: British mode 
laminated glass, aspherically curved 

Contrast Enhancement Antiglare Filter. 
Up to now, contrast-enhancing filters 

have always been flat — and so has their 
performance, because the screen of your 
TV, monitor or VDU is curved. 

Up to now, most filters have been 
plastic — because it takes mindbending 
technology to bend optical-quality 
laminated glass. 

Up to now, filters have ■ pj - 
been expensive — awkward H 
production techniques ' 
have meant price 
tags from around 
£50 to well over £100. 

Forget all that: 
the Romag CEAF is here. 
British designed and 
manufactured by space age military 
technologists, CEAF is profiled to fit 
your display screen, giving you the 
ultimate in contrast enhancement and 
antiglare performance. For under £20, 
this first generation of eye-friendly 
filters diffuses all specular reflections, 
gives sharper image clarity from edge to 
edge of the screen and greatly enhances 
display colours. 

Mounted and removed in seconds by 
invisible velcro fastenings, the anti¬ 
static, anti-shatter CEAF is a major step 
forward in the operational safety of 

computer displays unprotected screens 
can cause blurred vision, watery and 
itchy eyes, headaches and (according to 
such authorities as the Institute of 
Ophthalmology) even permanent 
changes in eyesight. 

Scratch-resistant, durable and easily 
cleaned without expensive sprays and 

agents, 9", 12" and 14" 
CEAFS are available from 
leading retailers at only 

FF 1 £19.95 including VAT. 
k Or fill in the Freepost 

_ coupon and your 
CEAF will be despatched 
within 48 hours. Orders 
can also be placed around 

ROAD FROG by courtesy of Ocean Software 

the clock by phoning the CEAF 
Department on (091) 414 5524, quoting 
your Access Card number. For other 
screen sizes, please ring or write — 
the CEAF prices for ‘specials’ would be 
considered very competitive.... if there 
was any competition! 

PFo FREEPOST ROMAG, CEAF Dept.PCN, 
. Blavdon on Tyne, Tyne & Wear NE21 5SG. 
| Telephone: (091) 414 5524 

' My TV/Monitor/VDU is:_(make) 

|_(model)_(size) 

I My Computer is:_(make/model) 

. Please send me:_9" CEAF(s) 
I _12" CEAF(s) 
I _14" CEAF(s) 

at £19.95 each. inc. P&P. 

' I enclose cheque/P.O. No- 

| for£_made payable to ROMAG. 

| OR My Access Card No. is 

i 11111111 i 111 11111 
' Name__ 

| Address- 

_Tel:_ 

_ ROMAG 

The filter which eliminates all competition 
CEAF ts a Registered Trade Mark 



Outperforms any Spectrum interface 
The unique Turbo interface from Ram gives you all these 

features - and more - in one unit 

❖ A variety of interfaces including Rom cartridges, two 9-way D plugs 
for standard joysticks, PLUS full expansion bus at rear. 

❖ Compatible with Kempston and Protek protocols 

❖ Works with latest Quickshot Mk II auto rapid-fire joysticks! 

❖ Choice of Rom cartridge or tape cassette software. 

❖ Instant program loading with cartridge software. 

❖ Built-in power safety device - unique to Ram Turbo. 

❖ Ful one year guarantee. 

Or cal our credit card hot line on 02514 25252. (Access and 
Visa welcome). 

Ram Electronics (Fleet) Ltd, 106 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hampshire 
GU138PA 

i- 

Please send me: 

_Spectrum Turbo Interface® at £22.95 
+ £1 p+p (overseas orders £3p-»-p) 

_Quickshot II Joystick® at £9.95 
(Only when purchased with Turtx) - normaly £1295 + £1 p+p) 

I enclose cheque/postal order a charge my Access/Visa for £- 

D3I I I I I I I I I I I I I TTTI 
* Immediate availability - 24 Hr despatch on receipt of 

PO./ credit card details (cheques - seven days). 

Incredible value - only £2295. 

So don’t wait around - simply complete 
the coupon and send it to us today. 

Name_ 

Address 

_Tel_ 
/fo: Ran Electronics (Fleet) Ltd. 106 Fleet Road, Fleet HanpshreGU138f* 5 

Trade and export enquiries welcome. 


